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ABSTRACT

The topic for this dissertation is the historical relationship between unfolding
movements and leaders and the institutional church. Within this frame, the focus is the
Church of the Nazarene as an institution, and the church’s relationship with its young and
unfolding clergy outliers. Outliers are defined as individuals who do not identify with the
center of the institution and instead are marginalized to the fringes based on their unique
call as innovators (apostles), igniters (prophets), and influencers (evangelists). The
Church of the Nazarene is failing to disciple its outliers. The question is, how can the
Church of the Nazarene better identify, equip, and engage its outliers? Outliers who have
been affirmed in their vocational calling/gifting, who have established deep relationships
through practical ministry that presents risk, trial, failure, success, and growth, and who
have been intentionally disciple, offer a generative influence to renew and sustain the
movement of the church. This research proposes that the Church of the Nazarene provide
this kind of intentional discipleship process for young and unfolding clergy outliers.
Chapter one, Dying to Fit, provides the context for the relationship of the
institutional church and unfolding movements, giving a detailed definition of the outlier
typology. Chapter two, Fit for Dying, considers organizational lifecycles, paying
particular attention to the Church of the Nazarene. Chapter three, From Dying to Living,
seeks to anchor the conversation, and consequently the solution, in the evaluation,
critique and re-imagination of the ecclesiology of the Church of the Nazarene. Chapter
four, Chaordic Living, provides a theoretical framework for an intentional discipleship
process built on these elements of discipleship: leadership development, chaordic theory,
and implementation of a sanctified imagination. Chapter five, From Living to Living in
ix

Perpetuity, builds the argument and an outline for a solution found in an intentional
discipleship process. This process creates space for outliers utilizing the sociological
process of liminality and communitas. The conclusion reflects the ecclesiological heart of
the argument, reminding pastors and leaders of the generative resurrection power that
brings life from death. And, because the institution of the church is a people, not only is
this power available, it is already at work through the indwelling power and presence of
the Holy Spirit.

x

SECTION 1 – DESCRIPTION

Introduction

You Lost Me.
– David Kinnaman
Since David Kinnaman1 penned these words in 2011, this short phrase has been a
catalyst for change regarding how the church identifies, equips, and engages the
generation known as the Millennials.2 Kinnaman stated succinctly what other researchers,
practitioners, and church leaders had been saying for close to twenty years: young people
are leaving the church, and the faith.3 Within this new ecclesial reality, stories of young
people and their journey away from church emerged, multiplied by the global nature of
their generation. For the Church of the Nazarene, these stories came from its young and
unfolding clergy.4 Ric, a young seminary grad, in the later stages of the process of

1

David Kinnaman and Aly Hawkins, You Lost Me: Why Young Christians are Leaving Churchand Rethinking Faith (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2011), 25. Rooted in research from Barna,
Kinnaman focuses on three caricatures of young Christians leaving the church: nomads, prodigals, and
exiles. You Lost Me began to give permission for leaders within the church to talk about the growing
disconnect of young people within the church more succinctly and with significant data. While the focus
here is not Millennials in general, there is a focus on unfolding clergy, in which the Millennial generation is
represented.
2

Identify, equip, and engage will be used to reference the posture of leadership crucial to the
argument of this dissertation. See additional research from Lifeway, Pew and Fuller Youth Institute. In
addition, Danny Quanstrom contributed research on Millennial clergy within the Church of the Nazarene, a
study further referenced in this dissertation.
3

Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton, Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual
Lives of Teenagers in America (New York, NY: Oxford Press, 2005). Smith’s work provides deep insight
into the effect of post-modernity in the church. His research focuses on the generation unfolding during the
era the post-modern shift became more mainstream. This research, along with additional research from
Barna and Lifeway created a myopic focus on one generation, losing the forest for the trees.
4

In the Oxford dictionary, unfolding is defined as (events or information) gradually developed or
revealed, or to reveal or disclose (thoughts or information). The idea of unfolding in the context of young
and unfolding clergy outliers is twofold. It is both the unfolding or becoming known of the outlier to the
established church and leadership as well as a reference to individuals with an unfolding call on their life to

1

2
ordination, shared an open letter regarding why he left the Church of the Nazarene.5
While perspectives do vary and every scenario has at least two sides, what was shared by
Ric and heard by those who listened to his story, were three difficult realities that became
determinative for Ric’s path: 1) failure in the church to embrace his identity as a young,
educated, clerical candidate; 2) lack of empowerment and equipping of those on the
margins; 3) lack of relational engagement, what Ric identified as “shallow roots.”6 More
than a dysfunctional system or a beleaguered and antiquated credentialing process, Ric,
as a young and unfolding clerical candidate, lacked a shared story, and he lacked
substantive and intentional relationships with denominational leadership who oversee the
process of ordination. The deeper relationships he had with individuals within the
denomination were with women and men who represented an academic population within
the Church of the Nazarene, a population that regularly received divisive criticism from
within the denomination. These deficiencies did not send him packing, but they did open
the door.7
Ric’s story includes a common thread found in research by Kinnaman, the Fuller
Youth Institute, and the National Study of Youth and Religion: the church has a
discipleship problem, namely a loss of generational storytelling. For Kinnaman, the story

pursue ministry. Outlier clergy are not always young, so unfolding in this context allows room for those
who are discerning a call to ministry later in life or as a second career.
5

Ric Shewell, “Why I Left the Church of the Nazarene,” Ric Shewell Blog, January 29, 2014,
accessed October 5, 2014, http://ricshewell.com/why-i-left-the-church-of-the-nazarene/.
6
7

Ibid.

Taken from comments by Gene Schandorf from a blog post by Brian Powell, “Why I Didn’t
Leave the Church of the Nazarene,” You are What You Think, Brian Powell Blog, accessed September 21,
2016, https://brianlpowell.com/2015/03/26/why-i-didnt-leave-the-church-of-the-nazarene/.
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is lost because of alienation, access, and authority.8 Alienation is a relational separation
between older and younger generations in the church, including within families.9 Access
is Kinnaman’s reference to the overwhelming digital influence affecting young people, an
influence which is diluting their ability to connect. Kinnaman interpreted a greater sense
of connectivity as leading to greater isolation.10 And finally, authority refers to the
growing skepticism about religious structures and institutions, as well as Scripture, to
speak into the lives of young people with credibility and authority.11
This dissertation aims, above all, to address the discipleship problem between
what is unfolding—movements and clergy—and what is established—the church-asinstitution.12 Within this frame, the focus will be specifically on the Church of the
Nazarene and its relationship with outliers.13 As I will discuss in chapter 1, outliers are
defined as individuals who are gifted and called to love and serve at the margins. Outliers
in the context of the Church of the Nazarene are uniquely gifted as apostles, prophets,
and evangelists—three of the five vocational callings/giftings found in Ephesians 4.
These three vocational callings/giftings are generative in nature, inspire fresh
perspectives, and agitate the status quo. Identifying apostles, prophets, and evangelists in
the twenty-first century Nazarene context can present problems because of the

8

Kinnaman and Hawkins, 37-57.

9

Ibid., 44-50.

10

Ibid., 39-44.

11

Ibid., 50-56.

12

The phrase, young and unfolding clergy, will be used in this dissertation to define those clergy
who are in the process of clergy development. Unfolding helps identify those who are beginning or are in
process and are older, indicating a call to ministry received or responded to later in life.
13

Throughout dissertation, CotN will be used to refer to the Church of the Nazarene.
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presuppositions and cultural definitions of these loaded words. This dissertation will raise
awareness of the presence of, and need for, outliers within the Church of the Nazarene.
Care will be taken to redeem these words by exploring their biblical and historical
meaning, and to apply them purposefully. In addition, the alternative descriptors of
innovator, igniter, and influencer will be explored to give a more substantive and
contextual meaning to the outlier typology.
The Church of the Nazarene is failing to identify and, consequently, to equip and
engage its outliers. Identifying requires denominational leadership involved in the clergy
development processes and programs, to recognize, affirm, and disciple others to live into
their vocational calling/gifting, so that they can in turn live out of their vocational
calling/gifting for the sake of the kingdom. How can the Church of the Nazarene disciple
and integrate, or re-integrate, the young and unfolding clergy identified as outliers in
order to fulfill the call of Ephesians 4 to be the body of Christ, honoring all parts equally
and faithfully?
The claim of this research orients the solution in a robust ecclesiology, faithful to
the Nazarene, and broader Wesleyan, historical narrative as a renewal movement. An
ecclesiastical vision of the Holy Spirit, calling and gifting the body of Christ to be set
apart for the sake of the world, requires individuals to be identified for the part they play
in the body of Christ and thus requires fresh perspective on the discipleship of
individuals. When the church embodies a more robust ecclesiology, informed and rooted
in a discipleship culture, its leaders can better identify, equip, and engage outliers through
an intentional discipleship journey that anchors the outlier in their unique gifting and
calling.

5
Partners in this Conversation, the Gaps, and the Additions

This dissertation will continue, and advance, the conversation of how the Church
of the Nazarene can best journey with its clergy. Of particular focus is the young and
unfolding clergy outliers, a cohort Alan Hirsch refers to in his research as APEs.14 The
outlier typology of this dissertation embodies much of what Hirsch uses to describe the
APEs. The gap in Hirsch’s work is simply a need for contextualization within the Church
of the Nazarene. This dissertation extends Hirsch’s conversation by applying these ideas
to the Church of the Nazarene. Danny Quanstrom, a millennial senior pastor in the
Church of the Nazarene has provided research in conjunction with Nazarene Research to
give credible voice to his generation. His research, along with presenting a paper on the
results to the General Superintendents at an annual conference, has moved the
conversation of clergy discipleship forward. While Quanstrom touches on general issues
related to the marginalization of outliers, his focus on Millennials highlights the
generational gap. Rather than focusing on generational differences, this dissertation
frames the discussion around the unique vocational calling/gifting that makes up the
diversity of the body of Christ. Although Nazarene Research provides some statistical
summaries, little research has been done to provide insight into whether or not there
exists a correlation between the growth/decline of outliers and the growth/decline of the
Church of the Nazarene in general.

14

Apostles, prophets, and evangelists.

6
A primary intention of this dissertation is to look at outliers through the lens of
organizational and living systems theory.15 Adding these perspectives illustrates that the
motivation for advocating for fresh perspectives, new wine skins, and change, is for the
continued health, growth, and vitality of the Church of the Nazarene as a renewal
movement. This dissertation seeks to connect these conversation partners, and in some
cases challenge their assessments, all in hopes of continuing or extending their work.

A Look Ahead: Chapter Summaries

But why outliers? And who exactly are these outliers? Chapter one begins by
answering these questions. In Outliers: The Story of Success, Malcom Gladwell defines
outlier as “a scientific term to describe things or phenomena that lie outside normal
experience.”16 He relates this to people as outliers, who “for one reason or another, are so
accomplished and so extraordinary and so outside of ordinary experience that they are as
puzzling to the rest of us as a cold day in August.”17 Gladwell’s outlier typology helps us
understand success, changing the narrative from one about intelligence or ambition or
character traits to one about the influence of context: mentoring, family, culture,
generation, and unique and fortunate childhood experiences. The use of outliers in the

15

See Richard T. Pascale, Mark Millemann, Linda Gioja, Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of
Nature and the New Laws of Business (New York: Three Rivers Press, 2000) and James Davison Hunter,
To Change the World: The Irony, Tragedy, and Possibility of Christianity in the Late Modern World (New
York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2010), texts used to support the value of the organizational and living
systems theory lenses.
16

Malcom Gladwell, Outliers: The Story of Success (New York, NY: Little, Brown and Company,
2008), 312.
17

Ibid.
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context of this dissertation affirms Gladwell’s recognition of outliers as outside of the
ordinary, but will focus specifically on outliers within the Church of the Nazarene. The
outlier typology also includes a desire to change the narrative of how we define
individuals who are usually seen as outside normative church culture. The shift here,
however, is to emphasize a biblical narrative of vocational calling/gifting given by God.
Additionally, the focus is on the value and importance of context, not just in shaping
outliers, but in recognizing supportive or detrimental influences as outliers live into and
out of their unique vocational calling within the church.18 It is the influence of an
outlier’s context that is central to the solution of the stated problem in this dissertation.
The failure to identify, equip, and engage young and unfolding clergy outliers
within the Church of the Nazarene does not occur inside a vacuum. It is also a story
inherited from the influence of Christendom on how the church functions. Chapter two
investigates the influence of Christendom, the tendency of institutions to drift towards
institutionalism, and the effects of organizational lifecycles on the church. Beginning
with the effect of what James Davison Hunter calls the “Constantinian Error,” chapter
two will discuss the influence of Christendom and the tendency of institutions—including
the church-as-institution—to move toward equilibrium, the status quo, and eventually
death. 19 This institutional tendency will be connected to the patterns and trends noted in

18

The phrase live into and out of, is central to the transformative proposals offered in this
dissertation. This idea will be woven throughout and further developed in later chapters. To live into one’s
vocational calling/gifting is to embody the characteristics in ways that transfigure—change from the inside
out—the individual. To live out of one’s vocational calling/gifting is for one’s practice to reflect the
embodied identity and calling. In chapters 4-5 this is fleshed out and compared with Jesus’ model of
discipleship as a means of shaping how the Church of the Nazarene can better identify, equip, and engage
outliers through an intentional discipleship process.
19

Hunter, 152. Throughout this dissertation this will be referred to as the Constantinian shift, a
phrase coined by John Howard Yoder.
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research on organizational lifecycles. The effect of Constantine on the church throughout
the centuries is evident.20 The influence of the marriage of church and state has become a
benchmark for how things are, and has developed into a method for bringing about world
change: power. Hunter writes:
With the conversion of Constantine and then the Edict of Milan in AD 313, came
rapprochement between piety and power that compromised the church’s
distinctiveness and thus its inimitable witness to the world. The Constantinian
error has been fatal in many ways. Rather than challenging the principalities and
powers, the people of God became united with the powers; rather than
proclaiming the peace, the church embraced an ethic of coercion, power and, thus,
violence; rather than resisting the power of the state, the church provided divine
legitimation of the state, which has invariably led to the hubris of empire,
conquest, and persecution; rather than modeling a new kind of society, the church
imitated the social structures of hierarchy and administration; rather than being a
servant to the poor and the oppressed, the church has been complicit in wielding
economic and political power over the poor and the oppressed.21
Hunter’s work underscores dynamics at work below the surface of every institution,
which would also include the Church of the Nazarene. It is significantly difficult for
institutions to avoid using power to influence, and this power corrupts how the institution
is led, and its investment in leadership.
Having identified the problems of corruption and power connected to the
Constantinian shift, chapter two concludes by uncovering the influence of institutional
dynamics, lifecycles, and functions.22 The selfish use of power leads to coercion, control,

20

It is difficult to assess whether the predominant view of Protestants on Constantine’s effect on
the church is positive, negative or non-existent. It is evident amongst scholars like Hunter and John Howard
Yoder that when the church became bedfellows with the empire it lost its influence and identity. However,
the way the church functions, particularly in the West, it seems the desired approach to change the world is
through the positions and structures of power, primarily politically. It seems to be Constantine 2.0.
21
22

Hunter, 153.

Scholar reference here points to individuals like John Howard Yoder, Conrad Wright, and James
Davison Hunter. Each of these individuals, among others, are referenced and cited in this dissertation.
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and a quest for institutional preservation. Institutions seek equilibrium, a state of
organizational living that Richard Pascale, Mark Millemann, and Linda Gioja say is the
equivalent of a death knell for any institution. They write:
In the natural world, the dichotomy between genetic uniformity, which
perpetuates a winning formula, and genetic diversity, which dilutes the formula, is
resolved by evolution and chance. In the business world, it’s an important matter
of choice [and] also represents an excruciating paradox. Companies must weigh
the benefits of introducing…new hires – against the possibly disruptive effects on
a smoothly running operation. It is critical to protect the reliable core of an
organization’s business platform while one simultaneously plants and nurtures the
seeds of revolutionary change. One way to do this is to carefully cultivate the
fringes.23
As Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja point out, effective change requires innovative
thinking and leadership that develops at the margins. The margins are where outliers are
planted and where they serve the body and the world. For the church-as-institution to
identify, equip, and engage outliers, there must be a shift in how the church organizes and
functions.
Chapter three examines how the church can find the generative synergy of living
into and out of its genetic coding as a renewal movement, by holding in tension what is
established and what is unfolding. Because of the influence of Christendom, the solution
must rely on a pre-Constantinian understanding of the church. It must be rooted in a
robust ecclesiology inviting generative and cooperative conversation within an
ecclesiology shaped by Christendom. An additional element here is the form and function
of leadership and development in the Early Church. Alan Hirsch refers to the “apostolic
genius,” a powerful nexus of the gifts of apostle, prophet, evangelist, shepherd, and

23

Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja, 30-31.
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teacher found in Ephesians 4.24 Chapter three argues that there is an imbalance of these
gifts in leadership, both clergy and lay, within the Church of the Nazarene. This
imbalance is the root cause of outliers finding themselves on the margins of the
leadership conversation. In The Forgotten Ways, Hirsch notes, “without apostolic
ministry the church either forgets its high calling or fails to implement it successfully.
Sadly, in declining denominational systems, such people are commonly ‘frozen out’ or
exiled because they disturb the equilibrium of a system in stasis.”25 The argument of this
dissertation is that the church should identify, equip, and engage outliers at the margins,
in the places that they have been created and called to minister to, for the sake of the
institution, the larger body of Christ, and the world.
Out of a robust ecclesiological vision that both repents of and moves on from the
prevailing influence of Christendom and the tendency towards institutionalism, chapter
four begins to build a theoretical framework designed to support practical steps for how
the Church of the Nazarene can better identify, equip, and engage outliers. This
framework proposes a process of discipleship to help identify, equip, and engage young
and unfolding clergy outliers. To support the argument advocating for this discipleship
process, this chapter describes how churches with the genetic coding of a renewal
movement—like the Church of the Nazarene—are sustained by the presence of outliers.
In addition, it is argued that disciple-making is the chief form of leadership development
within ecclesial movements.

24

Alan Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church (Grand Rapids, MI:
Brazos Press, 2006).
25

Ibid., 152.
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At this point, an interdisciplinary perspective is included, to build a more
substantive framework for the practical application. Victor Turner’s theories of liminality
and communitas provide a sociological lens highlighting the importance of deep and
transformative engagement. Dee Hock’s chaordic theory provides an organizational
leadership perspective that establishes the needed structure for the church to function as
an institution while retaining the ability to hold what is established and what is unfolding
in healthy and generative tension.26
A discipleship problem demands a discipleship solution. Accordingly, chapter
five provides a discipleship process for young and unfolding clergy outliers which builds
on the framework of chapter four, incorporating the ideas of liminality and communitas
and the theoretical understanding of chaordic organizations. The proposal provides a
holistic response that seeks to help the church identify, equip, and engage outliers, as well
as find new areas of growth, change, and development. These combine to challenge
equilibrium and avoid the tendency of institutions to follow typical life cycle trends. The
first proposal, called Movement 72, seeks to provide a process for young and unfolding
clergy outliers currently in the process of ordination. A second process, called Movement
72U is designed for high school students expressing a call to ministry. Movement 72U
has identical elements to Movement 72, with a long scope perspective that extends their
journey through college and into placement in a ministry role that affirms their identified
vocational calling/gifting. The Appendix includes a final, out-of-the-box proposal for the

26
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Church of the Nazarene to better identify, equip, and engage outliers through the creation
and implementation of evangelical Orders.

Conclusion

Ric’s story is not unique to his generation. The Church of the Nazarene has
countless stories of women and men throughout its one-hundred-plus year history who
were clergy outliers, but were not identified, equipped, and engaged for who they were
created and called to be. And yet, the Church of the Nazarene is full of countless stories
of clergy who have thrived, and consequently helped the denomination to grow. Although
conversations about change, or new wine skins, can be seen as critiques of what was,
within the narrative of the church new wine skins are nothing more than fresh expressions
that carry the age-old story of the person of Jesus. What follows is a small addition to the
conversation of how the Church of the Nazarene can bring together what is established
and what is unfolding by identifying, equipping, and engaging its young and unfolding
clergy outliers. Through the generative influence of outliers, the Church of the Nazarene
carries the potential to embody and practice its heritage as a renewal movement.

Chapter One

Dying to Fit: Lonely on the Edge of the Inside

The story of the people of God is a story of the now and the not yet. At the heart
of this story is Jesus, who is Lord of all and whose rule and reign has ushered in a
kingdom that has come and is coming. The both/and reign of God invites all humanity to
live in the in-between: what Richard Rohr calls “the edge of the inside.”1 In defining the
edge of the inside, Rohr states, “The edge of things is a liminal space…The edge is a holy
place…and you have to be taught how to live there.”2 For sociologists, liminal space is
literally the space in-between.3 Liminal space—the in-between—requires an inside and
an outside. Liminal space can be a powerful place of influence, and an overwhelming
place of loneliness. In a June 24, 2016 New York Times article on Rohr’s “edge of the
inside” perspective, David Brooks wrote, “A person at the edge of the inside can be the
strongest reformer. This person has the loyalty of a faithful insider but the judgment of
the critical outsider.” He argues that Martin Luther King Jr.’s “authentic inner
experience” as an American, helped him to appropriately critique America “from the
values he learned from America.” Because of King’s ardent love for his nation and the
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values intrinsic to its core identity, and his understanding of the cause of civil injustice as
a black man, he was able to provide a powerful voice of reformation at a time when such
a voice was desperately needed.
Brooks comments that, while the outsider is “… throwing bombs, (and the insider
is) locked into the status quo…[t]he person on the edge is involved in a process of
perpetual transformation, not belonging to the system.” Edge-living is different than
being either inside or outside. There is no need to defend the system, but there is also no
need to destroy the system, as it has its place and purpose. Rohr comments that the person
on the edge of the inside has, “learned the rules well enough to know how to ‘break the
rules properly’ which is not really to break them at all, but to find their true purpose: ‘not
to abolish the law but to complete it’ as Jesus rightly puts it.”4 Inhabiting this space inbetween requires a deep love of both the inside and the outside. It is, as Brooks notes,
being one who “neither idolizes the Us nor demonizes the Them.” Instead, it is seeking to
“move between these two loves.”5 This posture was, and is, perfectly embodied in the
self-emptying nature of Jesus. It is the posture found in those called and gifted to help
bring seasons of renewal for the Church of the Nazarene: those I will call the outliers.
In addressing the problem stated in the introduction, this chapter will begin by
framing the historical context of the Church of the Nazarene, within which the outliers—
those on the edge of the inside—find themselves. The terms established and unfolding
will be used within this frame, to tell the story of the relationship between the Established
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Church (i.e, Church of England) and the Methodist movement.6 These elements provide
the historical background to the established and unfolding tension. Without the frame of
these two sides of the institutional coin, it is not possible to identify, engage, and equip
outliers. Next, this chapter will define what it means to be an outlier in the context of the
Church of the Nazarene. The definition of outlier includes three independent and unique
descriptors of disciples: innovators, igniter and influencers. These descriptors are far
more than caricatures or characteristics; they are foundational to each individual’s
calling. As such, work will be done to build a case for the validity of each term, root each
historically within the Methodist movement, and propose the biblical foundation for this
typology. Brief exploration will be given to what organizational theorists call tempered
radicals to provide support for the presence of outliers within the institution of the
Church of the Nazarene. The chapter concludes with an assessment of three counter
arguments attempting to answer why outliers struggle in the Church of the Nazarene.

The Context and Resonance of Established and Unfolding

In Changing Signs of Truth, Crystal L. Downing uses the metaphor of a coin to
illustrate how institutions must navigate these dynamics in the midst of cultural change,
within both Christian culture and the broader global culture. Using a quarter as an
example, she points to the picture of George Washington (which has been on the quarter
since 1932), as the “dominant sign.” Until 1999, the other side of the coin featured an
eagle. In that year, the U.S. Mint began to feature images of each state and territory, even
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beginning the process all over again in 2010.7 For Downing, standing on the “fluted
edge” of the coin,
is the position of (re)signing truth: resigned to the headship of Jesus Christ, you
maintain trust in the sign to the right, where the words “In God We Trust” still
appear. But your position on the edge also enables you to look to the left where
you can enjoy and celebrate the re-signing of the coin. Just as each state of the
union determines its own sign on the quarter, so each new era or state of culture
determines new signs for the faith.8
The re-signing with each state’s symbol did not change the value of the coin or the
narrative of the quarter. What changed was how each state chose to be represented, a
representation that seemed to communicate the story of each state in a manner relevant
for the current cultural context.
Downing places the effectiveness of this re-signing on the fluted edge of the coin.
When the coin is on the edge, both sides are visible and given value. For the re-signing to
be meaningful the face of George Washington, the side of tradition, must be visible.
Without this side of tradition, the story is lost and the identity of the quarter is blurred, if
not forgotten. For the church, this edge is the person of Jesus uniting the sides of the
church: established (tradition) and unfolding (fresh perspectives and movements).
Remaining a people on the edge allows for fresh perspective and vision to emerge and for
unity to be achieved and maintained over time. This edge becomes the unifying base
upon which the church finds its bearing.9
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The established side, like the profile of George Washington, stands as a
representation of the narrative of tradition. For John Wesley and his Methodist
movement, the Church of England was literally called the Established Church, an
institution of tradition with little room for change. The relationship of Wesley’s
Methodist movement within the Church of England is not easily defined. As David
Hempton states, “Wesley’s support of the Church of England was always more
impressive in thought than in deed, and was neither static nor entirely unconditional.”10
Nevertheless, regardless of how critical Wesley was of the relationship of the Church and
the State, “Wesley wanted to reform the Church to make it more effective, not erode the
Church to make it more vulnerable.”11 Wesley’s posture of synthesis shapes the ideal
vision of how institutions can navigate the established and unfolding tension. In the
context of this dissertation, however, the idea of resonance will be used as opposed to
synthesis.12 Rather than seeing the need to resolve the tension, the tension between the
establishment and the outliers, the center and the margins, creates a resonance that in turn
inspires movement and ensures those on the margins are not co-opted by those in the
center.
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Consider the strings on a guitar. These strings can only produce beautiful, in-tune
music when they are held in perfect tension between two points; one that is fixed and one
that is moving. The fixed point is anchored by the bridge and the bridge pins. These
provide a sense of rootedness that allows the string to be tightened. The second point is
called the tuning peg or tuning machine. This is the point of movement, allowing the
tension of the string to increase and decrease until the string resonates with perfect pitch.
Each point maintains its integrity and individuality, but without each other the string
cannot resonate. For the church, the center and the margins, the establishment and the
outliers, need each other. Only when the church fosters this tension can the church
provide a harmonious resonance that gives voice to the soundtrack of the Spirit for the
sake of the world.
Wesley struggled with the fact that the Established Church produced apathetic
Christians, illustrated by a lack of intentional discipleship and confession of sin. In large
part, this was due to the relationship between the Church of England and the State,
creating a Christian nation where people were Christian by virtue of birth in England.13 In
addition, as Methodism became established, it developed an insular posture, which led to
fear, and resistance to change. Wesley’s personal story served him well in navigating the
relationship with the Established Church.14 “Through a command of modern as well as
ancient languages he was able to break out of the spiritual insularity which was fast
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overtaking the Church of England.”15 Much of Wesley’s struggle with the Established
Church was rooted in the centuries-long influence of Constantine on the Church.16 For
Wesley, Constantine wreaked havoc when he “poured in a flood of riches, honours and
power upon the Christians; more especially upon the clergy.”17
Arguably, Wesley’s frustration was aimed toward the influence of the State,
creating the “pleasure-taking, money-loving, praise-loving, preferment-seeking
clergymen”18 and influencing both form and function of the Established Church. Wesley
critiqued the natural progression of institutionalism prevalent within the Established
Church. Methodism was a hopeful vision rooted in a commitment to the original narrative
of the Church responsible for shaping much of who Wesley was. For Wesley, “church
was based not upon apostolic authority, confessional orthodoxy, or state coercion, but
rather on the free consent of equals to form a voluntary association.”19 Wesley’s mission
and method earned him the title of radical, which is fitting both as a representation of
Methodism’s “jarring clash between the unique genius of the church as the community of
God’s people and the tranquilized, traditionalized, institutionalized, and often secularized
reality”20 of the Established Church and the etymological meaning of root.
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Wesley’s verbal and written allegiance to the Established Church seemed to be
overshadowed by the perceptions of others based upon his practice. The very idea that
Wesley would spawn a movement of perceived dissent within the Church raised
questions and inspired fear. As Hempton notes, this reality speaks more about the
context—that “Methodism was born into a culture of hostility” 21 —than about the
motives, of Wesley. Wesley’s Methodist movement serves as a prime example of the
tension always present in an institution between what is established and what is
unfolding, as well as for the necessity of outliers, like Wesley, to bring healthy renewal
which can preserve and revive the ecclesial narrative.22
Early Methodism offers three examples of outliers, referred to by historians and
scholars as the irregulars, enthusiasts, and itinerants.23 As a movement, the unfolding
culture of Methodism was breaking out from the establishment, “Spreading scriptural
holiness throughout the land, and indeed the world … outdoor and itinerant preaching,
society association, and connectionalism were the means; individual assurance,
communal discipline and national regeneration were the ends.”24 Methodism’s theology
and praxis sought ecclesiological balance that Wesley sensed was lacking in the
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Established Church. John Wesley led with the hope that the Methodist genius would
revive the Established Church from within. He never intended to break from the
Established Church. Methodism was a mobile, Spirit-led, holiness driven, gospelcentered, and sent-out ecclesial movement. Methodism had struck a chord in the margins
of society, as well as the margins of ecclesiastical life.
In the Methodist context, the first of these outliers, the irregular, points to the the
fact that praxis differed from what was deemed regular within the Anglican Church.
Class meetings, field preaching, lay leadership, house meetings, and advocating for social
change were some of the many irregular aspects of the Methodist movement. Regular
ministry referred to aspects of the church “preferred by Evangelicals (and) performed
within the established norms of the state church, while irregularity generally signified
innovative measures.”25
Second were the enthusiasts, a label given Wesley and those in his movement
more drawn toward outdoor preaching, extemporaneous prayer, and practices visibly
different. Enthusiasts were present in Methodism but he refuted and spoke vocally
against being identified as such.26 However, next to the Anglican Church’s rigid
institutional structure, Wesley’s more fluid, movement-oriented Methodism was often
perceived as, and labeled, radical. In general, Wesley accepted the epithet ‘enthusiast’, if
it was meant as a rough synonym for a vigorous and earnest faith, but strenuously
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repudiated it when it was intended as a synonym for false claims of divine inspiration.
Wesley accepted, as a general proposition, that God regularly and strikingly intervened in
the created order to advance his purposes.27 Hempton sums this up: “In short, most of the
paradoxes of Methodism and most of the ambiguities of its distinctive kind of spirituality
go back to the fact that it was a movement of religious enthusiasts coming of age in an
era of the Enlightenment.”28
The final outlier we see in early Methodism is the itinerant preacher. Hempton
describes outdoor and itinerant preaching as the means for seeing the message of
scriptural holiness find its way through the land.29 In the itinerant is the infused DNA of a
mobile movement, one seeking to be mobile and to go to the people, as opposed to the
parish model that often could not, or in some cases would not, provide service for rural
communities or the under-served.
The presence of irregulars, enthusiasts and itinerants provided the Methodist
movement with a radical presence on the edge of the established culture. “Methodism at
its heart and center had always been a profoundly countercultural movement. It drew
energy and personal commitment from the dialectics arising from its challenge to
accepted norms in religion and society. It thrived on opposition, but it could not long
survive equipoise (equilibrium).”30
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Wesley’s Methodist movement illustrates the necessity of valuing the unfolding
side of the coin to allow the institution of the church to reinvent and renew in ways
relevant to the current cultural context. It must be said, however, that even the best
innovation, without execution, implementation, and system organization, will lack
sustainability. Wesley’s commitment to the Established Church was more than mere
politics. Wesley saw the stability of tradition and knew the value of unity. The
established side can be understood as the church-as-institution: the systems and structures
naturally present as organizations grow and expand.31 Valuing the established side of the
coin is important in allowing the institution of the church to reinvent and renew itself in
ways that remain consistent with the traditional narrative of the church. An unhealthy
monopoly by the institutional side of the coin leads to the dysfunctions of
institutionalism.32 It is evident that both sides have value: remember the gift of both/and.
But what is often overlooked is the necessity to synthesize, or to bring together both
established and unfolding.33 Established without unfolding is extinct, but unfolding
without established is empty.
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A Biblical Typology

“Christ gives the church the officers she needs, not vice versa.”34 Christ as the
head of his church is an often-overlooked biblical and ecclesiological doctrine. Unity in
the church is because of, and in, Christ. Without Christ, there is no unity. Without unity
there is no body. Without the body, Christ’s presence in the world is fractured.35 Markus
Barth’s commentary on Ephesians 4 helps to build a biblical frame for the place and
purpose of outliers: women and men who are gifted by grace for the sake of unity in the
church. Further advocating for those who are called, Howard Snyder argues that it is
impossible to understand the New Testament instructions regarding the church without a
biblical understanding of the gifts of the Spirit.36 He writes, “Spiritual gifts are primarily
a matter, not of individual Christian experience, but of the corporate life of the church.
Gifts are given for, and in the context of, community.”37
“According to vss. 7-8 they are ‘given’ as ‘gifts,’ but in vs. 11 Paul shows that
this ‘gift’ is distinct from an occasional token of God’s and Christ’s good will that may
be received, consumed, and soon forgotten.”38 The overarching call for unity by the
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author of the letter, as well as the imbedded Christological picture of the headship of
Christ, gives functional and practical application to the body of Christ metaphor. A
diminished ecclesiology impedes the church from interpreting the Ephesians 4 text, and
other similar Pauline instructions, as a means of being the church-as-institution. “By his
gift, the exalted Christ establishes an order and gives the church a constitution. Gift and
institution, or charisma and office, are not mutually exclusive alternatives; they are
combined and inseparable.”39 The gift of Christ in the form of the outliers is given so that
the church, under Christ, can be joined and held together and can grow and be built up.
These actions culminate in the church being “built up in love,” a love that is rooted in the
gift of grace through Christ. The process is cyclical, seeing the church, under Christ,
joined together, being built up in love, all the while being equipped for the work of the
ministry. It is an active process of maturing and being perfected as the church is joined
together, equipped, built up and sent out in love. Ephesians 4 declares Christ has given
five gifts to the church in order that this process will continue. Those gifts are the
vocational callings of apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor/shepherd, and teacher.
Barth further pushes the tension of his both/and commentary between charisma
and office when he states,
God appoints Christ to be the head over church and world (Eph 1:10, 20-23); the
exalted Christ will fill all, and he appoints ministers to the church (4:8-11). That is
all! There are no references to bishops, general secretaries, district
superintendents and the like, and no utterance on the authority of higher ministers
over a ‘minor’ clergy or over their ordination.40
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This is not a refutation of distinct roles, institutional hierarchy, structures, or even a
pointed critique of church polity. With Christ as the head, and the Holy Spirit leading into
all truth, room should, and can be, made for individuals to live into and out of the calling
they have received. Unity—what the writer of Ephesians roots in oneness—calls for the
church to be different together for the sake of each other and the world. Supporting the
biblical understanding of oneness, Barth states,
Finally, in Ephesians the purpose and implication of the confession ‘One God’ is
this: God makes the decision, has the power, and performs the deed of making
‘one new man’ out of a mankind divided in hostility. Because God is one, his
people are one and are to live on the basis and in recognition of unity. Similarly in
OT and Jewish writings the oneness of God is the ontic and noetic presupposition
of statements about the oneness of the temple, the law, or the people of God.41
In the same way, outliers are a part of the oneness of the church, a oneness rooted in God
who is one. For the church to be the body of Christ, living under the lordship of Christ,
each part must identify, engage, and equip the other parts to live into and out of their
calling. Snyder adds emphasis to this point stating, “[t]he function of a local church
should be to expect, identify and awaken the varied gifts that sleep within the community
of believers.”42
“Apostle, prophet, evangelist are clearly external to local churches. Ephesians has
twice used apostles and prophets in a way that suggests an activity that has already been
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completed (2:20; 3:5).”43 The term evangelist is only used two other times in the New
Testament, one in Acts 21:8 referring to Philip and the other in 2 Timothy 4:5 referring to
Timothy. In each case, the evangelist was “commissioned by the apostles to preach the
gospel.”44 Scripture speaks to the generative nature of the first three callings or vocations:
“those functions connected with the founding of the community and moves on to those of
local leaders.”45 It is the generative nature of outliers—apostles, prophets, and
evangelists—that helps to settle a significant debate regarding the interpretation of the
Ephesians 4 text.46 The gifts are given to the called for the sake of generating life and
movement within the body of Christ as a means of reaching fullness and maturity as a
body.
When Christ’s gift to the church is freely exercised, the following three vocation
calling/giftings emerge: 1) apostles, who have a calling to bring about a new way or
structure for being the church, 2) prophets, who emerge to speak the gospel in a new
context that demands the structure or rhythm of the church must change, and 3)
evangelists, who follow the Spirit from church to church declaring the good news of the
gospel of Jesus through fresh expression. These generative expressions are then
stewarded through shepherds who provide care for planted seeds, and teachers who
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instruct the body to obey everything Christ has commanded. Explained in this way, it is
evident why Paul intentionally used the metaphor of the body to illustrate the divine
ecclesiological calling.
In his commentary on Ephesians, Frank Thielman explains that there are two
primary views with differing exegetical interpretations on how the phrase eis ergon
diakonias—the work of ministry—should be understood.47 In summary, one view
interprets this phrase as a “coordinate with the preceding phrase (pros ton katartismon
tōn hagiōn), which is translated as ‘for the equipping of the saints,’ (while the other
interpretation) “claims that the phrase fills out the meaning of the term (katartismon),
now translated as ‘preparation’ or ‘equipping.’”48 Thielman asserts, with other scholars,
the second interpretation “is probably correct. … [T]he apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers of 4:11 equip all believers to do the work of ministry for the
edification of Christ’s body.”49
For Thiesman, the first interpretation focuses on professionalization of these
gifts, where the five vocational callings provide leadership that both equips the saints and
does the work of the ministry. This interpretation, however, moves away from the
emphasis of unity of the body, instead emphasizing one group over and above another.
This interpretation creates resistance to the inclusion of the five giftings of Ephesians 4 in
the modern church. In addition, misuse of this interpretation can lead to abuse of power,
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minimizing the role and value of the laity, and developing an unhealthy view and
expectation of clergy. Hirsch and Catchim address this tension by stating:
The reality is that the Ephesians 4 typology (the fivefold ministry that we call
APEST: apostle, prophet, evangelist, shepherd, and teacher) is a major piece of
Pauline ecclesiology. Although there have been bits and pieces of affirmations,
we have not been able to find a single theologically substantial published book
dedicated solely to this topic. To be sure, some books have emerged from the
twentieth-century charismatic and Pentecostal wings of the church, but these are
largely one-dimensional and fundamentalist, lack depth, and are front-loaded with
domination theology with its over hierarchical and elitist notions of leadership,
the kind of which our Lord expressly forbids (Matthew 20:25-28). We suggest
that many of these books are part of the reason that APEST ministry is not
embraced as widely as it ought to be in the broader church: they have instead
provided a straw man that the others so easily reject.50
A significant struggle regarding interpretation of spiritual gifts is the tendency for
them to be understood outside of the context of ecclesiology. Snyder notes, “[a] biblical
understanding of spiritual gifts is absolutely essential for a biblical conception of the
church. For this will determine whether our ecclesiology is based on a charismatic or an
institutional model.”51 The problem for the outliers within the church is rooted in an
ecclesiological problem. The solution must look for ecclesiological cues and clues from
Scripture if the church is to find a way forward in understanding spiritual gifts “in the
context of ecclesiology, as in the New Testament.”52
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Ibid. This dissertation provides movement towards a perceived solution by re-imagining the
ecclesiological narrative of the Church of the Nazarene.
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Outlier as Innovator, Igniter, Influencer: A Nazarene Typology

Outliers are individuals with an inherent struggle between who they know
themselves to be created and called to be, and the institutional pull of the system and
structure they are a part of. Outlier, as argued here, is a statement of identity, not a label
of differentiation situating them away from institutional culture. As such, it is imperative
that the identity of the outlier be found and rooted in the person of Jesus. As with any
other label, outlier is not where they find their value and worth, rather that comes from
Christ. Outliers are always Christians who happen to be outliers.
Richard Rohr orients the outlier, what he refers to as those on the edge of the
inside, in the person of Jesus. Rohr notes the passage in John 10 where Jesus calls himself
the gate: a point of exit and entry through which those who are a part of his fold can go in
and out freely “and be sure of finding pasture.”53 Rohr uncovers the compassionate and
others-focused heart of a God who in Jesus “sees himself more as a place of entrance and
exit than a place of settlement.”54 Jesus positioned himself as the consummate outlier, a
builder of bridges between the now and the not yet, between the haves and the have-nots.
Jesus’ life, teaching, and ministry was at the margins, always advocating for the least and
the lost. Jesus made a way for the children and the thief, the Pharisee and the tax
collector. It is in the person of Jesus that we find the perfect example of the biblical truth:
in Christ there is no slave or free, Jew or Gentile, man or woman. In Christ—the God of
the margins—exists the way for all humanity.
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Rohr continues by offering a perspective on how Jesus began to plant this DNA
within the church when he states, “I am convinced that when Jesus sent his first disciples
on the road to preach to ‘all the nations’ (Matthew 28:19 and Luke 24:47) and to ‘all
creation’ (Mark 16:15), he was also training them to risk leaving their own security
systems and yet to be gatekeepers for them.”55 Gatekeepers who are on the edge of the
inside become those who transfigure the heart of the gospel, both to those on the outside
and the inside.56 Jesus lived on the edge of everything. The incarnation is edge-living, the
place where the edge of the inside of the Kingdom of God puts on flesh so as to inhabit
the edge of the inside of the human story. Rohr continues, “[i]t is a prophetic position, not
a rebellious or antisocial one. When you live on the edge of anything, with respect and
honor (and this is crucial!), you are in a very auspicious and advantageous position.”57
The edge of the inside is a place that is free of seductions and simultaneously free to
“hear its core message in very new and creative ways.”58 In Jesus, the edge is seen as the
only place where reconciliation is possible. Bridging the divide of sin and brokenness,
Jesus’ marginal living provides the perspective, posture, and proximity to bridge the
separation and breathe the healing and wholeness of unity. In Jesus, edge living is about
newness. The resurrection power of Jesus generates new life for all things. Hirsch and
Catchim note a similar quality among those at the margins of the institution, stating,
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Because evangelists, prophets, and apostles typically function within and beyond
the more parochial interests of the local ecclesia, we suggest that these ministries
are best characterized by the terms generative and adaptive. As ministries that
operate toward the edge, away from the center of the organization, they provide
the center with new insights necessary for organization learning and for an
authentic missional encounter with their environment.59
Describing outliers in too much detail can inappropriately attach labels or
characteristics that can be used to identify one as “in” or “out.” But there are descriptors
that can be used to build a narrative for each calling/gifting, to help institutional leaders
better identify, equip, and engage the outliers in their midst. A helpful start is to outline
five key distinctive characteristics found in outliers.
First, outliers have experienced a transformative encounter with God. Within the
context of the Church of the Nazarene, central to this transformative experience is one’s
sanctification and a deep conviction to live and proclaim a life of holiness.60 Second,
outliers’ ministry involvement emerges out of calling and gifting, as opposed to
requirements imposed by one’s institution or education.61 Third, outliers are “both
affectively and normatively committed to their contexts.”62 Their commitment is both
affective (emotional connection), as well as normative (a bond formed by loyalty or
obligation).63 Fourth, outliers are visionaries, “[y]et their visions are not aligned with the
congregation/denomination, but instead with their relationship with God. They work to
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enact their visions within their context, hoping to create a new future that makes room for
others like them.”64 Finally, a key of genuine outliers is that they have a deep sense of
belonging, or rootedness, within the denomination. Ralph Winter describes how the
outlier can experience rootedness, while at the same time experiencing disconnect with
the whole. In Perspectives on the World Christian Movement, Winters explores the
capacity for the Catholic church to retain its outliers because of its unique structural
adaptation; a structure he framed as modality and sodality.65 The Catholic Church is
modality in its universal structure as the Catholic Church, and sodality in its orders.66
Within sodalities, the outlier develops affective commitment, which, according to Zemke,
“is based on emotional attachment to one’s organization.”67 Sodalities are crucial to the
unity and function of the modality, which generate membership through normative
commitment, “based on loyalty and/or obligation.”68 For the argument of this
dissertation, what is unfolding, is always represented by sodalities and what is established
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is the modality of the Church of the Nazarene as a denomination and as a local
congregation.
Rootedness found in a local context helps to soothe the often lonely and isolated
reality of life on the edge.69 For the outlier, the common experience is a life of tension.
There is a continual pulling from both the inside and the outside and an inability to find a
home in either place. For genuine outliers, it is amid this tension that the fruit of their
rootedness in the Church of the Nazarene and their transformative experience with God
(holiness) shows. Holiness, being set apart for God’s purpose, enables the outlier to
inhabit a posture that allows her to be a reconciling bridge.
Table 1.1 shows how outliers navigate the tension of bridging at the edge.
Referring to the coin metaphor referenced earlier, the outlier navigates this tension
through a posture of ambivalence. Meyerson and Scully note, “‘Ambivalence’ stems
from the Latin ambo (both) and valere (to be strong)…[and] can be tapped as a source of
strength and vitality, not just confusion and reluctance.”70 As outliers assume a posture of
ambivalence, their strength comes in their ability to give value to both sides
simultaneously. The first postures held in tension are alignment—what is established,
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tradition—and change—what is unfolding, fresh. The list of postures the outlier assumes
and sustains illustrates at once the intrinsic value of the outlier for the institution as well
as the difficulty in navigating this tension.

Outlier Posture Toward Inside
Side “a” of the coin
Alignment (established)

Outlier Posture toward Outside
Side “b” of the coin
Change (unfolding)

Memory of outside

Experience of inside

Objective- knowledge/insight of insider

Subjective- critical attitude of outsider

Professional/Organizational

Personal

Cool-headed (tempered passion)

Hot-headed (fueled passion)

Lonely/isolated

Isolated community

Critic of status quo

Critic of un-tempered change

Advocate for institution

Advocate for change

Table 1.1 is an Overview of Several Postures of Engagement of Outliers.71

The postures of engagement in Table 1.1 illustrate the relationship outliers have
with both the inside and the outside, as they inhabit and lead from the edge/margins of
both sides of the institutional coin. To further illustrate, at once, the outlier holds in
appropriate tension their critique of the status quo on the one hand and the critique of untempered change on the other. Wesley stands as a representation of this outlier posture in
his both/and vision for Methodism. Speaking of the posture that earned Wesley the
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moniker of the both/and theologian, Snyder writes, “To Wesley, Methodism was not just
an English version of Moravianism. It was a ‘new thing’ brought forth by God—unique
because it centered in Christian life and experience, not creed, and because it remained a
reforming body within the church, rather than separating from it.”72 Wesley was ardent in
his pursuit of heart holiness that broke from the Established Church in both theology and
practice, and yet he was adamant that what was unfolding was a renewal movement
commissioned by God for the Established Church. Snyder sums this up, stating, “He
argued that the Methodists’ ‘peculiar glory’ was that they did not split off to become a
distinct sect or erect barriers of creed or practice.”73 Outliers, like Wesley, stand as the
advocates for what is established, and promoters of what is unfolding. And all of this for
the sake of seeing the church built up in the unity of the body.
For the church in general, and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, the
outliers, those on the edge of the inside, are the generative agents of change and
movement that have historically been used by God to speak life and inspire change. They
are uniquely called and gifted to “equip the saints for the work of ministry.” Ephesians 4
lists them as apostles, prophets, and evangelists. Affirming the place of these three
vocational callings in the history and future of the church, Barth notes,
In [Eph] 4:1 it is assumed that the church at all times needs the witness of
‘apostles’ and ‘prophets.’ The author of this epistle did not anticipate that the
inspired and enthusiastic ministry was to be absorbed by, and ‘disappear’ into,
offices and officers bare of the Holy Spirit and resentful of any reference to
spiritual things. Eph 3 does not contain the faintest hint that the charismatic
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character of all church ministries was restricted to a certain period of church
history and was later to die out.”74
Within the Methodist movement the individuals at the margins are seen as
irregular, enthusiasts, and itinerants. The identity of each of these God-called servants is
important enough to have been given a specific vocational calling. As such, it is
imperative to translate these callings into the twenty-first century Nazarene culture so that
the church can identify, engage and equip the outliers to live into and out of their calling
for the sake of the church. For the Church of the Nazarene, “apostolicity [means] that
something conforms to or reflects the belief and practice of the New Testament Church,”
[a concept stemming from John Wesley’s] “conviction that the church is essentially ‘the
people of God,’ not a clergy hierarchy, and that every Christian bears the gospel and is a
minister in his or her own way.”75 In Table 1.2, key attributes of the outlier are shown to
describe how they lead, relate with, and function within, the body of Christ.76 These
attributes point to, and are embodied in, the historical narrative of early Methodism and
find their biblical root in Paul’s ecclesiological work in Ephesians 4.
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Role in Eph. 4 vocation/calling:

Role in Eph. 4 vocation/calling:

Role in Eph. 4 vocation/calling:

Apostle

Prophet

Evangelist

Role in Early Methodism:

Role in Early Methodism:

Role in Early Methodism:

Irregular

Enthusiast

Itinerant

Role in CotN:

Role in CotN:

Role in CotN:

Outlier as Innovator

Outlier as Igniter

Outlier as Influencer

Characteristics/Traits

Characteristics/Traits

Characteristics/Traits

Pioneer/Entrepreneur

Holy Spirit
sensitive/charismatic

Inspiring/passionate
communicators

Strategist

Emphasis on holiness of
heart and life

Clearly proclaiming
salvation message

Ideators/Futuristic thinkers

Discerning &
communicating God’s will

Recruiting for the cause

Developer of
leaders/leadership systems

Ensuring obedience of
covenant community

Mobile

Establishing new works

Agitator/disturber

Magnetic personality

Collaborative spirit

Questioning status quo

Articulate

Table 1.2 lists Characteristics and Descriptors of the Outlier Subsets.

Innovator: Hiram F. Reynolds
The innovator provides the eyes and vision for what is unfolding. The pioneering,
strategic, and leadership development work of Hiram F. Reynolds was instrumental in
navigating domestic growing pains as well as managing international crises threatening to
derail the young denomination. Saved, educated, and ordained within the Methodist
movement, Reynolds “became the first episcopally ordained clergyman to unite with the
fledgling Association of Pentecostal Churches of America,”77 an organization he would
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lead to unite with the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene. His deep desire to see holiness
preached around the globe undergirded his collaborative spirit. Reynolds’ leadership
“strengthened the connectional bonds between the newly united regions of the church.”78
He was faithful to the leadership and direction of Bresee, “…but the conception and
scope of general superintendency evolved through the impact of his personality and
actions.”79 The change, however, was not one effecting polity or denominational
structure. Rather, the missionary and pioneer spirit of Reynolds, single-handedly
expanded the vision of the role of general superintendent to include international
oversight that would require global travel. Cunningham notes that the innovative and
entrepreneurial leadership of Reynolds “laid the foundations that resulted in the Church
of the Nazarene entering the twenty-first century as a global denomination.”80

Igniter: Phineas Bresee
Phineas Bresee’s life and ministry typifies the heart of the igniter. As the founder
and generative influence of the Church of the Nazarene, Bresee stepped out of the
Methodist Church as an agitating statement against the growing status quo of the
denomination. Feeling called to organize a holiness church for the urban poor, Bresee
sought a non-traditional appointment from the Methodist church with the Peniel Mission
in Los Angeles. One year of ministry there with diverging visions of bringing the gospel
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to the poor spurred the innovative spirit again with the birth of a new movement: the
Church of the Nazarene. Under Bresee’s discerning and Spirit-led leadership, this new
work expanded, beginning several new works from Los Angeles to San Francisco,
Spokane to Chicago, and many places in between. As the first General Superintendent,
Bresee was recognized as the voice establishing the form and function of the new
denomination. Bresee’s bold and visionary leadership was “admired and cherished” by
many.81 He carried influence characterized by a quote from J.B. Chapman, “It was the
presence and bearing and emphasis of the man that made the impression that constituted
this an occasion of a lifetime−yea, even of a century.”82
Bresee’s heart for holiness and full salvation was the central tenet upon which his
ministry was founded. When the Peniel Mission sought expansion into international
work, Bresee felt this was a compromise of the vision for the mission to “be a center of
fire for holiness, a place to reach impoverished urban people with the gospel of full
salvation.”83 Unity in the biblical message of holiness teaching and preaching was central
to the numerous mergers that Bresee graciously led with divine discernment, to reach
compromise amongst even the greatest divides like that of the North and South regions of
the United States. Standing between such diversity and providing vision for united
movement can only be explained by a heart fully yielded to the Holy Spirit, calling others
to the same.
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Nazarene gatherings were joyous occasions, and similar to Wesley, Bresee
“repudiated the formalism of the old churches… [and] had to resist the fanaticism of
unbridled emotionalism.”84 Bresee’s posture toward unfolding movements and
perspectives like fundamentalism, Pentecostalism, and dispensationalism, modeled a
sanctified heart and spirit. In Phineas Bresee: Pastor to the People, Carl Bangs writes,
“Amid these crosscurrents, Bresee appealed to the formula of the sixteenth-century
Lutheran Petrus Meiderlinus: ‘In essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things
charity [love].”85 Bresee’s heart was ablaze with the powerful presence of the Holy Spirit,
truly living as one inflamed with the experience of heart holiness. He knew the power and
importance of experience and the reality of radical transformation and belief that would
overcome believers who experienced this second work of grace. The radical experience
for Bresee, however was that of ridding the believer of inbred sin. Bangs notes that for
Bresee, “Radicalism for its own sake…was egoistic fanaticism.”86 Bresee’s leadership
fits the Ephesians 4 vocational calling of being prophetic in the biblical sense. And yet
his leadership and ministry experience proves the value of re-signing these characteristics
for the purpose of unity, mission, and the expansion of the holiness message.

Influencer : Mary Lee Cagle
Mary Lee Cagle exemplified the vocational calling of an outlier primarily as an
influencer. Saved in the Methodist church in the late nineteenth century, Cagle chose to
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regrettably silence her call to preach because she was a part of a Methodist church that, at
the time, did not ordain women. This denominational position, the culture of the South,
and even her family, greatly influenced her against pursuing her call to preach. She
conformed to the cultural pressures to become a school teacher, only to find the door to
pursue her evangelistic calling opening up later, through the experience and influence of
Holiness revivalism. Marrying a revivalist, she began to travel, and yet still succumbed to
what she would refer to as the “man fearing spirit.”87 After her husband’s untimely death,
she moved into a more prominent position of leadership and grew in freedom and
confidence to preach. Leading the New Testament Church of Christ, the denomination
her first husband started, and later the Holiness Church of Christ, she orchestrated several
mergers ultimately culminating in the merger with the Pentecostal Church of the
Nazarene. Cagle was “dubbed… ‘the mother of holiness in West Texas,’ and she kept
pushing the frontiers of Holiness revivalism.”88 Her bold declaration of the gospel and
holiness living provided an articulate message drawing thousands to faith in Christ and
the experience of sanctification. Her heart for the church was evident in her deep concern
for the church, expressed in her constant travel. In Nazarene Roots, Ingersol quotes from
her report to the 1927 district assembly stating, “I have held 13 revival meetings,
preached 175 times, saw 216 converted and 118 sanctified,”89 and this at age 63. Never
static, always proclaiming the gospel and the message of heart holiness, influencers, like
Mary Lee Cagill, extend the reach of the church and recruit individuals to the kingdom.
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Stories of outliers throughout the history of the Church of the Nazarene reinforce
the vision of unity rather than uniformity. Bresee strategically pursued a structure for the
new denomination that “underscored his intention that this church was to be
connectional, with all its parts interdependent.”90 He also held “the conviction that
Nazarenes were not the whole Church of God but merely one expression of the Church
Universal.”91 These foundational truths that shaped structure also speak to the vision for
how the members of this body were to function. If Bresee believed that the Church of the
Nazarene was a part of the whole, certainly he believed—and exhibited in his inclusion
of various ecclesial bodies and personalities within the American Holiness movement—
that each individual was a part of the larger body and indeed was needed to play their
part. In keeping with the biblical narrative on the body of Christ, these stories, like many
others, show how outliers played an instrumental part in forming, growing, and shaping
the Church of the Nazarene from its early days.

Tempered Radicals: A Case for Outliers within Organizational Theory

In their ground-breaking study, Debra Meyerson and Maureen Scully chose the
name “tempered radical” to appropriately identify and characterize individuals they found
in their research to be on the edge of the inside of organizations.92 “‘Tempered Radicals’
are individuals who identify with and are committed to their organizations, and are also
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committed to a cause, community, or ideology that is fundamentally different from, and
possibly at odds with, the dominant culture of their organization.”93 The description,
characteristics, and organizational impact of Meyerson and Scully’s tempered radicals is
largely similar to the description of outliers. Listed here are four similarities between
tempered radicals and outliers.
First, as noted above, tempered radicals have what Myerson and Scully refer to as
“situational identities.”94 This trait is similar to the “dueling identities” of the outliers.
Second, similar to the tension between the established and unfolding context for the
outlier, Meyerson and Scully state, “[f]or the tempered radical, alignment and change are
flip sides of the same coin.”95 Third, it is evident that institutionalization and
routinization perpetuate the problem for tempered radicals. Meyerson and Sully write,
“we also believe that the business schools in which we work reproduce certain
inequalities systematically, if unintentionally,” forcing them to continually ride the edge
of the established and unfolding coin.96 The final similarity is what Myerson and Sully
label as the struggles of ambivalence. Tempered radicals battle feelings of hypocrisy,
isolation, pressures of co-optation, and emotional burdens like guilt and self-doubt, role
conflict and ambiguity, frustration from slow rate of change, the feeling of disrespect by
the system, and stress from bottling up emotions.97
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There are, however, distinct differences between outliers and tempered radicals.
Tempered radicals are typically defined based on trait(s) of difference intimately and
intricately connected to their identity and value.98 It is these traits that create the
ambivalence Meyerson and Scully articulate as the root cause of tempered radicals lackof-fit within the dominant system. The predominant identifiers—referred to here as
labels— for tempered radicals are gender, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, and class.
While these labels exist within the church, and contribute to disunity and dissension, the
description of outliers in this dissertation emphasizes their place on the margins because
of traits and characteristics associated with their vocational calling/gifting, not
differences such as gender, race, or sexual orientation.
The outlier typology in this dissertation is unique to the Church of the Nazarene.
However, it retains attributes rooted in the historical narrative of numerous renewal
movements, like early Methodism, as well as the biblical narrative of the first century
church, as seen through the lens of the Ephesians 4 vocational calling/gifting (apostle,
prophet, evangelist, shepherd, and teacher). Both in Paul’s exhortation, and in the early
Methodist movement, for example, the key characteristic of the outlier is their ardent
commitment to the church-as-institution, or what can be called the inside. In the days of
the early church, as well as the days of Wesley, there existed individuals who claimed to
be on the edge of the inside, but who were, in fact, distinctly on the outside.
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Whether positioned on the outside because of heretical doctrine, unorthodox
praxis, or a lifestyle inconsistent with the rule of life for the community, these were
individuals who failed to recognize the pull of self-righteousness and the power of
popularity and cultural degradation. Equally damaging to the movement’s narrative are
those who believe they are free of the temptations of institutional power, failing to see
they have been co-opted by institutionalism and traditionalism that stifles growth and
movement. Indeed, true outliers, those on the edge of the inside, are difficult to find.
However, what the Church of the Nazarene must do is identify and disciple its outliers.
The scholarly work within organizational theory identifying tempered radicals
helps to underscore the presence of outliers as well as the problems existing for both the
outliers and the institution.99 The problem for the outliers within the USA/Canada Region
of the Church of the Nazarene is known, and remains a part of the conversation at
denominational meetings, local churches, regional conferences, and social media.100 The
argument of this dissertation anchors the solution in the re-imagining of the ecclesiology
of the Church of the Nazarene, particularly with regard to discipleship of young and
unfolding clergy. The next section summarizes various perspectives and counter
arguments to the claims of this dissertation, analyzing the strengths and shortcomings of
each.
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Voices Asking or Answering These Questions

Sociological Perspective: A Generational Issue
Why do outliers exist? Is this a generational problem? How can the church engage
outliers? Is leadership development a sufficient solution? The disciplines of psychology,
sociology, and leadership development—both academic and popular—have answers to
these questions. For example, Christian Smith is a leading sociological voice shedding
light on the hard facts of young people leaving faith and the church. In Soul Searching:
The Religious and Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers, Smith contends that the
statistical findings of youth and young adults leaving faith and the church, is indeed a
generational issue. His research defined the Millennial generation as having a faith
construct best defined as Moralistic Therapeutic Deism, or MTD. Smith describes MTD
as an unfolding religion simply described as God wants me to do good (Moralistic), God
wants me to feel good (Therapeutic) and a belief that God is out there somewhere
(Deism).101 MTD is consistent with the biblical narrative found in Judges 2, describing a
generation knowing nothing of God or what he has done. The argument can be made that
while there are deficiencies in what they know of God, they are still moderately
connected to the faith and the church. However, as author and practitioner Kenda CreasyDean poignantly states in her book, Almost Christian, being almost Christian—Dean’s
label for the MTD generation—leaves youth “unaware that they are practicing a very
different faith than historic Orthodox Christianity.”102 Smith’s research, combined with
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research from Lifeway and Barna, describes the extent of the disconnect between the
Millennial generation, their faith in God and their relationship with the church.
The challenges evident within the millennial generation are only emblematic of
broader concerns, but Smith and Dean have helped ignite the conversation, exposing
some intrinsic deficiencies within the institutional church. Accordingly, Smith has
encouraged parents to better understand their primary role as faith shapers for their
children, while Dean reminds clergy of their role as disciples of Jesus, who in turn make
disciples. The presence of outliers in the Church of the Nazarene and the church’s failure
to identify, equip, and engage those who occupy the edge, is not simply an issue with this
generation. The best solution requires an objective and holistic look that takes into
account the nature of the church as both a movement and an institution; it requires a
proper understanding of the context of the church throughout the ages.

Leadership Development: An Institutional Issue
Leadership development receives critical acclaim within the Western evangelical
church. Specifically, within the USA/Canada Region for the Church of the Nazarene,
leadership development tops the list of their five strategic priorities. The Church of the
Nazarene has partnered with organizations like Gallup to provide StrengthsFinder,
features noted speakers and trainers like Stan Toler, who has written a myriad of books
and manuals describing how to be the type of leader the church needs. Much of the
leadership development provided within the church is modeled on assessments, training
sessions, and materials provided for corporations and secular institutions as well.
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Leadership development is a strategy co-opted from the corporate sector, a trend the
church emulates in an effort to be successful.
The church was not instituted to create leaders, but instead to create disciples.
Jesus established the church to call disciples specifically to a world-changing vocation.
The church is desperate for leaders and will always require the development of leaders.
And while it can be critiqued as mere semantics, the argument is valid and biblically
rooted, that Jesus called, equipped, and sent disciples who were leaders. The institution
can disciple and the institution will always raise leaders. But the institution that over
emphasizes leadership development will not always yield the fruit of disciples.

Sociological and Anthropological Perspective: A Leadership Issue
A report from the Church of the Nazarene’s Research Center showed that in 2006
over 66 percent of the corps of pastors in the Church of the Nazarene were Baby
Boomers. Those under the age of 30 in 2005 numbered under three percent.103 The
disparity in numbers between generations of pastors is obvious. While inclusion of
younger generations is imperative, of equal concern is swinging the pendulum to the
extent of exclusion of older generations of pastors.
The above statistic reflects the traditional argument that those on the margins are
there specifically as a matter of difference, e.g., race, gender, socioeconomic status, age
and the like. An alternate way to frame marginalization is to transcend matters of external
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difference and first look to the issue of calling. Before one is a male or female in the
church, they first are called of God. An individual’s identity is not rooted in their
ethnicity or age, instead it is found first in Christ. When the focus is gender or ethnicity
or age, the solution can easily lean towards diversity becoming an end in itself.
The church-as-institution seeking diversity over and against being the body of
Christ can lead to what James Davison Hunter refers to as an inappropriate use of power
and coercion for the sake of a desired end. The use of political power for the sake of the
church is seen by some on the Christian right and left as not only advantageous, but
necessary and natural to secure a desired end. In this counter argument, the desired end
would be to ensure greater diversity within clergy. Hunter states,
It might be natural but it would also be completely wrong and, in my view, an
utter distortion of the creation mandate. This is an interpretation of the creation
mandate that Christians should reject entirely. Speaking as a Christian myself,
contemporary Christian understandings of power and politics are a very large part
of what has made contemporary Christianity in America appalling, irrelevant, and
ineffective-part and parcel of the worst elements of our late-modern culture today,
rather than a healthy alternative to it.104
Diversity is rooted in the politics of culture. The Christian alternative is unity as the body
of Christ. Age is not the underlying problem. Throughout the story of God’s people, God
has identified, equipped, and engaged young and old, male and female, slave and free.
Diversity creates the temptation to remove the and, focusing more on one side of the coin
over the other. Paul’s metaphor of the body of Christ implies diversity. God calls and
gifts all. The pursuit of diversity does not always lead to unity as the body of Christ, but
the pursuit of unity as the body of Christ will always foster holy diversity. The
assumption that the leadership issue is generational and can be solved simply by
104
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increasing the number of young clergy fails to go deep enough. If diversity alone could
solve the problem, it would have. The claim of this dissertation is that the problem is a
discipleship problem.

Conclusion

Beyond Diversity: An Ecclesiological Shift for Outliers in Brief
The plight of the outliers is compounded by the homogeneous and self-preserving
nature of ageing institutions.105 Through the lens of Ephesians 4:13, “attaining to the
whole measure of the fullness of Christ,” Paul calls for unity among believers, or what
the New Interpreters Bible commentary calls, the “new humanity.”106 Perkins reinforces
unity as calling and not characteristic in stating, “That expression (new humanity)
described unity in concrete terms, Jews and Gentiles joined in a single community. But if
the Jewish believer gives up those elements of the law that make him or her Jewish, then
the ‘Jewish’ side of the equation loses its significance.”107 There is only unity in the
community when Jews remain uniquely Jewish. They are to remain their unique selves
for the sake of the mission of the community in the world, not for the sake of individual
diversity. Paul recognizes that anything above God and other will breed disunity. This is
more than semantics. Diversity for the sake of diversity, as an institutional priority, leads
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to idolatry. Diversity as seen through an appropriate and biblical theology will always be
about the community first and for the sake of God and neighbor.108
For the Church of the Nazarene to embrace outliers, it will need a more robust
ecclesiology rooted in a Pauline understanding of unity and participation in the Body of
Christ. Paul articulates an ecclesiology rooted in an understanding of the value and
necessity of individual believers working, growing, and building the church together for
the sake of the world. Paul references the Body of Christ and gifts of the body in three
separate letters: Romans, Ephesians, and 1 Corinthians. In Ephesians 4, Paul provides
important descriptors for how these early Christians are to live as a part of the Body of
Christ. Perkins notes, “Ephesians assumes that all Christians are part of the building
process. Maturity involves the community as a whole, and not merely particular
individuals.”109 In verse 11, Paul describes the calling he earlier referenced by listing the
roles of apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor, and teacher. God calls individuals to
participate in these roles as unique individuals, to live into and out of this calling for the
sake of the community and the world. In addition, Paul does not provide a caveat listing
exactly what these callings look like. Instead, he provides a contextual understanding of
these unique roles and their provision for the broader community.
For the Church of the Nazarene, remaining decidedly Wesleyan in our
ecclesiology can ensure we remain focused on mission for the sake of the world as well
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as for the outliers amongst our unfolding clergy.110 In her article “What is the Church?
Toward a Wesleyan Ecclesiology,” Deirdre Brower Latz implored the Church of the
Nazarene saying,
It seems that Wesleyan ecclesiology potentially encompasses a broad spectrum of
ways/forms of being church, and that many forms of the Church will develop in
relation to the contexts (both geographical and philosophical) in which they are
earthed. Notwithstanding, however, the differences in praxis, it is the inner
coherence of Wesleyan theology and doctrine that shapes each expression of
congregation, college or suchlike.111
The Scriptural balance of theology and praxis within the experience-rich Wesleyan
narrative has the potential to shape an ecclesiology with sound theology and doctrine and
intentional room for the outlier. 112 As the Church of the Nazarene embodies its Wesleyan
ecclesiological heritage, it will better identify, engage and equip outliers. Defining an
ecclesiological narrative is good, but what the church also must remember is the nature of
its definition as an institution. Chapter two examines the realities of church-as-institution
and how the institutional narrative is a primary influence on the plight of the outliers.
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It is imperative to begin to build a foundation for and continue to point toward the hopeful way
forward in helping to better identify, engage, and equip outliers as being rooted in re-imagining a more
robust, biblical, and contextually relevant ecclesiology for the Church of the Nazarene.

Chapter Two

Fit for Dying: Life Cycles, Equilibrium and the Nature of Institutions

In chapter one, the case was made for the existence of, and need for, outliers
within the life and function of the church. Being able to identify, engage, and equip
outliers will allow the church to live into and out of its calling to make disciples.1
Chapter two argues that the influence of Christendom and institutionalism on the church
in general, and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, has created a failure to identify,
engage, and equip outliers. While it can seem that this problem has two competing
characters—outliers and the institution—the necessary solution is rooted in this core
truth; outliers and the institution need each other to function as a healthy church, and
more importantly for the Church of the Nazarene, as a healthy renewal movement within
the church catholic. A both/and posture is one of the many ecclesiological characteristics
the Church of the Nazarene borrows from John Wesley, a posture Howard Snyder
referred to as the Wesleyan synthesis.2 This perspective will be applied to the current
argument with the phrase established and unfolding.3
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Recall that in Changing Signs of Truth, Downing used the metaphor of a coin to
illustrate how institutions must navigate the dynamics of cultural change within both
Christianity and the broader world. Resonance for institutions is found when the differing
sides are held in generative tension with each other, allowing for the institution to
experience movement. This generative tension fosters collaboration where often there are
silos.
Movements can unknowingly transition into siloed institutions over time when the
organizational coin lies flat and begins to favor one side over and against the other side,
causing forward movement to slow and even cease.4 Silos allow for awareness of others’
perspectives, but a lack empathetic relationship. Without relationship, there will cease to
be healthy understanding of the other and collaboration will be non-existent; without
collaboration the organization will lose innovation and creativity. The loss of
characteristics identified on the fringe, what some researchers call the margins, will lead
to death. In Surfing the Edge of Chaos, Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja highlight this
reality in the quotation they include from Alex Trisoglio’s seminar entitled “The Strategy
and Complexity.” Trisoglio argues,
The fringes are the source of most truly innovative ideas in cultures, economies
and organizations. By promoting an active fringe, which may appear uneconomic
or positively anti-systemic, an organization can ensure that it is continually testing
for new ideas and possibilities. The management challenge is that much fringe
activity will create no value at all, whereas the occasional idea can revolutionize
the company. As a result, assessing cost-effectiveness for fringe activity in

brought to the church. The unfolding church in this context refers to the growth of a Holy Spirit-inspired
rebirth of the first century church.
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to the influence of Christendom and the result of institutionalism.
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general can prove difficult. A second problem is recognizing when the fringe has
created something so important that it no longer deserves to be on the fringe.5
This accurately defines the unfolding perspective represented in the outliers. They
exist on the fringe and provide “the source of (the) most truly innovative ideas” for the
church. Valuing the unfolding side of the coin is necessary to allow the church to reinvent
and renew in ways relevant to the current cultural context. It must be said, however, even
the best of innovation without execution, implementation, and system organization will
lead to a lack of sustainability. In this chapter, I suggest that there is a dynamic tension
sustaining and supporting both the traditions and the continuing development of the
church on mission: established without unfolding is extinct, but unfolding without
established is empty.

The Church of Jesus Christ as Holy Institution

In John 4 we read of Jesus’ conversation with a Samaritan woman gathering water
at a well. Reflecting her tribal heritage, she references the form and function of Samaritan
worship, what had become their tradition, which she recognized was in opposition to
Jewish tradition.6 Jesus counters her argument by stating, “a time is coming and has now
come when the true worshippers will worship the Father in Spirit and in truth” (Jn 4:24).
Jesus’ words to the Samaritan woman matched his words to Pharisees and teachers of the
law. The Spirit and truth given them through the law had become their tradition. This
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tradition, which was rooted in an earnest desire to know God, had become an end in
itself; this is traditionalism. Traditionalism, as Jaroslav Pelikan rightly notes, “gives
tradition such a bad name.”7 Supporting this claim, Pelikan states, “tradition is the living
faith of the dead, traditionalism is the dead faith of the living.”8 Jesus was proclaiming a
new reality for the people of God, a resonance of the tradition of God’s people (what was
established) and the leadership of the living Holy Spirit (what was continually unfolding).
This resonance is present in the person of Jesus who was, is, and always will be both
Spirit and truth.
The Spirit and truth resonance leads the people of God to an understanding of
what it means to be fully human; to be like Jesus. The church functions as a living
organism made up of individuals called to be fully human, to be true worshippers. When
individuals called to be fully human are brought together under the lordship of Christ, the
result is a living organism that functions differently than prevailing cultural institutions.
Christians are called to live into and out of the call to be disciples of Jesus. In
Jesus, all humanity is provided with a vision of what it means to be fully human. Paul
speaks to the humanity (and divinity) of Jesus in Philippians 2, often referred to as the
kenosis chapter for its emphasis on the self-emptying nature and love of Christ as
exhibited in the incarnation. If the church is going to inhabit the identity of being an
institution of individuals seeking to be fully human, the functions of the church must be
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markedly different from an institution formed by other means and for other purposes. The
history of Christianity contains myriad examples of individuals living into and out of
their unique calling for the sake of the church’s work to fulfill its call to be a blessing to
the world.9 Hirsch and Catchim describe the power of fulfilling one’s call, stating,
The same potential for fulfillment is also implied in our ecclesiology. We are
called to believe that Jesus has given us everything that we need to be the kind of
church that he intended us to be. We must take our Lord at his word. And if we
are not being that kind of Jesus-shaped church, then we should look to our own
practices and see whether we conform to the original intention and design. 10
In other words, they argue for a return to the ecclesiological vision of the early
church. The original intention and design Hirsch and Catchim speak of is the context in
which outliers find their voice and calling. The previous chapter advocated for an
interpretation of the Ephesians 4 text that, as Hirsch and Catchim rightly state, is “almost
a silver bullet…[w]e believe that a full appreciation and application of Ephesians 4
typology will unleash enormous energies that will awaken now-dormant potentials in the
church that Jesus built.”11 In turn, individuals seeking to be like Jesus coalesce to create
an established and unfolding movement comprised of the unified calling of the whole; a
church itself bearing the image of Christ.
The church can also function as less than fully human. Because the church is a
living organism made up of individuals, and because all humanity is affected by sin, the
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church has the potential to be corrupted.12 The allure of being courted, and eventually
seduced, by the surrounding culture has been present in the story of the people of God for
centuries. God’s redemptive plan for the people of Israel was a hopeful vision for raising
up a people to be set a part to be a blessing. To live set a part, God’s relationship with
God’s people was built on and around ritual and functions (an institution) designed to
bring life. Similarly, the church has been and continues to be an institution with rules and
regulations and layers of institutional function. The church-as-institution has a place and
certainly is seen throughout the narrative of Christian history as well as the biblical
narrative. Yet, to overemphasize the influence of the institution has a direct effect on the
church’s capacity to function as the body of Christ. In The Problem of Wineskins,
Howard Snyder states,
The church is a body and therefore is structured as a body. Thus to be biblically
valid any structures which are truly church structures can only be…charismatic
and organic. Institutional and organizational structures may have their
validity…but should not be confused with the church as the community of God’s
people.13
Being the people of God has always included a call to holiness, including those
things God commands God’s people to do and those things God commands God’s people
not to do. But those forms and functions were always a means to an end (being fully
human) and as such brought life. When they became the end in themselves, they brought
death, (being less than fully human).14
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This chapter addresses the necessity of the established and unfolding resonance as
a means of establishing that the church has failed to identify, engage, and equip outliers.
The square peg/round hole idiom helps to accurately describe the imposition of corrupted
institutional narratives—institutionalism (the square peg)—into the narrative of the
church as established and unfolding (the round hole). Examining scholarly research and
anecdotal reports, the realities of organizational life cycles will be extracted for the
purpose of analyzing how this reality influences the institution of the church and
subsequently denominational bodies. Further description of corrupted institutions comes
through research on institutional silos and known organizational death knells.15 The
institutional conversation ends with a discussion of where the Church of the Nazarene has
been, where it is presently, and where it is anticipated to head in the future.

Square Peg, Round Hole: Influence of Christendom

The church as movement and institution recaptures the essence of the narrative of
God’s people in the Old Testament, a narrative also seen in the first three catalytic
centuries of the church. With the rise of Constantine in the fourth century we see a
historical example of the either/or dilemma. What many scholars refer to as the
Constantinian shift denotes a move toward the alignment of the church with empire under

by God to be set apart to bless the world. The argument can be made in the corporate world that the
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the reign of Constantine.16 What Constantine begins, Theodosius formally institutes
during his reign as “a centralized church organization based in Rome to ‘rule’ the
churches and to unite all Christians everywhere under one institution, with direct links to
the state.”17 Theodosius’ institution lead to the rise of Christendom and the increased
institutional influence of empire. Rodney Stark in For the Glory of God, poignantly
summarizes the reality of the Constantinian shift on the church as he writes,
Far too long, historians have accepted the claim that the conversion of the
Emperor Constantine caused the triumph of Christianity. To the contrary, he
destroyed its most attractive and dynamic aspects, turning a high-intensity,
grassroots movement into an arrogant institution controlled by an elite who often
managed to be both brutal and lax.18
This shift marks a distinct historical period providing evidence of a shift in praxis,
inevitably causing theological, ethical, and moral shifts as the church continued to grow
in influence and power.19
The church benefitted from Constantine’s leadership, and some might argue that
he was responsible for the church’s continued existence. Undoubtedly, his support
propelled the church to a position of significance in the Roman Empire. In Mere
Discipleship, Lee Camp writes “Christendom-like assumptions remain so pervasive that
‘Christianity’ gets sold short, removing any commitment to giving all to Christ or seeking
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first and only the kingdom of God.”20 The choice of either kingdom of God or empire
was not Constantine’s intention, but it would be impossible for conflict to be avoided. As
the church continued to change and grow, being Christian became voluntary and thus to
be a disciple of Jesus Christ lost a key piece of its definition. “In such a way, Christianity
becomes its own worst enemy: ‘triumph’ actually inhibits discipleship, for the masses
already too easily believe themselves to be Christian. Any call to be ‘truly Christian’ is
seen through a Constantinian cataract: ‘What do you mean, become ‘truly Christian’? We
already are!’” 21 Craig A. Carter is among many scholars who provides evidence
illustrating the effects of Christendom on the church. An example of this effect can be
seen in the making and development of disciples. When Christianity was not the religion
of the state, being a disciple meant choosing a lord other than Caesar, and in some cases
choosing Jesus and the community of believers over one’s family, job, or life.22
By becoming bedfellows with the empire, the trajectory of the church shifted.23
With the church tied intimately with the Roman Empire, the driving force of Christianity
was not always clear. Constantine summoned groups of bishops to clear up issues
creating quarrels among churches, yet at points would oversee these cases himself.24 Over
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time the state was operating in the name of the church, assuming the role of bishop and
making decisions for the church. Because the result was greater peace and victory for the
empire, the heavy-handed reign of the empire was allowed to turn the pages of Christian
history.25 “To Constantine, however, the best course was not to suppress Christianity, but
to exploit its potential for unity.…[B]y overcoming the church’s internal strife,
Constantine hoped both to settle a religious problem and to find a powerful, much needed
cultural glue for the Roman world.”26 Constantine’s move to exploit its potential for unity
proves Constantine’s misunderstanding of the functioning of the church. In addition, the
church is compelled to unity in Christ as it follows Christ. Joining the church and state so
that he could use the church as a tool for unity, sheds light on looming dysfunction as
church and state come together.
Constantine understood the power of the movement of Christianity. He had
experienced it personally and felt what he interpreted as its power in military conquest.
As the leader of millions, the logical conclusion would be to leverage this movement for
the sake of the kingdom: his kingdom. What followed was an empire wrapped in
Christian clothing, lying together. Not in a lowly manger, but a king-sized bed:
bedfellows. In his book The (Magic) Kingdom of God, Michael Budde poignantly warns
of the implications of the church being the bride of empire rather than the bride of Christ.
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Speaking specifically about the call to be disciples, or what he notes as a ‘Follow me’
people, he writes:
One debates the various possible personal implications of the Sermon on the
Mount differently within a community that sees the gospel and its ‘Follow me’ as
determinative for individual and group faithfulness; one cannot even discuss the
issue in a church that has a priori decided that the particulars of Jesus’ praxis and
preaching must be bent to the ‘realities’ of wielding and guiding secular powerand hence are largely irrelevant for church life.27
Before the Constantinian shift, early Christianity was birthed as a movement of
disciples who, in being disciples, embodied the gospel and saw the example of Jesus in
his teaching and living as the prime example for how they should live.28 Christians were
literally the good news as both individuals and as a community. The post-Constantinian
rhythm and structure that sought to rule and reign with rules and reins forced “Jesus’
praxis and preaching (to be) bent to the ‘realities’ of wielding and guiding secular
power”.29 The realities of secular power impose their forms and functions on the church,
bringing the various -ships and -isms necessary for institutional survival.30 Empire
establishes a masquerade of programs advertised as being for the people, but ultimately
the primary beneficiary is the empire. Empire brings privilege, which in turn can breed
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entitlement. In a short period, the church moved from being on the bottom looking up, to
being on the top and gaining privilege; privilege gained because Constantine sought to
use the movement of Jesus to change the world.31 At first glance, this appears like the
purpose of Christianity and of the church, but instead it is the purpose of power. In To
Change the World, Hunter acknowledges the pervasive nature of power as a present
reality. For Hunter, it is instead a matter of how “Christians will think about power…
[because] one cannot transcend it or avoid it or pretend it isn’t there.”32 With power as an
unavoidable force, and cultural acceptance allowing for an easier life for Christians, the
church saw the shift as a blessing, failing to see the lasting effects of this great
compromise. When the church fails to remember its story as God’s people, sin inevitably
corrupts, the Christian narrative is co-opted by culture, and the quest for power influences
the church in general and Christians in particular to abandon the call to be fully human.
Hunter goes on to explain the danger of the church’s pursuit of power:
It might be natural but it would also be completely wrong and, in my view, an
utter distortion of the creation mandate. This is an interpretation of the creation
mandate that Christians should reject entirely. Speaking as a Christian myself,
contemporary Christian understandings of power and politics are a very large part
of what has made contemporary Christianity in America appalling, irrelevant, and
ineffective−part and parcel of the worst elements of our late-modern culture
today, rather than a healthy alternative to it.33
Being a follower of Jesus means allegiance to one God. In a Christendom context,
being a Christian is tied to one’s citizenship or birth. For example, following Constantine,
the three-year catechetical process to be affirmed by the church was now gained by
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birth.34 Jesus spoke to the costly call to be his disciple in the gospel of Matthew when he
said, “If any of you wants to be my follower, you must turn from your selfish ways, take
up your cross, and follow me” (Matt. 16:24). By diluting the call to be a disciple of Jesus
from a radical, all-of-life-giving journey to simply a state-given birthright, the spirit of
empire proved less powerful than the spirit of Christ in the church, but more capable of
gaining control. In speaking of the effect of the Constantinian shift on the Church, John
Howard Yoder writes:
To conclude with a biblical vocabulary: if kenosis is the shape of God’s own selfsending, then any strategy of Lordship, like that of the kings of this world, is not
only a strategic mistake likely to backfire but a denial of gospel substance, a
denial which has failed even where it succeeded. What the churches accepted in
the Constantinian shift is what Jesus had rejected, seizing godlikeness, moving in
hoc signo from Golgatha to the battlefield. If the diagnosis is correct, then the
cure is not to update the fourth-century mistake by adding another ‘neo-’ but to
repent of the whole ‘where it’s at’ style and to begin again with kenosis.35
A posture of kenosis comes when one has given all to follow Jesus and continues
to give all for the sake of the world. When Christian identity comes simply from being
born in a Christian nation rather than by one’s pursuit of being fully human as in the
manner of Christ, then what is birthed is entitlement, because one has always been
Christian. Addressing this very dynamic, Lee Camp illustrates how the Constantinian
shift opened the door for an established religion to move in.
I also fear speaking of ‘radical discipleship’ because I continue to encounter
innumerable souls deeply wounded by moralistic perversions of discipleship, by
legalistic religion-good souls burdened with shame, knowing neither the joy nor
the peace that is born from the Spirit of Christ. I have walked that long, lonely
road too, and have found in it not life but shame, anger and resentment.36
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Camp’s contention is with “moralistic perversions of discipleship,” coming from
a system of religion dressing up discipleship as radical and yet divorced from the lifegiving spirit of Christ. The argument is not to remove institutional forms and functions
implied by the labels of -ships and -isms, rather to call the church to be mindful that
where the -ships and -isms of religion are more burden than blessing, the door is opened
for the spirit of empire to again rule.

Ignoring the Depths

It is clear the Constantinian shift changed the trajectory of the church. This shift
set the course for the church to follow in the path of the empire and over time to drift
from the heart of the movement of Jesus. With noble attempts to bring corrections,
pastors and leaders advocate for a “return to the sources.” While careful and contextual
study of the Patristics and the early Christian movement will bring appropriate correction,
it can also lead to reading current cultural interpretations into the historical narrative,
resulting in justification or support of orthodoxy and/or orthopraxy foreign to that
context. In addition, a failure to grasp the depth and breadth of these sources can further
implant institutional narratives in the church.37 Paul A. Hartog states, “Some of the more
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‘populist’ conversations have been structured and led by those who are not patristic
scholars by training. Moreover, ‘outside’ observers sometimes form a monolithic view of
‘the’ evangelical engagement with the church fathers.”38 While Constantine may have
started the church down a path it was never intended to go, history will be quick to tell us
that one individual (or even one empire) cannot entirely or eternally wound the kingdom
of God. Within the context of early Christianity, there are myriad cues and clues to
provide help and hope for a way forward.
To the early followers of the Way, Jesus was Lord.39 With Christ as the head,
early Christians initiated a movement contradicting the systems of power and authority of
their day. From its outset, the movement of Christianity was anchored in the truth of
Jesus as Lord. The Christians of the early church forged an identity as a movement
around the chief characteristic of being followers of Jesus.
With the changing landscape of what it meant to be Christian, submission to Jesus
as Lord was replaced with submission to earthly kings, as well as submission to the
imperial system and structure now established over the church.40 The Constantinian shift
began to spur a ripple affect across the once organic Jesus movement. Under the
influence of empire, all citizens, except for Jews, were considered Christian by birth,
Christianity found its place at the cultural center as opposed to the margins, orthodoxy
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was determined by church leaders holding power and supported by the state, and there
was a distinction between laity and clergy with the laity’s role being seen as passive.41
The nature of Christian discipleship drastically changed, and while not all changes were
detrimental to the mission and message of the followers of the Way, one can begin to
understand the influence of Christendom in Carter’s argument for its rejection:
The reason why Christendom must be rejected is rooted in the nature of Christian
discipleship. Building and sustaining Christendom requires activity incompatible
with being a follower of Jesus Christ, such as using violent coercion to maintain
the position of Christianity within society. Within Christendom, the New
Testament message of radical discipleship (‘take up your cross and follow me’) is
transformed into a message of social conservatism (or, in certain circumstances,
of social revolution) in such a way that being a disciple becomes a matter of
conforming to the world in one’s outward behavior, while believing something
unique about Jesus and God in one’s private, inner being.42
For disciples of Jesus to conform in this manner illustrates submission to
something other than Jesus as Lord, and as such, undercuts the rhythm and call of biblical
discipleship. Noting the influence in the rhythm of discipleship, Hirsch records the
creation of “a hierarchical ecclesiastical system, based on a diocesan and parish
arrangement, which was analogous to the state hierarchy and was buttressed by state
support.”43 What became lord, was power and position, and the quest to maintain them.
Maintenance is the byproduct of the forms and functions of the institution, an organism
corrupted by power and position. And the cycle continues until revival or death.
Void of intentional stewardship of the church-as-institution, the inevitable result
of people organizing themselves is to maintain the status quo, thus moving toward
41
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institutionalism.44 The desire for institutional equilibrium is exposed in the constant battle
between Jesus and the religious leaders of his day. Jesus was not in the business of
legislating morality, nor was he coercing individuals to follow him by wielding the power
of the state (i.e., the sword). Jesus was not interested in conformity to legal
prescriptions—ruling by the law—instead, he was interested in descriptions—ruling by
the law of grace. He taught obedience to the reign of God (i.e., the kingdom) by
embodying the very nature of that reign himself (i.e., kenosis). With regard to the church,
Christendom is so intimately tied to Western Christianity that rejecting it altogether
would be deemed heretical to some. On the other hand, seeking to retain some semblance
of Christendom is detrimental to the Christian witness. For the church to fulfill the
biblical mandate to make disciples, it is necessary, as Carter has said, “that we repent of
Christendom publicly and state in no uncertain terms that we want nothing to do with
ruling over non-Christians, coercing people into faith, or gaining political and economic
power for ourselves. The church must accept its new situation as a minority subculture
within a pluralistic world with grace and quiet confidence.”45
Carter certainly makes a case for the context to be set as he writes, “The twentyfirst century is more like the first three centuries after Christ than any century between
the fourth and twentieth. The church has been here before.”46 Prior to the perceived
freedom ushered in by Christendom in the fourth century, the church was oppressed,
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lacked power, and experienced persecution. In the midst of these difficult dynamics, the
early church experienced radical growth. And while it is this kind of radical growth that
twenty-first century pastors and leaders long to see, it seems everyone stops short of
affirming it may require the church to assume a posture more in line with the preChristendom church that is both established and unfolding.
Carter has similarly noted an ignorance to the growing irrelevance of the Western
Church, because of the egregious presuppositions of the existence of Christendom.47 The
presuppositions are evidenced throughout twentieth century writing. In particular Carter
extends a poignant critique of H. Richard Niebuhr’s Christ and Culture, stating, “Christ
and Culture is based on a very large, general background assumption: the theory of
Christendom, which is taken for granted by both author and readers. Each of Niebuhr’s
five types presupposes the existence of Christendom.”48 It is precisely the
presuppositions of the existence of Christendom that are influencing strategies, systems,
and structures within the church, particularly in the West. The presence of power,
particularly self-seeking power, illustrates a corrupt nature foreign to the kingdom Jesus
came to announce and establish.

An Age Old Problem: Institutional Life Cycles

Having identified the problems of corruption and power connected to the
influence of Christendom brought about by the Constantinian shift, the next piece of the
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conversation uncovers the influence of institutional dynamics, life cycles, and functions.
Understanding these dynamics within the functioning of the church from a sociological
and organizational perspective is crucial. Ignorance has too long allowed leaders within
the church to hide behind the statement that the church is not a business or a secular
organization.49 While it is true the church is not a business, it is a living organism. From
the perspective of living systems theory, institutional dynamics exist in all organizations,
including the church. By ignoring the wealth of knowledge and information regarding
institutional dynamics at play within organizations, the church is left to battle for its life
without the ability to effectively and fully exegete its context. The looming
organizational struggle and inevitable death is exponentially more difficult to fend off
when the church fails to engage the warning signs offered by sociology, psychology,
organizational theory, and the like.
In their extensive research, Hirsch and Catchim underscore the absolute necessity
for the church to exegete and navigate its own organizational life cycle.
Much study has gone into how movements begin, grow, experience moments of
renewal, and, for some, end. Life cycle models hold true for all kinds of social
movements, but in many ways they are exemplars of how Christianity has tended
to advance, have its impacts, and decline. Because these models also provide
direct clues as to how groups, organizations, and societies are renewed and
revitalized, they can be seen as mirrors to our current situation and experience.50
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To understand the dynamics involved in the narrative of the outlier within the
church in general and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, one must understand how
the church functions like a living organism and is susceptible to the same trends and
evolutions as any other human organization. Hirsch and Catchim rightly note, “The
importance of the life cycle concept for churches and Christian organizations is clear:
assuming the renewing role of the Holy Spirit in the life of his people, we can say that
there are critical stages that must be negotiated if a movement is to have a lasting
impact.”51
Hirsch and Catchim also note the life cycle process begins with the end in mind:
with the intention of passing on the passion and vision of the founder. They refer to this
as the “routinization of charisma − the process whereby the initial unique insight or
experience (charism) of the founder is imbedded or routinized into the very structures of
the organization in the attempt to ensure that the organization itself survives the passing
of its founder.”52 Capturing the heart of the movement for the sake of passing the story on
to the next generation is in no way a negative trait or something seen as the root problem.
The problem lies in the capacity for corruption within the process of institutionalizing a
movement, a process Thomas F. O’Dea sees as “the great virtue of social institutions
from the point of view of the functioning social systems that they provide stability in a
world of inconstancy.”53 O’Dea recognizes the capacity for this corruption being the
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dilemmas of the necessary process of institutionalization. He sees this as particularly true
because of the capacity for corruption within the heart and mind of human leaders. The
first of five dilemmas he warns of is what he calls “the dilemma of mixed motivation.”54
What begins as a single-mindedness in the founder can over time become a focus on selfinterest, both for the founder or for future generations of leaders. However, the strength
of institutionalization is the ability to retain a pure focus while at the same time
employing the passion and skills of self-interested members. O’Dea goes on to say:
Yet if this mobilization of diverse motives is its great strength, it is paradoxically
also its great weakness. …The criteria of selection and promotion within the
institutional structure must of necessity reflect the functional needs of the social
organization and emphasize performance and therefore will not distinguish very
finely between the two types of motivation involved. Thus it may develop that the
self-interested motivation will come to prevail. There will then result a slow
transformation of the original institutional aims, in many cases amounting to their
corruption.55
Again, the argument refrains from distancing the church from organizational
realities. Instead, what is provided is a warning to intentionally navigate the process of
institutionalization to protect the purity and intention of the movement. For the church to
be successful, the church must identify, engage, and equip outliers. It is the outliers who
have the capacity and the calling to know the truth held in the charism of the founder and
to translate these truths for unfolding generations.
Without an awareness of this reality, or leaders with the gifts and graces to
navigate this inevitable life cycle, the church will simply proceed toward death as every
life cycle diagram frighteningly illustrates. “Unchecked, institutionalization (along with
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routinization) easily regresses into a sinful endeavor to retain, control, and direct the
initiating energy of the Christian movement.”56 To navigate the life cycle process and
move toward renewal rather than death, the institution must continue to describe for
members the purpose and mission. When it fails to describe its mission, the institution
falls into the trap of prescription.57 Prescription is the fuel of institutionalism, and
institutionalism is the precursor to death for an organization. Hirsch and Catchim
summarize this reality,
Like the Israelite attempt to store the manna in the desert, routinization of
charisma is in the end an attempt to grasp the fading splendor of the God
encounter and an effort to preserve it in priestly codes, ritual, and process. As
such, institutionalization easily slips into institutionalism. And when it does, it
inevitably creates problems because the institution will in the end tend to insert
itself into the God relationship.58
Institutionalism happens when what is designed to be a means to an end—church-asinstitution—becomes an end in itself. Biblically, this is known as idolatry, and idolatry
leads to death.

Organizational Death Knells: Silos, Self-Preservation, and Status Quo

The Death Knell of Organizational Silos
Within the sociological understanding of living organisms exists what Gillian Tett
calls the silo effect. In her book The Silo Effect, Tett draws appropriate attention to the
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nature of institutions to build silos. Like institutional life cycles, silos emerge out of
healthy beginnings, the culmination of the growth of a team or intentional collaboration
around a specific project. The problem is not silos themselves, but rather the inherent
nature of silos to become intensely introverted and inward focused. To this end,
institutions tumble into dysfunction and unhealthy organizational dynamics. Worse yet,
much of the dysfunction is not visible until crisis has already hit. Through several stories,
Tett illustrates the effects, positive and negative, that silos have on institutions. In talking
about two negative effects of silos on institutions, Tett writes: “At the Japanese
electronics group (Sony), the presence of silos had crushed innovation, and prevented it
from seeing opportunities. But at UBS, the silos had prevented the bankers from seeing
risks.”59 As was seen with institutional life cycles, institutionalization creates multiple
blindsides. Yet what is unearthed by the uncovered exile of outliers is the center-set
(siloed) institution misses opportunities of engaging unfolding ideas and avoids risks in
lieu of focusing on security and pursuing equilibrium.
Tett argues for an approach to institutional silos through a larger anthropological
lens, noting organizational and interpersonal dynamics are crucial to successfully
navigate the silo effect. She writes,
Looking at how we organize the world with an insider-outsider perspective − as
anthropologists do − is one way to combat the risks. Being an insider-outsider
enables us to see our classification systems in context. It also helps us to see the
overlaps, the underlaps, the issues that fall between the cracks of our taxonomies,
or the ways that our boundaries have become dangerously rigid or outdated.60
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As stated in chapter one, outliers are those who orient on the edge of the inside,
living in many ways as an insider-outsider. Being an outlier, however, means you do not
have a home. When one does not have a home, influencing a silo can be difficult because
you are seen as an outsider. While an insider-outsider may be given a seat at the table, it
is often the case that their seat lacks influence. The difficulty with the lack of perceived
influence is that the outlier often has a unique and over-arching perspective that is of
unrecognized value to the whole.
Tett’s observations on institutional culture are also extremely helpful for
analyzing church culture. It is within this anthropological frame we are able to see the
positioning of these outliers on the edge of the institution and the capacity they have to
help the organization move forward successfully. Tett shares the story of Sony’s failure
to collaborate on an e-reader project that former CEO Howard Stringer had envisioned.
Infighting over profits and resources created a stall of nearly two years, at which point
Amazon launched the Kindle, ensuring Sony would lose-out significantly. Stringer is an
example of an outlier on the edge who both understood the heart of Sony’s capacity to
innovate and the moves needed to keep up with market trends. The problem he
encountered was a silo-ed center. Missing for Sony, and many institutions, was the ability
for outliers to lead from the edge. And in Stringer’s case, his role as CEO drove him into
the center where the growing institutionalism further curbed his ability to revive Sony’s
founding spirit of innovation from the edge.
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The Death Knell of Self-Preservation
Bureaucratic systems are designed to self-preserve, to keep the machine going.
Maintenance-mode creates a sense of equilibrium, a desired end of those who have found
themselves elevated into positions of leadership within a system because they were
identified by others within the same system as a good fit. Self-preservation is rooted in
O’Dea’s first dilemma, the institutions tendency toward self-interest. When institutions
ruled by self-interest encounter problems, the tendency, as O’Dea states, is to “overelaborate” the system. Self-preservation moves toward control and control requires
power. Instead of seeking to preserve the story of the founder, the focus is preservation of
the institution. And to preserve the institution often means preservation of the
organizational elite at the center. Self-preservation is the antithesis of what the people of
God have been called to be. The Kingdom of God is defined by a posture of kenosis, of
self-emptying, sacrifice, and service for the sake of others and the blessing of the world.
“Genuine organizational reform becomes threatening to the status, security, and selfvalidation of the incumbents of office.”61
In his book Unleader, Lance Ford quotes organizational behavior expert Margaret
Wheatley, regarding the death knell of the status quo, what is referred to as equilibrium:
Margaret Wheatley says, 'In classical thermodynamics, equilibrium is the end
state in the evolution of closed systems, the point at which the system has
exhausted all of its capacity for change, done its work, and dissipated its
productive capacity into entropy.' When entropy begins, it means that movement
has ceased. The free exchange of ideas is shut down, and change has no chance of
taking place. This is a warning sign of impending death. …Equilibrium stops
movement, and when it reigns in our churches, we will never see a missional
movement blossom. The God-gifted servants are institutionalized, and their
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dreams and missional imaginations are constrained in the handcuffs and leg-irons
of command-and-control church bosses.62
The constant and overriding tension of bureaucracies to pursue equilibrium leads
directly to their natural tendency to self-preserve. Self-preservation mixed with power,
and tied to position, leads to a culture that stifles individuals who are hard-wired to be
outliers. For an organization to counter the culture of equilibrium-seeking selfpreservation, however, it needs the very outliers the over-elaborated system will naturally
seek to reject.

The Death Knell of the Failure to Exit
It is fitting that the way forward for those leading a movement seeking to be like
Jesus would find the first step to be one of humility. Humility is the prerequisite of
single-mindedness, the motivation required for navigating institutionalization. Lack of
humility when paired with a culture of self-preservation leads toward institutionalism.
This promotes inept and incompetent leaders, as well as encouraging the lingering of the
same. Unchecked institutionalization leading to institutionalism, produces a circle-thewagons brotherhood with a silo-ed, myopic focus on preserving self-interest, power, and
position. Kretzschmar rightly notes,
If power is regarded as a possession, it is often exercised without accountability.
We see this in leaders who refuse to vacate a position of power long after they are
able to make a positive contribution. However, if power is a gift held in
stewardship from God, it needs to be exercised within the context of a community
in a responsible, transparent and accountable way.63
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What Kretzschmar describes here is the result of positional power rather than personal, or
relational, power. Positional power operating outside of community is inauthentic and
seeks to control.
A motivation of self-interest within a system leaning toward institutionalism will
co-opt programs like leadership development, transforming them into institutional
systems of self-preservation. The death knell of staying too long is defeated by a culture
of leaders who seek to raise their replacements. The motivation for this type of leader is
single-mindedness, seeking to pass on the core of the movement to the next generation
rather than seeking self-preservation. For the church, this solution is rooted in the singlemindedness of its Founder—Jesus Christ—whose single-mindedness was summed up in
his words “go and make disciples.”64 A culture valuing discipleship as development has
the potential to avoid the institutional pitfalls and dilemmas and ensure the founding
charism is passed on to unfolding generations. Within this culture of discipleship lies a
core truth of anchoring the movement on the edge of the coin so that both the established
and unfolding sides are valued.
Understanding the influence of Christendom and the effects of institutionalization
on the church, the question that emerges is “so how do we solve the problem?”
Remembering the value of double loop learning, we dive below the overwhelming
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surface of the overelaborated institution to confront the heart of the problem: a defunct
ecclesiology. Building on the awareness of the both/and synergism of the established and
unfolding, chapter three will present an ecclesiological reform for the Church of the
Nazarene to help the denomination remember and re-engage the charism of its founder,
capturing this institutional narrative so that the story can inspire the movement for
generations to come. Remembering the narrative will empower the Church of the
Nazarene to better identify, engage, and equip its outliers, and move to practical solutions
for overcoming the inevitable institutional barriers facing all living organisms.

SECTION 2 – THEOLOGICAL/ECCLESIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

Chapter Three

From Dying to Living: Ecclesiology of a Renewal Movement

In this chapter, it will be argued that a more robust ecclesiology will empower
the Church of the Nazarene to successfully navigate a post-Christendom context and
move beyond hierarchical institutionalism and the endless pursuit of the status quo, to
embrace the tension with the surrounding culture as healthy chaos. This way forward is
founded on an historical and ecclesiological understanding of the Church of the Nazarene
as a renewal movement, and is further supported in four ways. First, is understanding
movements as dynamic and living systems. Second, is pursuing resonance of what will be
defined as the chaordic marks the evangelical church.1 Third, is the continual
employment of a sanctified imagination that inspires living into and out of this fresh
ecclesial vision. And finally, the process of molting for a crab will be used as a
supporting metaphor to encapsulate the power of, and need for, an ecclesiology of
renewal that is oriented as a movement. This movement finds life in synthesizing chaos
and order and is always pursuing fresh vision through a sanctified imagination.
The church is now living in a post-Christendom, post-Constantinian context, and
yet the systems and structures of the church—programs and organizational hierarchy—
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are not adapting for this new reality, causing the church to find itself in decline in the
West. The rise of pluralism has contributed to the church’s decline and is the result of
archaic beliefs and culturally irrelevant religion.2 In Acts of Faith, Rodney Stark and
Roger Finke provided sociological analysis on the nature of growth and decline within
religious groups, identifying what they refer to as the “sect-to-church transformation.”3
Stark and Finke note that the sect-to-church transformation is highlighted by several
shifts. Examples of these shifts, to name just a few, are lack of parishioner connectivity as
a result of growth, professionalization of the office of clergy, and a progressive and
liberal shift in theology and doctrine toward what they define as the ultra-liberal and
liberal niches.4 For example, Stark and Finke state, “The Methodists are well known as
one of the classic cases of sect-to-church transformation.”5 Every group experiencing this
move from sect to church is in decline, as they shift from “high tension” with culture to
“low tension” with culture, which makes them prone to mergers.6 The authors reference
the Church of the Nazarene as a “strict” niche, at high tension with culture, connecting
with Neibuhr’s writing on the birth of sects. As the Methodist church went the way of
other mainline denominations, movements like the Church of the Nazarene─and other
holiness movement groups/sects─became dissenters from the Methodist church, which
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led to decline in Methodist membership and conversion growth, as a result of attractive
exclusiveness.7 The research of Stark and Finke connects the majority of religious growth
to the movements led by outlier women and men within the church-to-sect process. These
movements include the niches of conservative, strict, and ultra-strict.8 Stark and Finke’s
research reveals that churches typically experience growth and expansion when they
function as sect-like movements as opposed to functioning like churches.9 Looking at
these definitions historically, the early Methodist movement, as well as the first-century
church, are both rightly labeled sects, as they experienced high tension with their cultural
surroundings. Using the descriptors of Stark and Finke, the Church of England during
Wesley’s day would be noted as living at low tension with its culture given their roots in
Christendom along with their close ties with the state. Wesley recognized that when the
church positions itself too closely to the center of culture and society, compromise
occurs, and influence no longer comes from the identity of the religious movement, but
rather from the surrounding culture. This is precisely what took place through the
Constantinian shift, and why it was, and still is, detrimental to Christianity as a
movement. Hempton notes that Wesley, desired a “movement that thrived on the
boundary lines of rationality and emotional ecstasy and on the margins of traditional
social hierarchies of class, gender, race, and age.”10 An orientation towards the margins
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allows the institution to identify those who inhabit the edge of the inside and retain their
generative influence.
The solution proposed by this dissertation focuses on the necessity of the Church
of the Nazarene to again identify with its historical narrative as a renewal movement
unfolding out of the Methodist church. Arguably, the Church of the Nazarene’s own story
demonstrates a renewal impetus kindred to the founding story of the Methodist
movement as well as the story of the first-century movement: the biblical call for the
people of God is to live lives set apart, so that they could be a blessing to the world. This
set-apart-ness is what Stark and Finke refer to as living in tension with the surrounding
culture. For God’s people to live lives that are set apart from, and in tension with, culture
requires a posture that lives into and out of the invitation to be followers of Jesus. In A
Light to the Nations: The Missional Church and the Biblical Story, Michael W. Goheen
describes what it means to live into and out of this call:
To be a distinctive people displaying an attractive lifestyle to God’s glory before
the surrounding nations, Israel was obliged to face in three directions at once: to
look backward to creation, embodying God’s original design and intention for
human life; forward to the consummation, bearing in its life God’s promise of the
goal of universal history, a restored humanity on a new earth; and outward to the
nations, confronting the idolatry of the nations for whose sake it had been chosen.
All of this was for the sake of the world, that the nations might come to praise and
know the true and living God.11
To stand as the ambassador of the story of God, as revealed through God’s people from
creation to the revealed Kingdom, is what it means to live into the high call of being a
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disciple of Jesus. Goheen goes on to say, “Thus Israel’s calling from God to be a priestly
people and a holy nation sets the people explicitly in the middle position between God
and the nations.”12 The image of being in the middle means God’s people first are set
apart to the middle, living into their identity as God’s people. Yet they are not set apart to
be protected from the world, rather they are set apart so that they can be a blessing. To be
a blessing to the world requires God’s people to then live out of their identity as God’s
set-apart-ones.
The way forward for the Church of the Nazarene is a robust ecclesiology that
provides a distinct vision to live into and out of, so that it can continue to thrive, despite a
high tension with the surrounding culture. A robust ecclesiology provides a peculiar
distinctiveness for a people, the church, who are voluntarily gathered around a common
mission so that they can be a blessing to the world. For the Church of the Nazarene, this
robust ecclesiology provides a vision of unified purpose around the doctrine of heart
holiness as well as traditional and biblical ecclesial marks. The strong trellises of holiness
and the ecclesial marks will serve as sufficient support for the vine of the Church of the
Nazarene to grow, change, and bear much kingdom fruit.

Movements: Living Systems and Dynamic Chaords

The first-century church, early Methodism, and modern examples like the
underground church in China, all have one striking commonality outside of the centrality
of the person of Jesus: they were/are movements. The solution to the stated problem of
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this dissertation and the transformative proposals to follow will all be moored in
movement theory. Hirsch and Catchim define a movement as,
A group of people organized for, ideologically motivated by, and committed to a
purpose which implements some form of personal or social change; who are
actively engaged in the recruitment of others; and whose influence is spreading in
opposition to the established order within which it originated.13
When the church is understood as a movement, latent within its genetic memory
is the scripting of unity and propulsion that enables the church to be set apart for God’s
glory and for the blessing of the world. The idea of the church as movement can be drawn
from the general sense in which historians refer to the church of Acts as the Jesus
movement, to denote its ethos both within Judaism and the Greco-Roman world.
Movements create and live in the tension of two realities that seem in opposition,
but in fact are corollaries: living systems are both chaotic and ordered. Twentieth and
twenty-first century scientific study and research has proven the rapid-fire chaos of living
systems that seem, to the untrained eye, to contain anything but order. Though complex,
the DNA of living systems is strategically coded for precise order. Chapter two discussed
at length the nature of institutions and their tendency to seek equilibrium or the status
quo. Living systems find life at the edge of chaos. It is disequilibrium that spurs
aggressive and adaptive growth and change that allows living organisms and the systems
they inhabit to continue to thrive. Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja make the case this way,
Every molecule in the human body replaces itself every seven years. What
endures are the genetic instructions that direct new cells to sustain the physical
presence. Just as the body’s molecules replenish themselves by moving in and out
of the system, so must an organization revitalize itself by utilizing new embers
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and diverse ideas. Both human and corporate bodies are rejuvenated by fresh and
varied genetic material.14
Rejuvenation also happens at the edge of chaos. And as illustrated through biological
living systems, such chaos maintains extraordinary order. It is the genetic instructions
within the church that direct the generative sources, allowing for their chaotic functioning
to operate in ordered ways.
The innovative and ground-breaking work of Dee Hock applied these theories to
organizations. Hock, the founder of VISA, a movement unfolding from the equilibriumseeking banking industry, created the word-smash chaordic, “to indicate the kind of
organization that manages to balance some kind of enduring structure at its center, which
develops the strategic direction and maintains and enforces the movement’s core ideas
and yet allows the kind of regional extension, scalability, and rapid-fire adaptability
required to advance its cause.15
Hock inspired fresh perspective in the organizational world regarding the pursuit
of order, innovation, and growth. Institutionalism seeks to find order in equilibrium, in
the spacious and controlled center of the organization, shrouded in the management of
systems, practice of hierarchy, and the endless shuffling of cogs in the wheel. Hirsch and
Catchim, drawing on Hock’s theories, illustrate the essence of living systems theory by
identifying the emergence of unity within the movement, rooted in the genetic coding of
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the organization. Bonnie Durrance summarizes the core of Hock’s theory this way,
“Order emerges not from decree, but from the depths of our beliefs and principles.”16
Chaordic movements require a unifying system of values, anchored in purpose,
beliefs, and principles. Within movements, unity is not uniformity: it is the cooperation of
“holy rebels” all living into and out of a vision that has the capacity to carry the
movement forward. Hirsch and Catchim qualify this idea of holy rebellion by stating, “It
is a rebellion because it refuses to submit to the status quo. But, because it is a holy
rebellion, it directs us toward a greater experience of God than we currently have. The
challenge for the established church and its leaders is to discern the will of God for our
time addressed to the church from the mouths of holy rebels.”17
Rebellion, chaos, evolution, and change are all words used to describe the fluid
nature of movements. In addition, they are all words that strike fear in the minds of those
charged with institutional maintenance and leadership because they are representative of
people, ideas, and practices that disrupt the status quo of systems and structures. In the
midst of these exterior and interior variants, chaordic movements require unity of purpose
and principle. For the Church of the Nazarene, unity comes from a holiness distinctive, a
belief in Jesus as Lord, and the traditional and biblical marks of the church.18
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Chaordic Marks: A Traditionally Non-Traditional Ecclesiological Frame19

Historically, the conversation about ecclesiology has centered on agreed upon
marks or notes of the church. According to Howard Snyder in his essay “The Marks of
Evangelical Ecclesiology,”20 the traditional marks of the church are “one, holy, catholic,
and apostolic church.”21 These marks are affirmed in the Nicene Creed and are
recognized as the primary characteristics of the church, but not a perfect definition.
Diversity abounds within the claims and descriptions of the church, but without these
four marks “it is not the true church of Jesus Christ.”22 But are these marks adequate to
undergird a robust ecclesiology that can inspire a movement of renewal?
Snyder would say no. He provides a helpful critique of the traditional marks of
the church in an effort to synthesize tradition and Scripture within an evangelical
ecclesiology. He goes on to suggest two inherent limitations: “the ambiguity of the
traditional marks and, more seriously, their inadequate biblical grounding.”23 The
ambiguity of the traditional marks has elicited merited criticism. To illustrate this, Snyder
notes that sociologically “one might posit contrasting ‘church’ and ‘sect’
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interpretations.”24 He mentions the marked difference between what unity and
apostolicity would mean in the context of a church versus that of a sect. This noted
ambiguity is significant for this dissertation because of the correlation between church
and institution, and between sect and movement. He goes on to state, “In a sense, the four
marks give only a half picture; they highlight one side of the church’s spiritual genetic
inheritance.”25 Snyder moves toward a resonance of the traditional marks─one, holy,
catholic, and apostolic─and what he labels as the “missing half”─diverse, charismatic,
local, and prophetic.26 The resonance Snyder proposes locates the traditional marks along
the lines of the church-as-institution (what is established), while the missing half
represent the church as movement (what is unfolding). To further illustrate his point,
Snyder writes, “In sum, if we consult the full range of Scripture, we see that the church is
both one and diverse; both holy and charismatic; both universal and local; both apostolic
and prophetic. Scripture shows that the complementary ‘missing half’ of the church’s
genetic code is as firmly grounded in divine revelation as are the more traditional and
familiar marks.”27
Significant connection has been made throughout this dissertation providing
connection of the established and unfolding resonance to previous movements in the
history of Christianity. Speaking of how these dynamics are true historically,
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sociologically, and theologically, Snyder writes, “these contrasting models tend to
emerge historically in different social contexts, but they also testify to a deep theological
truth about the church, namely that faithful churches live in dynamic tension with these
pairs of character traits (or genetic predispositions).”28 Snyder echoes Hirsch, Catchim,
and others in connecting these correlating marks to the very “genetic” core of the
Christian movement. Scripture and tradition provide ample evidence to support the
established and unfolding resonance, and modern experience and a reasoned perspective
on institutionalism reminds the church of the folly of imbalance. Sticking to the four
traditional marks alone “packages ecclesiology too neatly, setting the stage for splits and
new movements that sense intuitively that something is missing in the church’s essential
self-understanding.”29 The order of what is established, playing in harmony with the
chaos of what is unfolding, will always remind the world of the beautiful arrangement of
the Master composer.
No single expression of the church can or will embody the full theology of the
church, that goes without saying. However, in keeping with the reality of the body of
Christ as a living system, it remains necessary for movements to embody their unique
distinctiveness so that the church catholic can collectively and more fully reflect the “full
theology of the church.”
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Using Both Wings: Chaordic Resonance of Established and Unfolding
in the Church of the Nazarene

For Snyder, Hirsch, and Catchim, the historical and biblical vision of an
established and unfolding resonance articulates perfectly a “chaordic” ecclesiology that
inspires renewal. Hirsch and Catchim write, “Renewal means more than reinventing
ourselves; it means rediscovering the primal power of the Spirit and the gospel already
personal in the life of the church─reconnecting with this purpose and recovering the
forgotten ways.”30 It is not so much that the church has forgotten, but that it has failed to
remember.31 When the church does not remember its identity, it looks for solutions by
analyzing and comparing with culture. The Church of the Nazarene finds itself in this
situation, but, as Hirsch notes, “In this situation, we don’t need more analysis; rather, we
need a synthesis, a grand vision of who we are and what we can be.”32
The stories told by the church—its historical narrative and its signs—all help to
create a grand, semiotic, vision of where the church has been and where it is going. The
logo of the Church of the Nazarene, featuring a dove and flame, provide rich imagery for
the denomination. The dove and flame were crafted to “represent our [the Church of the
Nazarene] vision, [to] symbolize the Holy Spirit working through each of us to transform
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people, communities, and nations.”33 A key denominational distinctive for the Church of
the Nazarene is the belief in the power and presence of the Holy Spirit given to the
church, and consequently, this powerful presence in the life of the believer. The dove in
the logo has both wings outstretched, symbolizing flight. For a dove to fly, it must have
two functioning wings. The dove serves as a reminder of the central role that the Holy
Spirit plays in the guiding and shaping of the body of the Church of the Nazarene.
Metaphorically, the dove is a picture of perfect flight and forward movement for the
Church of the Nazarene. To have full flight, the established and unfolding wings of the
Church of the Nazarene must come together and function as one. Understanding how the
church in general, and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, came to fly with one
wing, and how the body at times is dominated by an obedience to institutionalism over
and against the Holy Spirit, will help to frame the case for biblical, theological, and
ecclesiological support of the established and unfolding resonance.
Institutionalism, while not a creation of Christendom, became more prominent as
the church aligned with imperial power. Christendom is generally considered a
recognizable error in the history of the Christian movement, but it was seeded by the
temptations of power, security, wealth, and influence.34 The fruit of this relationship did
not look like the fruit of the ministry of Jesus, nor did it come in the same ways it had
come through the leadership of Jesus, the suffering servant. Hirsch and Catchim note,
“We are perfectly designed to achieve what we are currently achieving. As a certain tree
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bears specific fruit, so too the organizational systems we inhabit are biased toward
achieving certain outcomes.”35The seeds of empire were planted as the church became
bedfellows with empire. And where seeds of empire are planted, it can be expected that
the fruit of empire will desire to grow.
The fruit of this relationship did not look like the fruit of the ministry of Jesus.
Jesus came declaring a specific kingdom, the Kingdom of God; a kingdom of which
Jesus is Lord. What is important to note in regards to the influence of Christendom and
institutionalism on the church is the stark contrast these narratives have with the narrative
of the Kingdom of God. The competing narrative of empire existed long before
Christendom and is seen in the Old Testament as the power, security, and comfort of
Egypt and Babylon became one of many temptresses for a nation willing to prostitute
itself to be like every other nation. The competing narrative of empire shows up as Peter
wields this narrative as a weapon of influence to convince Jesus of where true power lies,
and it shows up as James and John assume this narrative affords them the privilege of
seats of honor and prestige. In Mark 10:43, Jesus proclaims the heart of the narrative of
the Kingdom of which he is Lord. He exhorts the disciples saying, “but it is not so among
you.” Jesus contrasts the ruling-over narrative of empire with the serving-under narrative
of his kingdom, where the least is the greatest and where leading costs those leading their
lives.
After over seventeen hundred years, why is it still the case that these competing
narratives exist within the church? Conrad Wright argues that the temptation exists
because of a deficiency of critical research. Speaking to this point he states, “Some
35
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attention to the topic would…address a lack in our scholarly investigations.”36 Given the
inability to fully grasp and understand the effects of Christendom, the church was not
prepared for the emergence of post-Christendom, particularly in USAmerica.37 The North
American church now finds itself trying to learn how to be relevant in a postChristendom context, though it never fully understood the implications of Christendom in
the first place. One example of Christendom’s influence on the modern church in
USAmerica is the growth of denominationalism. Wright notes “that a failure on the part
of Protestants to articulate a doctrine of the church adequate to provide a model for
extraparochial structures has meant that models for them are borrowed from
elsewhere−specifically from organizations.”38 Denominationalism represents a siloing of
the church universal. What started as silos created to oversee societies and gatherings
once led independently by laity, developed into denominational bureaucracies to manage
programs that once functioned outside of the parish.39 The continued development of
silos, now in denominations, only makes it more difficult for the church, and
denominations themselves, to recognize the presence and effect of the influence of
Christendom.40
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Wright argues that institutions would benefit from scholarship regarding the
influence of Christendom. He states, “it might well make a contribution to the resolution
of present-day conflicts in our denominations between the demands of religious
commitment and witness, and the requirements of bureaucracies we often criticize but
cannot do without.”41 Lack of perspective, historical evidence, and informed scholarship
have led to a minimal understanding of the long-term erosion that trends toward
institutionalism have had on the church as institution. An additional misunderstanding is
seen in how the problem must be addressed.
In Making Spiritual Sense: Pastors as Spiritual Interpreters, Scott Cormode
articulated the need for pastors and leaders to ask why a problem exists, not simply to
identify the problem. Cormode describes the distinction between double loop learning
and single loop learning: “The purpose of single loop learning is to solve the problem at
hand. But the purpose of double loop learning is to figure out why the problem came into
being. … problems are the product of the organizational environment.”42 Concomitantly,
the church should ask what the evident influence of Christendom on the church teaches
the church about how it functions, and what it says about the pastors and leaders who
lead it. Because the church has not understood the influence of Christendom, it continues
to represent single loop learning and problem solving. To approach the problem of
institutionalism from a double loop perspective exposes the why: the influence of
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Christendom. It serves to state, as Wright does, that the church “cannot do without”
institutional functions.
Wright goes on to say, “This bureaucratic development [of denominations] is a
product of the last century and a quarter. An analysis of the way it came about may be
suggestive when we try to sort out our ideas of ecclesiology and to construct a doctrine of
the church that has some modern relevance and applicability.”43 To construct a doctrine
of the church that has some modern relevance and applicability with theological
accuracy, is to operate under the presupposition of a pre-Christendom reality. Returning
to a pre-Christendom ecclesiological vision is not a carte blanche rejection of institutional
qualities or bureaucratic functions. Instead, it entails a clearer identification with the
Jesus Movement and the dynamic nature of the early church; a vision defined here as the
established and unfolding resonance.
In The Problem with Wineskins, Howard Snyder poignantly addresses the preChristendom notion of the church as seen in the Jesus Movement. In a section titled,
“How the Bible Sees the Church,” Snyder lists three essential aspects of the biblical view
of the church. Of particular relevance to this chapter is aspect number two, which states,
“The Bible sees the church in charismatic, rather than institutional terms.” 44 Snyder goes
on to write,
According to the New Testament, the church is a charismatic organism, not an
institutional organization. The church is the result of the grace (Greek, charis) of
God. It is through grace that the church is saved (Eph. 2:8) and through the
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exercise of spiritual gifts of grace (charismata) that the church is edified (Rom.
12:6-8; Eph 4:7-16; 1 Pet. 4:10-11).45
Snyder recognizes that while he claims the church is primarily a “spiritual
organism, [it may] secondarily, have some organizational expressions.”46 As Wright
mentions, a “failure on the part of Protestants to articulate a doctrine of the church
adequate to provide a model for extraparochial structures...has meant that models for
them are borrowed from elsewhere—specifically from business organizations.”47 Wright
further illuminates the problem by stating, “the grafting of that model onto earlier
ecclesiastical structures, by happenstance instead of on the basis of thoughtful analysis of
what is at stake, has been productive of confusions and tensions of a variety of kinds.”48
Churches, particularly those organized as renewal-type movements, that are lacking a
robust ecclesiology, leave the door open for the institutionalization of the movement.
Borrowing management and leadership development practices from the
marketplace has further diluted the ability for the church to identify, equip, and engage
the apostolic, prophetic, and evangelistic outliers. While it is not simply doing what the
early church did, the church must retain its identity as being the people of God called to
be a blessing to the world. And as such, Snyder goes on to say, “The function of the local
church [the people] should be to expect, identify and awaken the varied gifts that sleep
within the community of believers. We can be sure, however, that God will give to each
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local church all the gifts really necessary for its own upbuilding in love.”49 The church
has within local congregations and denominations, the gifts and graces necessary to
function as God desires. For scholars like Snyder, Hirsch, and Wright, issues develop
when the church is operating in areas it was not called or equipped for, with forms and
functions not given by the Holy Spirit. A biblical example is found in Acts 6:1-7 when
Stephen and six other men were appointed to feed the widows of the church so that the
apostles could tend to their calling to “prayer and to the ministry of the word.”
The church must operate with an acute awareness of its institutional (and
denominational) bureaucracy, and must have the wisdom to know when operating out of
a structure trending toward institutionalism, is moving in opposition to the biblical
witness. Snyder offers helpful insight to the church, suggesting the church-as-institution
identify structures designed by women and men to aid the church in its mission to affect
change as “para-church structures which exist alongside of…the community of God’s
people, but are not themselves the church.”50 The influence of Christendom caused the
church to see institutional structures as necessary for the functioning of the church. While
not inherently wrong, for the church to function as the church, there is wisdom in
healthy—and holy—separation of institutional structures. Snyder articulates this point
well stating,
Whereas the church itself is part of the new wine of the gospel, all para-church
structures are wineskins−useful, at times indispensable, but also subject to wear
and decay. Institutional structures, then, are best seen as something different from
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the church−potentially useful aids to the church’s life and ministry, but never a
part of the essence of the church.51
A robust ecclesiology serves as a guide that situates the church within a framework
consistent with Scripture and tradition that aids in the process of discerning how the
church will function. Without such a framework, the church will be blown by every wind
of change and will continue to fall prey to the influence and pull of institutionalism.
The cultural context of the Church of the Nazarene, particularly in the
USA/Canada Region has changed. It is now operating in a post-Christendom context it
does not understand, and many of those leading the church forward were trained in a
context influenced by, and unaware of, the presuppositions that formed it. Scott
Cormode, in Making Spiritual Sense, argues that the church needs pastors who are
theological interpreters. Cormode is suggesting that the church needs leaders who can
understand the meaning of a text or a context and create new interpretations to replace the
ones no longer working. He uses the topic of money as an example of the struggle of
many contemporary pastors in talking to their congregations about difficult subjects.
Cormode sees a two-fold problem: “standard interpretations no longer work, [and] clergy
have a very difficult time creating new interpretations when one has not already been
established for them.”52 In institutional systems, led by shepherds and teachers who tend
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toward the status quo, changing this reality will require more than just re-training; it will
require the influence of outliers.
Because of the presupposed influence of Christendom, as well as the influence of
a leadership development culture (which will be address later), churches and
denominations cannot avoid institutional structure. The church need not cease to operate
as an institution. Rather, as will be discussed in the following chapters, the way forward
is for the church to repent of Christendom and divorce itself from institutionalism,
recognize institutional structure as by product of people coming together and organizing
as the unified body of Christ, and live into and out of its nature and function as both
established and unfolding.
In a 2013 speech, Pope Francis challenged the prominence of structure in the
Roman Catholic Church saying, “When the Church boasts about its size, creating
organisations and offices and becoming a bit bureaucratic, the Church loses its key
substance and runs the risk of turning into an NGO. And the Church is not an NGO. It's a
love story.”53 Institutionalism is an institution that has become a “bit [too]
bureaucratic.”54 Pope Francis frames a resonance for the Catholic Church, similar to the
clarion call made earlier in this chapter for the Church of the Nazarene. He speaks of the
Catholic Church as both an organization and as lived-out love. He goes on to say, “But
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when organization takes first place, love falls down and the Church, poor thing, becomes
an NGO. And this is not the way forward."55
The Church of the Nazarene has, in its DNA, the capacity to find its way forward
by flying with both wings−established and unfolding−united within the Spirit-led body.
A key problem, however, is the established wing holds the power and can influence the
body, like the machinery of bureaucracies. "The suffocating bureaucratic systems that
drive factory-like churches stem from leaders obsessed with the search for predictable
and controllable measures and outcomes."56 The stifling influence of institutionalism
holds at bay the opportunity for significant movement forward for the church. However,
it has been argued that to have significant movement, the church must develop and
sustain healthy synergy with the established and unfolding wings of the church. Hirsch
and Catchim speak authoritatively to this when they write:
Recognizing the role of leadership in organizational life cycles highlights the role
of the more generative impact of the apostolic, prophetic, and evangelistic
ministries in the ongoing growth and renewal of the church. If the APEs are
allowed to occupy a strategic place in the organization along with the STs, they
will do more than exert a generative influence at the onset of the organization;
they will also help revitalize and hold at bay the forces of decline that set in at the
peak of the organization’s development.57
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What often keeps the synergy between the center and outlying perspectives from
happening is one of two things: it is either too foreign to the organizational narrative and
therefore unacceptable, or it is too close to the organizational narrative and is “co-opted
by that which it seeks to challenge and change.”58 To envision a way forward, the church
needs fresh vision and perspective. As the established and unfolding wings are held
together by the unifying power and presence of the Holy Spirit, their synergy inspires a
fresh perspective, what can be referred to as a sanctified imagination.

Sanctified Imagination: Distinctive Ecclesiola Within Catholic Ecclesia

A robust ecclesiology provides the foundational identity for the church and its
disciples to live into and out of. This phrase, to live into and out of, becomes the succinct
statement for the unique ecclesiological distinctive of the Church of the Nazarene. In its
basic form, much of the ecclesiological vision for the Church of the Nazarene is summed
up in its core values: Christian, Holiness, and Missional. To be Christian speaks of
election−as the covenant people of God−so that the individual, and consequently the
church, is being called out.59 To be holy speaks of being set apart. To be missional speaks
of being sent. God has called God’s people to be holy, set apart. The call to holiness as
understood within the Wesleyan-Arminian theological perspective is a part of the
peculiar identity of the Church of the Nazarene and defines the denomination’s sent-ness.
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Henry W. Spaulding II and Henry W. Spaulding III stated it this way, “It turns out that
we are called unto holiness. It is not just a song but also a concise statement of our selfidentity.”60 Holiness, then, is also what the Nazarenes−those called by God who have
been set apart to be a blessing to the world−live out of. To better understand what is
meant by the phrase live into and out of, it is helpful to find examples of embodiment
throughout Christian tradition as well as for God’s covenant people of Israel.
An extreme example comes from Aphrahat’s sixth demonstration (out of twentythree) for Christian life and practice for early Syriac Christians. In the article “Yokes of
the Holy-Ones: The Embodiment of Christian Vocation,” Naomi Koltun-Fromm notes
that Apharat, a Persian Christian sage from the fourth-century, describes the set apartness of these “members of covenant, through the image of the ‘yoke of the holy-ones.’”61
While this community was ardently committed to celibacy, the vision of the embodiment
of their call to holiness expresses well the meaning of the aforementioned phrase live into
and out of. Fromm notes that what separates these individuals, “often called, ihidaye,
‘single-ones’ or ‘single-minded-ones,’…was more than a lifestyle choice; it is a religious
vocation of sexual continence embodied in the name they bear, ‘single-ones,’ as well as
the ‘holy-yoke’ they wear.”62 In this way, the name they bear is the identity of the
individual, and the way they live is defined by the yoke they wear. Fromm also
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comments that, “The yoke (read celibacy) then, is what connects the ihidaye to the
Ihidaya,…God’s only-begotten-one, Jesus.”63 Not to get lost in this idea of celibacy, what
is often seen as contextually irrelevant living in the twenty-first century, Fromm notes the
biblical nature of this yoke metaphor with deep connection to the “yoke of Torah.”64
Fromm goes on to state,
A comparison between Aphrahat’s ‘yoke’ and various rabbinic ‘yokes’
illuminates how Aphrahat’s Christianity and rabbinic Judaism share common
Semitic exegetical patterns and methodology. The yoke’s embodiment in
ritualized practice—celibacy for Aphrahat and Torah-study and commandmentfulfillment for the rabbis—enables these biblical exegetes to pursue analogous
paths to holiness in a post-Temple existence.65
For the follower of Jesus, the embodiment of a life of holiness, of being set apart,
requires an identity one both puts on—lives into—and is shaped by—lives out of. While
there was difference, for one group it was celibacy and another it was Torah-study and
commandment-fulfillment, the similarity was the radical obedience to the covenant
understanding of the call to holiness.
For twenty-first century holiness people, there must exist a peculiar blend of
embodied identity and practice that illustrates this unique, and Christ-centered set apartness. The perspective of Spaulding and Spaulding regarding the sanctified imagination
pushes the church to look at the world, and respond as Christ does: with fresh eyes.66
Their conversation regarding a sanctified imagination is grounded in heart holiness, the
unique and foundational identity for the Church of the Nazarene. A centering belief in
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holiness demands a different perspective of the Church. Explaining holiness as the root of
imagination they write,
Furthermore, since our ecclesiological task lies in a unique set of presuppositions
requires that the Church possesses theological imagination. By imagination, we
are not making up theological understanding of the Church, but rather creatively,
and albeit playfully, working with our history, past, and present ecclesiologies of
other traditions, and the history of theology in general in order to articulate our
own imagination. Furthermore, it acknowledges the captivation of our
imagination by the ‘principalities and powers’ of our world. Thus,
ecclesiologically our project consists of a conversion of the imagination. By
imagination, we mean the way in which the mind, and therefore the individual
perceives the world. Thus, it is not just the imagination in and of itself, but what
feeds the imagination that is at the heart of this study.67
To live into the sanctified imagination, is to diagnose the Church of the
Nazarene’s presuppositions, and re-sign what it means to be the church. Spaulding and
Spaulding note, “at its heart, the sanctified imagination as a practice of the Church
involves forming Christian readers in the world. The imagination is central because it
sees what is not yet there, but what is possible through a Christian reading of and in the
world.”68 Discerning the cultural and ecclesial signs in ways that allow for the Church to
be the Church is what Leonard Sweet calls a semiotic task. Semiotics is an
interdisciplinary study of signs and sign-systems to “study how meanings are made and
how reality is represented.”69 To see the not yet requires a vision that is set apart. This is
what it means to live into a holiness identity, to approach it with sanctified imagination to
read the world through a Spirit-filled lens and disrupting the “sinful order possession on
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the imagination.”70 Having this living into perspective propels the Church forward to then
live out of this sanctified imagination as the Church re-imagines fresh ways to engage in
mission for the sake of the world. Noting the place of imagination, Hirsch and Catchim
add, “The key to the necessary system-wide change in the Western church is through the
doorway of holy imagination.”71 Holy, or sanctified, imagination is the means by which
the Holy Spirit guides the development of ecclesiological distinctiveness so that the
church in general, and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, retains a healthy, and
holy, tension with culture and avoids repeating the unhealthy sectarianism and separatism
that has plagued it since its inception.72
In his article “Beyond Sectarianism: The Missional Church in a Post-Christendom
Society,” Jeppe Bach Nikolajsen rejects the argument that states “ecclesiological
considerations lean towards sectarianism.”73 The sectarianism argument rises from the
fear that the church’s focus on distinctiveness prompts the question, “[will the church be]
in danger of isolating itself from society…abnegating its responsibility for
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society…becoming a closed replica of its own tradition?”74 The rise of post-modernity
gave voice to these questions as a means of repudiating the rigid, hierarchical, and
controlling tendencies of institutionalism fed by Christendom’s influence. Nikolajsen
rightly asserts that the pendulum has swung too far, causing the church to lose its
distinctive voice and influence in culture. Leaning heavily on the work of Lesslie
Newbigin he argues “that an ecclesiology−which is characterized by a strong emphasis
on the church’s distinctiveness−does not necessarily exclude a strong emphasis of the
church’s engagement in society.”75
The church in general, and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, has wrestled
with this ecclesiological struggle. While the Church of the Nazarene has an article of
faith, or doctrine, of the church, it does not have a defined ecclesiology. It would seem
that there are three realities at play for the Church of the Nazarene. Either there is a fear
or concern that a clear and bold ecclesiology would result in being labeled as sectarian, or
there is a lack of consensus, or there is a fear of being painted into a theological or
ecclesiological corner.76 The alternative risk, however, is far greater and Nikolajsen
argues that “The task that lies before the church in the Western world is not to bypass its
distinctiveness with accusations of sectarianism, but to provide constructive contributions
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to the ongoing ecclesiological conversations, that acknowledge that the church in the
Western world no longer includes everyone.”77
Ecclesiology is imperative for the church to function in a post-Christendom
context. “With the collapse of the old Christendom, the need for theological inquiry into
the distinctive identity of the church and its role in modern Western society has become
more and more urgent.”78 Nikolajsen goes on to say, “in a post-Christendom society, the
church must represent a distinct social order.”79 Often this is misinterpreted as
“promoting a sort of ethical sectarianism,” but again, for Nikolajsen himself and his
interpretation of Newbigin, this critique misses the heart of the story of a missionary
God.80 Recognizing the centuries-long influence of Christendom, and defining an
ecclesiology, requires a sanctified imagination. Hirsch and Catchim underscore the reality
of this task stating,
The irony is that although Christendom as a cultural force contained in a sacred
society is now largely a matter of history, our ways of thinking, including our
ways of conceiving of the church and its mission, are still largely dictated by
outmoded Christendom imagination. Bishop Stephen Neil acknowledged this as
early as 1959 when he announced that “All our ecclesiologies are inadequate and
out of date.” Nearly all of them have been constructed in the light of a static
concept of the Church as something given, something which already exists…As
far as I know, no one has yet set to work to think out the theology of the Church
in terms of the one thing for which it exists.81
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Without an awareness of and adherence to its distinctiveness, the church fails to
be salt and light. The people of Israel were called to be a blessing to the world. If the
church does not live into its set-apart-ness then it cannot live out its set-apart-ness to be
the blessing God intended. Walter Brueggemann states, “The address to Abraham gives a
subsequent community a peculiar identity and vocation in the world.”82 A robust
ecclesiology preserves this peculiar identity—what the church must live into—and
defines the church’s vocation in the world—what the church must live out of.83 The
negative perception of sectarianism as bigotry, hatred, and self-righteous piety, has
allowed the pendulum to swing to the equally damaging extreme of being
indistinguishable from the world and therefore unable to be the church Jesus instituted.
Nikolajsen summarizes it this way,
The task that lies ahead before the church in the West is to recapture a profound
understanding of its own distinctiveness and to let this distinctiveness constitute
the basis for its openness to, engagement in, and responsibility for the society in
which it exists. Such an ecclesiological position holds, in my mind, significant
potential for an understanding of the role of the church in post-secular and
pluralistic Western societies. Such a position, I believe, points to the future of the
church in Western societies.84
Nikolajsen notes that “Over the past three centuries, the church has gradually lost
its central and powerful role in society due to significant cultural and religious changes in
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the Western world.”85 This role emerged for the church as a result of the establishment of
Christendom, thus giving the church a voice into, and in many ways over, culture.
Speaking to the church’s loss of cultural influence, Nikoljsen quotes Roger A Badham
and Ola Sigurdson, “It is our contention that Protestant social ethics, as heir to medieval
and Reformation theologies and Enlightenment moral theories, have continued to
function under the rubric of universality. Mainline Protestant theology has largely refused
to give up its role of speaking on behalf of the whole society.”86
Defining a robust ecclesiology, then, requires the Church of the Nazarene to die to
its attempts at controlling culture and articulate its theological distinctiveness to ensure its
praxis is always an operative form and function of its distinctiveness.

Molting: An Ecclesiological Metaphor to Live by

In recent years, the metaphor of the big tent has been used to describe the Church
of the Nazarene. It has been used particularly to support the argument that the Church of
the Nazarene is radically inclusive of all peoples and ideas. Often referencing the via
media position of the church’s Wesleyan heritage, latitude in interpretation of creation
and end times, and the value that it is possible to love alike without thinking alike, the big
tent metaphor has been put up and added onto with fervor.
The big tent metaphor is fitting for the Church of the Nazarene because it reaches
back into the history of this 100+ year-old Wesleyan-Holiness denomination, and uses an
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image that harkens back to the days of outdoor camp meetings, revivals, white hankies,
altar calls, and stories of radical conversion and sanctification experiences. The tent made
room for all people and it was the tent that made room for the merging of several
denominations into one, a coming together of groups who put aside differences for the
sake of the message of heart holiness. It is a beautiful metaphor that captures much of the
story of the Church of the Nazarene. However, it also falls short, but not in representing
and re-telling the Nazarene story. It falls short in that it uses a non-living object to
describe a living organism.
As a metaphor for the ecclesiology of the Church of the Nazarene, the big tent
breaks down quickly. A tent is not living, so there is no genetic coding intrinsic within it.
Every definition from the size, to the color, to the shape, is up for determination by the
individual. At any point, a wing or an awning or a blue tarp can be added to make space
for a theological perspective or idea that is outside of the theological framework of the
Church of the Nazarene. Yet, while the big tent serves to tell a significant part of the
story of this denomination, and certainly communicates the reality of salvation for all, it
misses the mark in accurately portraying the way an ecclesial movement grows, develops,
and makes room for, variations from both within and without.
A better metaphor for the Church of the Nazarene as a holiness renewal
movement, could be the process of molting for a crab. A crab molts to enable growth and
reproduction. For a crab to sustain growth, it must shed its shell, its primary mode of lifeprotection, and grow a new shell that, while looking virtually the same, is different in one
crucial, life-giving way: it has space to allow for new, fresh, growth. The molting process
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for a crab is intrinsic to its DNA, happens in three phases, retains parts of the old shell to
build the new, and requires incredible vulnerability.87
Because the crab is a living organism, there are numerous parallels between this
process and the growth of an ecclesial movement. Most notable is that growth and
formation are shaped by existing genetic coding, DNA. What seems to be desirable about
the big tent is the vision of growth for inclusion. While the crab shell, like the tent, can
grow and expand to be more inclusive, what emerges as new is not just something larger,
but a radically fresh perspective of what has always been true about the crab. In other
words, externally, not much changes, except expansion. However, as with all living
systems, over time, there is significant growth and adaptation and evolutionary potential,
allowing for the organism to adapt within a changing context. This growth however, is
defined by the DNA of the organism. While nothing on the outside can dictate the way
the new shell grows, genetic mutation occurs as a means of helping the organism adapt to
exterior variations that, without change, would negatively affect the organism.
To connect this to the perspective of Stark and Finke noted earlier in this chapter,
the crab represents sectarian growth or the church-to-sect process, whereas the big tent
represents church growth or the sect-to-church process. In light of Stark and Finke’s
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analysis of the progressive nature of academia to lead the sect-to-church process, it is
evident that the big tent metaphor is more prevalent in academic, progressive, and
theologically liberal perspectives. The big-tent reminds the Church of the Nazarene of its
heritage and the come as you are message of the gospel. Indeed, there is always room. As
a metaphor for denominational growth, change, and unfolding development, however, it
is not sufficient.
The purpose and principles of our Nazarene ecclesiology evolve in the same way
that the crab molts. There is and always will be growth, evolution, fresh perspectives, and
continual fresh revelation causing the ecclesial shell to expand and embrace new ideas of
theology and praxis. But these fresh evolutions can only take place at the edge of the
inside (what is unfolding) and emerge out of the center (what is established).
With this robust ecclesiological vision of the Church of the Nazarene as a renewal
movement, the next chapter begins to move toward what this means for young and
unfolding clergy outliers. As a renewal movement, the Church of the Nazarene is a
dynamic living system that needs to operate as a choardic organization. The established
and unfolding resonance makes significant and generative room for the chaordic presence
of the outliers and births a sanctified imagination that retains the distinctiveness of the
center, yet allows for fresh perspectives to emerge from the edge. As the Church of the
Nazarene functions in this way, it will continue to make room for the outliers that God
has called, and is calling, to enable it to live into and out of its peculiar DNA as a renewal
movement.

SECTION 3 – TRANSFORMATIVE PROPOSAL

Chapter Four

Chaordic Living: The Value and Necessity of Discipleship

Apostolic, prophetic, and evangelistic voices have been standing on stumps and in
pulpits for thousands of years in order to bring renewal to the church, awakening it to the
already-and-not-yet presence of the kingdom of God. These voices often speak in ways
that call the hearers toward change, to something new. New is a dangerous word, a word
that has come to imply that the old is no longer of value. If we affirm the treasured
wisdom in the ninth chapter of the gospel of Matthew, a truce should be called in the new
vs. old argument. Matthew records Jesus’ response to some of John’s disciples, when
they question why his disciples do not fast. The response both declared his reign as
Messiah, ushering in the new, and brought to fulfillment the old. For Jesus, the kingdom
of God was both old and new. In his commentary on the book of Matthew, Eugene
Boring notes that, “By adding, ‘so both are preserved,’ Matthew thus intends both the old
wineskins and the new wine, not, as Mark could be understood, both new wine and new
skins.” 1 Jesus teaches the synergistic and chaordic nature of the Kingdom of God.
Howard Snyder in The Problem of Wineskins, rightly notes the eternal, unchanging
message of Jesus and the gospel contained in the temporal wineskins.2 In the same way
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that wineskins age and cease to function as designed, so the church and its programs
cease to carry the gospel effectively to the world. In continuing the comparison of
wineskins and church structure, Snyder notes, “As time passes they must be replaced—
not because the gospel changes, but because the gospel itself demands and produces
change! New wine must be put into new wineskins—not once-for-all, but repeatedly,
periodically.”3 The relativity of church structures, and the necessity for the church to
update its wineskins is something Snyder understood from Jesus and saw fleshed out in
the life of John Wesley, as Wesley sought to bring new wineskins to the Church of
England.
In the spirit of Wesley, and with similar perspective to Snyder, Dave Male, a
missional strategist within the Church of England, and his colleagues, lead a renewal
movement within the Anglican Church, called Fresh Expressions.4 The genius of this
movement is the use of the word fresh.5 In the Anglican context, the word new was seen
to inspire fear, requiring little thought by critics, as new ideas are frequent and at times
frivolous. On the other hand, the word fresh presupposes there is nothing new, only new
to the given context. Rooting what is fresh in the Anglican context, then, requires what
James Davison Hunter refers to as faithful presence within the Anglican story.6 What is
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unfolding in the Anglican Church necessitates innovation, adaptation, and change, and is
relevant for many denominations, including an Anglican descendant, the Church of the
Nazarene.
The Church of the Nazarene began as a renewal movement, with counter-cultural
and innovative perspectives, and a holiness distinctive that created high tension with the
Methodist Church it came out of, as well as with the surrounding culture. The Nazarene
narrative includes in its story countless outliers; women and men who have continually
brought fresh perspectives to the forefront, representing views from outside the norms of
the established Nazarene culture.7 Also included in the Nazarene narrative is a failure to
consistently identify, equip, and engage these outliers.
With the backdrop of a robust ecclesiology for the Church of the Nazarene as a
renewal movement, the first step ought to be one of exploring how this affects clergy, and
more specifically young and unfolding clergy outliers. In this chapter I argue that
establishing a rhythm and process of discipleship by which young and unfolding clergy
outliers can be identified, equipped, and engaged, will increase retention of young and
unfolding clergy outliers within the Church of the Nazarene. Undergirding this argument
are four key elements. First is the necessity of outliers as generative sources within the
genetic coding of a renewal movement. Second is the non-negotiable emphasis on
disciple-making as leadership development, within ecclesial movements. Third, the
sanctified imagination provides fresh perspective for the denomination to envision a
process of discipleship that incorporates a three-phase rhythm—separation, liminality and
communitas, and re-integration. Finally, to create freedom and space for the sanctified
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imagination to blossom, a chaordic process is designed and guided by holiness of heart
and the principle of Jesus is Lord. As has been described in previous chapters, the
argument behind this discipleship process is rooted in the narratives of the Church of the
Nazarene, in the broader Wesleyan movement, and in the church catholic. The hope is to
offer a fresh perspective for the Church of the Nazarene to continue to function as a
renewal movement within Wesleyan-Holiness denominations.

Ecclesiological Posture of a Renewal Movement

Outliers as Generative Sources
In Ephesians 4, a key ecclesiological piece of Paul’s instruction exhorts the
church to remember the form and function of unity within the body of Christ.8 Every part
plays a part; every part has equal value. Therefore, all movement and growth for the body
of Christ must include every part, so that the body remains the body. Referring back to
the metaphor of the molting process of a crab, we are reminded of the biological
component of the metaphor. The new shell growth emerges out of the genetic instinct of
the crab. There is a genetic script followed by every cell in the crab, resulting in a new
shell, fit for the future growth of the crab. As an example, without this script, the crab
would not efficiently break down the inorganic salts from the old shell or take on water at
the right time to crack the old shell. Each part of the crab plays a crucial role in the stages
of molting, and forgetting even one aspect of this genetic process would result in failure.
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Biologically speaking, the information that allows an organism like a crab to remember
this process is contained in the organism’s DNA.
The same is true for any living organism, including the church, whose movement
is inspired by the movement of the Holy Spirit. Every part of the body must be
encouraged and empowered to play its part, regardless of how chaotic or disruptive it
may seem. Living systems tell us, in fact, that the most chaotic and disruptive cells or
processes are the most important for the organism to survive.9 For a crab to shed its
protective outer covering is a great risk, but the greater risk is to do nothing, and literally
crush itself from the inside out. As a living system, the crab has preserved the genetic
coding for the disruptive process of molting, and thus continues to thrive.
In Permanent Revolution, Hirsch and Catchim connect the vocational
callings/giftings of Ephesians 4 with living systems theory, giving significant focus to
what they refer to as “custody of the codes.”10 They build upon Hirsch’s mDNA of
missional movements, arguing that there is a certain genius to the design of the church as
instituted by Jesus.11 Hardwired into the ecclesial codes are the Ephesians 4 giftings:
apostle, prophet, evangelist, shepherd, and teacher.

9
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Within the Church of the Nazarene, there has been a shift from its founding as a
renewal movement, toward institutionalism.12 Like institutions outside the church, this
shift is marked by a failure to move toward, and lead, at the edge of chaos. As a
denomination, the shell has grown significantly in the past thirty years. For example, in
the last ten years alone the Church of the Nazarene experienced 53 percent growth across
the denomination.13 However, within the USA/Canada Region there has been less than
one percent growth over the same period.14 Contrast this minimal growth for the
USA/Canada Region with the first fifty years. From 1908-1955, the USA/Canada Region
saw a 2,600 percent attendance growth and a 1,820 percent growth in new church
plants.15 The rapid growth of the first roughly fifty years of the denomination began to
wane in the 1950s. From 1955-1980, attendance still grew by 100 percent, which is
healthy, but the denomination only saw an increase of 15 percent in new church plants.16
The statistics affirm the research within the Church of the Nazarene, as well as that of
institutional theory, that every movement trends toward institutionalization. Movements
grow when generative sources are active. Chapter one noted the generative nature of
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outliers and the growth, change, and movement they inspire. The Church of the Nazarene
has historically tracked one of its outliers, the evangelists.17 It is possible that the effect of
the outliers on the Church of the Nazarene (as represented by the evangelists) can be seen
in the numerical growth of the denomination represented in professions of faith as well as
new churches planted. The claim that outliers positively effect growth is difficult to
make, because correlation does not equal causation, but the correlation of new churches
and numerical growth with the presence of evangelists—influencers—seems to support
the research from chapter two, which notes the positive effect of those on the edge of the
inside on organizational health and lifespan.18
The period of rapid growth, 1908-1955, for the USA/Canada Region saw a 654
percent increase in the number of evangelists, with evangelists representing over 12
percent of the total number of clergy in the Region.19 In similar fashion, with declining
attendance and decrease in church planting, the number of evangelists declined from
1955-1980 by 24 percent, and dropped 50 percent to just over 4 percent of the total
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number of clergy in the USA/Canada Region.20 By 2000, evangelists represented just
under 3 percent of the total number of clergy in the Region, and had declined by another
36 percent, down to the lowest number since the 1930s.21 Evangelists provide a positive,
generative, and agitating presence for local congregations as well as the denomination.
They are positioned on the edge of the outside with the innate ability to translate the
message of the inside to those positioned on the outside. Because of their generative
nature, they affect the growth of the movement, and those they influence naturally create
change within the movement. Using the crab shell metaphor, the evangelists are akin to
the process of taking on water—matter from the outside—to expand the flesh of the crab
to crack the shell and promote growth. With evangelists declining in number, and not
serving the integral purpose they did in the early pioneering days, a crucial component of
Church of the Nazarene has been marginalized, affecting its genetic coding, and thus
inhibiting growth and crippling movement.
While there are statistics for evangelists within the Church of the Nazarene,
similar statistics do not exist for apostles and prophets. Recently, however, there has been
growing interest in the APEST Assessment, developed by Alan Hirsch.22 In the summer
of 2016, The Mount Vernon Region hosted a Pastors and Leaders Conference
(PALCON) and provided an assessment of each of the 372 attendees. Dr. Mike Williams,
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Director of Church Relations for Mount Vernon Nazarene University, provided the raw
data from this assessment for analysis. No formal conclusions have been made, but what
resulted was a growing awareness of what are referred to as outliers. Of the 372
surveyed, 184 indicated apostle, prophet, or evangelist as their primary vocational
calling/gifting, and 188 had either shepherd or teacher. While the clear majority of those
participating in the assessment indicated the vocational calling/gifting of apostle, prophet,
or evangelist, their ministry assignment was pastor or teacher. The raw data combined
with the ministry positions represented by the institutional structure point to the
imbalance of the system. The research of Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja in Surfing the
Edge of Chaos refers to leaders with outlier characteristics as adaptive leaders. Speaking
of the effect of adaptive leaders, they state, “Adaptive leaders don’t move on an issue too
quickly or reach for a quick fix. Rather, they emphasize mobilizing followers deep within
the ranks to help find the way forward.”23 Adaptive leaders are able to communicate the
threat, sustain disequilibrium, and maintain appropriate stress while solutions are
championed.24 The situation referenced in the data regarding the evangelists within the
Church of the Nazarene illustrates what Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja note as adaptive
leaders being “frozen out” by followers and constituents who do not want to face, or do
not know how to handle change, or situations that are new.25 Freezing out the outliers in
this fashion creates an imbalance within leadership and consequently impedes new
growth and movement within the organization as a whole. This imbalance is referred to
23
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by Hirsch and highlighted in Pascale, Snyder, Hock, and others as the natural progression
of institutions.
To combat the institutional drift toward equilibrium and in order to retain an
identity as a renewal movement, the Church of the Nazarene must listen to data, stories,
and research that identifies the original narrative of the movement within the larger
narrative of what it means to be a part of the Jesus movement. There is great wisdom in
understanding organizational theory, but only as it serves the sustaining of the movement
of the gospel of Jesus. As Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja state, “There is no permanent
victory in this eternal cycle of life and death. Rather, species and organizations cope—
some better and some worse—with the challenges as best they can. Understanding living
systems does not decisively win the game but, most assuredly, it improves the odds.”26
The posture of a renewal movement that captures the synergy of what is established and
what is unfolding is a strategy that emulates living organisms and proves effective for
coping with the challenges facing the church in any and every context. Pascale,
Millemann, and Gioja frame this posture using the discipline of cybernetics. They note,
“The Law of Requisite Variety, an obscure but important law of cybernetics, states that
the survival of any system depends on its capacity to cultivate (not just tolerate) variety in
its internal structure.”27 They conclude that “failure to do so would result in an inability
to cope successfully with variety when it is introduced from an external source.”28
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Jesus inspired a radical movement, instilling within the genetic coding of the
church a coping strategy described in Ephesians 4 in the diverse vocational
callings/giftings given by the Holy Spirit. Through this work of the Spirit, the church can
continue to fulfill the Great Commission to go—movement that introduces variation the
church must cope with—and make disciples of all nations. Making disciples has long
been interpreted as the goal of the Great Commission, as if disciple-making is the end.
However, disciple-making is first the means before it can lead toward any end. The
solution for identifying, equipping, and engaging young and unfolding outlier clergy is
grounded in the church’s effectiveness in its disciple-making. Clergy must be carriers of
the genetic coding of the renewal movement they are created and called to lead. With
outliers identified as an integral part of the movement DNA, the second key is founded
on discipleship as the end that the church pursues for the development of clergy as
leaders.

Disciple-making as Leadership Development
The importance of discipleship of clergy, meaning the intentional discipleship of
clergy by other clergy or denominational leadership, should go without saying. However,
an unintended consequence of institutionalization of movements and the maintenance of
the status quo is the abdication of certain responsibilities. The professionalization of
clergy places clergy in leadership roles that at times look more like a CEO than a
shepherd, with the temptation to unintentionally exempt clergy from Jesus’ first

themselves, and they are subject to many threats. But because they cope more with variation, they are more
robust when faced with change” (20-21).
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commission for all believers: follow me. The Church of the Nazarene’s mission to “Make
Christ-like Disciples in the Nations” is driven by two questions: Who’s discipling you?
and Who are you discipling? The experience of young and unfolding outlier clergy is that
not enough institutional emphasis is put on the first question. Hirsch reminds the church
of the importance of continued discipleship of clergy stating:
If this is not obvious by now, let me say it more explicitly: the quality of the
church’s leadership is directly proportional to the quality of discipleship. If we
fail in the area of making disciples, we should not be surprised if we fail in the
area of leadership development. I think many of the problems that the church
faces in trying to cultivate missional leadership for the challenges of the twentyfirst century would be resolved if we were to focus the solution on something
prior to leadership development per se—namely, that of discipleship first.
Discipleship is primary; leadership is always secondary. And leadership, to be
genuinely Christian, must always reflect Christlikeness and therefore entails
discipleship.29
Discipleship is primary. What is true for the church in general is a heightened truth for
those called to lead the church. However, as the church shifts from movement to
institution, the system and structure requires management, and consequently, discipleship
(the chief means of development), is traded for an emphasis on leadership.
One example of this process is found in the growth of formal education of clergy.
In early Methodism, this dynamic added tension between Wesley and the Church of
England as he began to ordain itinerant preachers who did not meet the traditional
qualifications set by the Church of England. Wesley’s passion for the lost, and the
experience of the Eucharist as the chief means of grace, required him to ordain more
people to attend to the population. These newly ordained, but not formally trained
preachers created a chaos that the institution of the church could not sustain. Citing this
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dynamic, Frank Baker noted, “His churchmanship…both urged the need for sacramental
worship and the impossibility of his adequately supplying it.”30 Finally in September of
1784, Wesley introduced a chaordic variation that would further initiate separation from
the Church of England, by ordaining Richard Whatcoat and Thomas Vasey.31 His way of
bringing order required a reluctant deviation from the institution, but he did not deviate
from disciple-making and training clergy.
Dallas Willard provides prophetic insight on the discipleship problem within the
church universal, fixing the focus on what is missing, not on finding some silver bullet.
He states, “Nondiscipleship is the elephant in the church. It is not the much-discussed
moral failures, financial abuses, or the amazing general similarity between Christians and
non-Christians. These are only effects of the underlying problem.”32 Jesus made disciples
and commissioned his disciples to go and do likewise. The early church, early
Methodism, and the underground church in China, all experienced exponential growth
through discipleship.33 Hirsch comments that to those observing these movements, it
would appear there is nothing more than simple disciple-making systems.34 He continues,
“But importantly, they never appear to get beyond disciple-making as a core practice.”35
A core practice rises out of the unifying center of a movement. Hirsch rightly notes,
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“This is the case because discipleship is at once the starting point, the abiding strategic
practice, and the key to all lasting missional impact in and through movements.”36 This
unifying center provides purpose and principle that can fuel the bridging of variation
through authentic adherence to Jesus.

Chaordic Theory and the Discipleship Process
To understand the unifying potential of the principle ‘Jesus is Lord,’ it is
imperative to grasp the biblical context of being a disciple. The term disciple comes from
the Greek mathetes. Michael J. Wilkins in his book, Discipleship in the Ancient World
and Matthew’s Gospel, notes that mathetes “only comes into prominence in the written
literature of Greece in the classical period,” with the earliest occurrence being the 5th
century.37 In its earliest usage, Wilkins notes a general use of the word referring to one as
a “learner.” In the Hellenistic period, great thinkers such as Socrates, Plato, and others
use this term, both in noun and verb form.38 In addition to a general use, we can find a
more technical use of the word mathetes within which Wilkins assigns two categories:
“non-specific technical use” and “specialized-technical use.” The “specialized-technical
use” justifies the lack of usage of the term mathetes in the more technical category,
upholding the credibility of the use of mathetes. Wilkins notes the growing use of the
term, citing that the Sophists had adopted this term.39 While the term grew in popularity,
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well-known teachers, like Socrates, did not necessarily employ the term to define their
relationship with those learning from them. To separate himself from the Sophists,
Socrates refused to use the term in reference to his pupils.40
The “non-specific technical use” of mathetes underscores the emphasis that
Wilkins draws out as the “master-disciple” relationship. We see this usage in the passages
about Jesus and his disciples, as well as in similar relationships in Hellenestic culture and
in the Old and New Testaments. “This use of mathetes signifies one who is more than a
student gaining a skill or pursuing an academic course of study.”41 The disciple takes on
the character and essence of the culture she is a part of; a culture she now identifies with
and seeks to represent.
While the narrative understanding of disciple is present throughout Scripture, it is
only in the New Testament, more specifically the Gospels, that we find the Greek word
mathetes.42 The Old Testament and inter-testamental material, such as the Apocrypha and
other sacred writings, provide very few references to the master-disciple relationships.
This absence, however, does not mean that the contemporary understanding of disciple
was created ex nihilo when Jesus’ ministry began. “In spite of the relative absence of
disciple terminology and explicit teaching on discipleship, the nature of the prophetic
ministry, the writing prophets, the scribes, and the wisdom tradition speak strongly of the
existence of master-disciple relationship in Israel.”43 Wilkins also notes that the absence
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of recorded master-disciple relationships in the OT was to squelch the fear that these
relationships would take away the focus of an individual’s relationship to God.44
Many examples exist in the New Testament to illustrate two critical elements
Wilkins identifies in his analysis: the master-disciple relationship, as well as the power
and necessity of adherence. Jesus’ teaching signifies the dynamic of his relationship with
the disciples as he says, “A disciple is not above the teacher, nor a slave above the
master; it is enough for the disciple to be like the teacher, and the slave like the master.”45
John, the disciple whose relationship with Jesus resembles the understanding of
adherence, underscores this quality when he writes, “By this we may know that we are in
him: whoever says he abides in him ought to walk in the same way in which he
walked.”46 Wilkins goes on to frame the relevance and appropriateness of using mathetes
in the first century context stating,
The progression to “adherent” in Hellenism at the time of Christ and the early
church made mathetes a convenient term to designate the followers of Jesus,
because the emphasis in the common use of the term was not upon learning, or
upon being a pupil, but upon adherence to a great master. Hence, a 'disciple' of
Jesus, designated by the Greek term mathetes, was one who adhered to his master,
and the type of adherence was determined by the master himself.47
Jesus determined who would adhere to—follow—him, just like any rabbi. The
difference was that his call was to all, and his call reached the prostitute, the tax collector,
the least, the lost; Jesus reached to the margins. The adherence Jesus determined was one
of high tension with the culture; it demanded high sacrifice. Jesus’ invitation was to come
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and die, and his challenge was to take up one’s cross and follow him. Understanding the
context of what it meant to follow Jesus in the first century is paramount to adhering to
Jesus in the twenty-first century.48 Hirsch notes, “Discipleship is all about adherence to
Christ. And therefore it is always articulated and experienced over against all other
competing claims for loyalty and allegiance.”49 It was this adherence that united the early
church movement around their purpose—proclaiming Jesus. For the church in the
twenty-first century, this same Jesus must be the unifying purpose.
This dissertation has noted the necessity for the Church of the Nazarene to lean
into the synergy of the established and unfolding wings of the body of Christ, as unified
in and through the power of the Holy Spirit. This synergy is the vision of chaordic
organizations. Chaos—what is unfolding—and order—what is established—appear to be
at odds, but for an organization, which is a living organism, they cannot be mutually
exclusive. Dee Hock, the visionary behind chaordic theory, best describes the genius of
the chaordic process by pointing to the process rather than the production. In describing
his chaordic theory he notes, “It’s very difficult to put in words, for in a truly chaordic
organization there is no destination. There is no ultimate being. There is only
becoming.”50 Central to the functioning of any chaordic organization is the purpose of the
organization. Hock defines purpose this way,
purpose is a clear, simple statement of intent that identifies and binds the
community together as worthy of pursuit. It is more than what we want to
48
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accomplish. It is an unambiguous expression of that which people jointly wish to
become. It should speak to them so powerfully that all can say with conviction,
“If we could achieve that, my life would have meaning.”51
Through organizational theory and experience, Hock describes what the church
has been practicing for over 2,000 years. In Philippians 2, Paul speaks of the kenotic
posture of Jesus, giving up everything that would have value in the eyes of the world to
become obedient. In affirming the chaordic value of becoming Hock writes, “Becoming
is not a thing to be known or controlled. It is a magnificent, mysterious odyssey to be
experienced.”52 In a similar way, discipleship is a journey of becoming, of becoming
more like—adhering to—Jesus. Adherence to Jesus means that Jesus is Lord. For the
Church of the Nazarene, the process of discipleship is rooted in its denominational
distinctiveness: holiness. The purpose of holiness is a uniting vision for the Church of the
Nazarene that historically transcends difference and has the potential to continue to unite
a peculiar people.

Sanctified Imagination

As the Church of the Nazarene moves forward, united in purpose and principle, it
will emerge as a chaordic renewal movement.53 Explaining how chaordic organizations
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emerge, Hock speaks of complex organisms in nature, stating, “evolution routinely,
effortlessly tossed off countless varieties of…complex organisms and organizations—
rain forests, marine systems…—with seeming ease.”54 For Hock, there must be
something latent within the organism to create with “infinite diversity within infinite
patterns of infinite complexity.” In Hock’s quest to (re)sign organizational thought, he
looked to living organisms before complexity theory had emerged. In the beginning of
this discovery, Hock wrestled with a very important question: “What if we quit arguing
about the structure of a new institution and tried to think of it as having some sort of
genetic code?”55 Hock experienced, in the 1970s business and finance world, what Alan
Hirsch later advocated at the start of the twenty-first century: institutions and movements
are living organisms with genetic coding to evolve, adapt, and grow, and they must be
stewarded as living systems.56
The Church of the Nazarene, as a chaordic organization with its guiding purpose
of holiness and its guiding principle of Jesus is Lord, is oriented by a process of
becoming: discipleship. Hirsch articulates this sentiment well, stating, “my own
experience and observation indicate that other than the central defining mDNA of Jesus is
Lord, perhaps this element—namely, that of discipleship and disciple making—is the
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next most critical element in the mDNA mix.”57 Hock’s journey of becoming, trends in
similar fashion to how Hirsch (and others) articulate the genetic coding of the church,
particularly the journey of discipleship.58 For Hock, the process of becoming “begins
with an intensive search for Purpose, then proceeds to Principles, People, and Concept¸
and only then to Structure and Practice.”59 Structure and practice serve the purpose, not a
purpose. Without a unified purpose and principles, structure and practice, the practical
elements of the organization, become an idolatrous pursuit of institutional leadership.
Within institutions, as mentioned in chapter two, the temptation is for structure and
practice to become an end in themselves, as they promise predictability, security,
equilibrium, and eventually death. For the church, united purpose and principle ensure
the renewal of the institution, moving from death to life.
Through the lens of Hock’s chaordic organization, purpose and principle create
what Hock notes is the aim for chaordic organizations, “a coherent, cohesive body of
belief.”60 And yet the danger within the institution is the potential for hierarchical
structure to be imposed from the center out. Hock argues that for chaordic organizations
to flourish, “purpose and principle…cannot be devised by leaders and imposed on a
community as a condition of participation. They must be evoked from the minds and
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hearts of members of the community.”61 The chaos in chaordic develops once purpose
and principle have been established. Regarding movement organizers, Hock writes,
They realize they should not bind participants in the new community to any
practice, no matter how desirable it may appear in advance. Their responsibility is
to bring into being an organization in which all participants can have an active,
creative, equitable role in deciding what practices will best achieve the purpose in
accordance with the principles, and effectively undertake them.62
It is this chaordic posture that seems to resemble the early stories of the unifying
of numerous holiness denominations, such as the Church of the Nazarene. The 1908 Pilot
Point General Assembly is designated as “the official date of the ‘wedding’ that
established the family called the Church of the Nazarene.”63 Speaking of this union,
Cunningham notes, “Pilot Point brought together distinct elements of the Holiness
Movement. In some ways these clashed, but in the end, like in all good marriages, they
became complementary, adding their own strengths to the union.” The union in Pilot
Point brought together three regions, the West, North, and South, each with distinct
cultural realities. In 1908 the Church of the Nazarene united North and South, something
the Methodists would not do until 1939, and the Presbyterians until 1983.64 The early
story of the Church of the Nazarene illustrates the value of unity in purpose. Cunningham
notes, “The union signified the triumph of theology and experience over regionalism.”65
There was then, and remains today, a liberty in non-essentials that allows for individuals
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and groups with diverse beliefs, opinions, and practices to come together. The key for
this kind of chaordic organization is a unifying purpose. For the Church of the Nazarene,
that purpose is an ecclesiological distinctiveness of holiness.
In referring to the imposition of purpose and principle made by leaders within
Methodism, Hirsch references research by Stephen Addison when he states, Methodism
“declined to the degree that the movement had moved away from its original missional
ethos of evangelism and disciple making and degenerated into mere religious legalism
maintained by institution, rule books, and highly professionalized clergy.”66 A look at the
statistics for the USA/Canada Region of the Church of the Nazarene as listed above,
shows a stark resemblance with this assessment of Methodism. As an institution, the
Church of the Nazarene is functioning as institutions do and therefore is susceptible to
institutional pitfalls. However, if the Church of the Nazarene can employ a sanctified
imagination, history says that a synergy of what is established and what is unfolding will
help identify, equip, and engage its outliers and continue to function as a renewal
movement.

On Process

A discipleship process that emerges out of the unifying purpose of holiness, and
the principle of Jesus is Lord, becomes a journey of formation that will be the avenue for
the church to identify, equip, and engage outliers to faithfully lead. In Victor Turner’s
innovative work, The Ritual Process, he identifies what Hirsch and Catchim have come
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to see as a life-giving process for those inhabiting the edge of the inside. Turner outlines
what he learned as a participant-observer of African people groups studying the various
rites of passage experiences. Turner’s findings led him to develop what he calls the
liminal journey to mark the rite of passage process. The three-phase process of
liminality—pre-liminality, liminality, post-liminality—is the process by which the church
can begin to identify outliers, and by which outliers can begin to live into and out of, or
embody, their vocational calling/gifting.
Using the example of a traditional rite of passage for a boy in an African village,
Turner illustrated what happens during the liminal journey. Up to about age 12, African
boys are with the women of the village. Their identity is found in their relationship with
their mother and their lives are defined by the context of the home. At age 12, the men of
the village would take the young boys away from their mothers and the village, from
everything they have known, circumcise them, and leave them to fend for themselves.
This is pre-liminality, or separation. The men would then check in on them periodically
to give them tools and instruction. During this phase of stress and chaos, the boys would
establish a bond, what Turner would refer to as camaraderie. This is the liminal stage, and
what they experience is what Turner calls communitas. When the men of the village
sense that boys have begun to understand and assume their role as men, they proceed to
post-liminality, or re-integration. Re-integration is the when the boys, now deemed to be
men, re-enter the village with their new identity and role. They no longer associate with
the women, but instead now assume the roles of the men. Turner’s theory of liminality
and communitas sheds sociological light on the influence of an intentional process of
transformation for individuals moving from one role within a community to another. The
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application of Turner’s theory to the discipleship process of young and unfolding clergy
outliers gives meaning and purpose to their role and value within the church, both in
regard to a local congregation as well as in regard to their denominational recognition as
a member of the clergy.
Turner observed an awakening of sorts in these young men as they left the tribe as
boys, only to return as men who would assume positions of leadership within the same
tribe. They journeyed through a significant process of transition that allowed them to see
themselves, and be seen by the rest of the community, as different. For young and
unfolding clergy outliers, a similar process is needed.67 Snyder summarizes the meaning
and purpose behind a robust process of discipleship within the church stating, “The
function of a local church should be to expect, identify, and awaken the varied gifts that
sleep within the community of believers.”68 Hirsch poignantly articulates the necessity of
liminality in the church for the development of communitas and the development of
character, learning, discipleship, and innovation. In the case of the young men in the
tribe, this transformation came through significant trial, disorientation, marginality,
ordeal, and humiliation. In addition, there was great risk on the part of the individual, the
men, and the community as a whole. The value of this process comes at incredible
sacrifice and cost. Without the process, there would be no growth or transformation. The
process cannot exist without risk. Summing up the risk/reward concept as it relates to the
process of liminality and communitas, Hircsh writes, “Refusal to engage in essential risk
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leads to a fearful neurosis and the decline of any living system—be it an organism,
individual, or community.”69

Tempered Radicals: A Similar Journey of Transformation

In Tempered Radicals, Debra E. Meyerson supports this three-phase journey with
her description of how tempered radicals—akin to outliers—move toward organizational
change and organize collectives and cohorts with experiences similar to Turner’s
communitas. She writes, “This research has converged on the importance of three
conditions for fostering collective action: (1) the presence of immediate political
opportunities or threats; (2) available structures for members to organize themselves into
a collective; and (3) the framing of collective identity, opportunities, and threats.70 Each
of the phases has distinct markers and must be experienced for the individual to realize
their vocational calling/gifting and to both choose, and be chosen, to reintegrate.

Application of the Molting Metaphor

The beginning process of molting, called pre-ecdysis, is marked by separating the
epidermis layer from the old shell, breaking down inorganic matter in the shell, and
forming a new soft shell below the old shell. Much of the old shell is recycled, leaving
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only a thin shell remaining. Separation of the shell leads to the stress and anxiety that
enables phase two to begin. Phase one in the process of discipleship, separation or preliminality, is marked by invitation.71 This phase draws the outlier out of the status quo,
inviting them to live into their God-given vocational calling/gifting.72
Phase two of the discipleship process, liminality, is marked by communitas. The
formation of deep community, or camaraderie as Turner notes, rises out of crisis and
substantial risk. Comparing this to the crab, the actual separation of the shell is a
stressful, difficult, and risky process. The process of liminality is the same. It requires a
separation from what was known, in order to understand and embrace one’s unfolding
identity. The liminal journey provides significant opportunity for bonding with others
enduring the process, creating communitas and confident space for the vocational
calling/gifting of the outlier to emerge. While the crab’s new shell is hardening, there is
significant vulnerability. The same is true for the outlier. While they are beginning to
explore and practice their new vocational calling/gifting, this practice creates opportunity
for risk and vulnerability. Out of this risk and vulnerability comes growth, which is
solidified in phase three.
Phase three, re-integration, in the discipleship process is marked by challenge.
Challenge comes as the individual seeks to now live out of their vocational calling/gifting
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for the sake of the broader community they will now rejoin. For the crab, post-ecdysis
marks the return to live as normal within the community now that the shell is hardening,
and the risk of being attacked, while the new shell is soft, has passed. In this phase, the
inorganic salts—what was retrieved from the old shell—are rapidly deposited into the
new shell, helping it harden. The shell will only harden in water. Water is a requirement
for this process. In the discipleship process for the outlier, missional engagement is the
source that causes the unfolding vocational calling/gifting to take full shape. It is
missional engagement, the practicing or living out of this unfolding identity that gives the
process life, movement, growth, strength, solidity, and which carries the individual
toward reintegration, bringing renewal both for the outlier and the church.

Conclusion

Earlier chapters have argued that the biblical and historical narratives substantiate
the claim that the retention of outliers will result in chaos, order, and growth—three vital
elements of living organisms—helping the Church of the Nazarene retain its identity as a
renewal movement. This chapter established a robust ecclesiological foundation that
provides a unifying purpose (a holiness distinctive), and principle (Jesus is Lord). Then
the chapter argued for a process of discipleship for outliers that allows them to better
understand their identity. This process also helps the church identify the unique
vocational gifting/calling of disciples, and equips and engages them so that they become
integrated, for the sake of the body. With this theoretical solution established, the next
chapter will provide fresh perspective on ways to practically illustrate the synergy of
what is established and what is unfolding.

Chapter Five

From Living, To Living in Perpetuity

The Process of Discipleship for Outliers

Ross E. Price, in Nazarene Manifesto, articulated the need for the outlier typology
within the Church of the Nazarene. Ross’ words came nearly 50 years ago, as the Church
of the Nazarene began to experience the burgeoning of institutionalization. Statistically,
the Church of the Nazarene was still experiencing some numerical growth, though it was
rapidly declining in generative growth in the form of church plants in the USA/Canada
Region.1 As organizational lifecycles generally suggest, an organization approaching year
50 and showing signs of institutionalization will naturally continue to trend toward death.
As chapter two argued, scholars like Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja, and Hirsch contend
that organizations need generative individuals, the agitators and innovators, to create
“what is called sigmoid growth in business circles and simply renewal in ours.”2 In
speaking to the need for outliers, or “non-conformists,” in the Church of the Nazarene,
Price wrote,
Many a denomination owes a great debt to its non-conformists. Let us remember
that, if our liberty is to be real, then toleration must be its vital correlate. We who
are of the questing mind must be open and tolerant, not losing patience with the
slow response of the less enlightened. We who are the lovers of the good old
status quo must also be tolerant of the experimenters and the innovators. A
man [sic] filled with the Holy Spirit will show a genuine respect for the
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convictions of his neighbor. By all means let us seek to preserve the inner life of
evangelical freedom where love is allowed to operate in the name of grace.3
Love and grace are the forces that enable unity in purpose and principle. And from unity,
movement will always emerge.
This chapter offers a practical vision for how the Church of the Nazarene can
better identify, equip, and engage the young and unfolding clergy outliers. The crucial
element, and most often forgotten, is the foundation of unity in Christ that enables the
uniquely gifted body of Christ to grow up in Christ, the Head. Returning to Hock’s
chaordic theory, unity for synthesizing chaos and order is founded upon purpose and
principle. The unifying purpose has been stated as the Church of the Nazarene’s
distinctive doctrine of heart holiness. The unifying principles—presuppositions—that
guide the transformative proposals in this chapter are: the confession ‘Jesus is Lord’; the
centrality of relationships; and, the art of the long scope.4 Out of this unity, forward
movement begins to come as a healthy movement works towards small wins to signify
unity and synergy. The practical application of the findings of this dissertation is an
example of a discipleship process for outliers, that utilizes Victor Turner’s idea of the
liminal journey. Intentional discipleship can only happen in the context of relationships
that move to the depth described by communitas. Additionally, intentional discipleship
requires a long-scope perspective; it takes time. To close the chapter, an alternative vision
for outliers is developed, along with a description of how the Church of the Nazarene
3
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could better identify, equip, and engage outliers through the creation and implementation
of ecclesiastical orders.

Relationships Matter
Crucial to the discipleship of outliers is their participation in personal discipleship
relationships, as they discern their call to ministry and their connection to Jesus and the
Church of the Nazarene. A young plumber attends trade school and enlists as an
apprentice, a process that can take several years before he or she receives the title of
journeyman plumber. This years-long apprenticeship is fulfilled in the context of a
mentoring relationship with a seasoned plumber. The relationship becomes the carrier of
the skills, knowledge, and understanding of the trade to transform the apprentice into a
journeyman. In the same way, all clergy, and especially outliers, depend on disciplemaking relationships so that they can embody and practice their vocational
calling/gifting. Disciple-making is the practice that allows the Church of the Nazarene to
identify, equip, and engage its outliers.
James Davison Hunter defines discipleship as “faithful presence,” underscoring
the core truth of the biblical narrative as the faithful presence of God to God’s people.5
Hunter notes three attributes of God’s faithful presence: God’s radical pursuit of us, his
identification with us, and the life he offers through sacrificial love.6 Hunter goes on to
frame this “Immanuel…‘God with us’” presence as “a quality of commitment that is
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active, not passive; intentional, not accidental; covenantal, not contractual.”7 Out of
God’s faithful presence to God’s people, they then can reciprocate God’s faithful
presence in three ways:
1) Faithful presence to God in worship, word, and sacrament,8
2) Faithful presence to each other,
3) Faithful presence for and with the world.9
Within the context of a relationship based on faithful presence, the outlier can be
encouraged to wrestle with identity formation, calling, and purpose, in a safe-space.
Within the anchor of ecclesial relationships specifically, the outlier can combat the risk of
falling prey to dangers that destroy unity. Ross Price affirmed this risk, stating, “We shall
do well to recognize the great dangers to church unity, which are: (1) individualism, or
the arrogance of privacy, (2) sectarianism, or the divisive tendency, and (3) fanaticism,
that simulated, spiritual superiority that doubles its effort after it has lost its aim.”10
Individualism, sectarianism, and fanaticism are the -isms that arise when individuals lack
intentional disciple-making relationships.
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The Art of the Long Scope
The art of the long scope is paramount to the Christian journey. Rome was not
built in a day. The gestation of a child is not overnight. A dissertation is not a tweet. The
impatient individual who desires to be a plumber may try to short-change the
apprenticeship process after a few sessions in class, and several hours on YouTube. But
assuming that merely downloading information is enough to become a successful
plumber, misses the heart of becoming a plumber. To become a disciple is to adhere to
the Master, to embody the very characteristics, lifestyle, and mission of Jesus. Hirsch
emphasizes the necessity of the long scope, stating, “This embodiment cannot be passed
on through books: it is always communicated through life itself, by the leader to the
community, from teacher to disciple, and from believer to believer.”11 It seems this point
was so crucial for Jesus that he devoted three years to discipling relationships with the
twelve. Hirsch adds, “The most significant religious movement in history was initiated
through the simple act of Jesus investing his life in a small motley group of believers,
growing them into authentic disciples.”12 Jesus invites all to tend to the process of
growing as disciples and cultivates this development over the same long scope
perspective, as they learn to lead. Embodying intentional and long scope investment is
the core of what is needed in the Church of the Nazarene. To illustrate, it is helpful to
look at the practical application of what Dallas Willard calls the “gospels of sin
management.”13 Comparing perspectives and practices of Christians found on both the
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left and the right, Willard finds that while their articulated beliefs are different, their
systems of living those beliefs are similar. Willard writes,
What right and left have in common is that neither group lays down a coherent
framework of knowledge and practical direction adequate to personal
transformation toward the abundance and obedience emphasized in the New
Testament, with a corresponding redemption of ordinary life. What is taught as
the essential message about Jesus has no natural connection to enter a life of
discipleship to him.14
What results from this way of being Christian is list-living, a practice exhibited by the
Pharisees. This idea of simply being a Christian by sin management is discipleship with a
short scope; the antithesis of what this dissertation refers to as discipleship with a long
scope. Discipleship with a short scope is focused on behavior modification: cleaning up
the outside of the cup. It is prescriptive, and rather than being a process individuals are
invited into, it is a millstone that is put on. What is attractive about discipleship from a
short scope perspective, however, is expedience. Sending someone off with a prescribed
list of behaviors to then be Christian, is a process that can be done en mass with results
that impress. The problem with the short scope is the inability of individuals to adhere to
Jesus. The short scope produces adherence to a prescription, a program, or a personality.

Small Wins: A Model of Healthy Movement for Outliers

In their article “Tempered Radicalism and the Politics of Ambivalence and
Change,” Debra E. Meyerson and Maureen A. Scully define tempered radicals as
“individuals who identify with and are committed to their organizations, and are also
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committed to a cause, community, or ideology that is fundamentally different from their
organization.”15 Meyerson and Scully name their protagonist the Tempered Radical
because they see these individuals as both radical, “they challenge the status quo, both
through intentional acts and also just by being who they are, people who do not fit
perfectly,” and tempered, “in that they seek moderation. …In the language of physics,
they are tempered in that they have become tougher by being alternately heated up and
cooled down.”16 As noted in chapter one, the definition of tempered radicals captures the
essence of the outlier, or as Richard Rohr names them, those on the edge of the inside.
Outliers do challenge the status quo of the institution, but theirs is a challenge rooted in a
deep love for, understanding of, and commitment to, the institution. Outliers know and
remember the established story out of which they emerge and find their motivation rooted
in engaging those outside the institution in this compelling narrative that has captured
their lives.
Meyerson and Scully recommend that the tempered radicals find movement away
from the status quo and toward fresh perspective through small wins.17 They note four
reasons that small wins “address several problematic aspects of tempered radicalism and
seems to be a viable strategy for change and identity maintenance.”18 The four reasons
are: 1) small wins reduce large problems to a manageable size, 2) small wins can be
15
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experiments, 3) the small wins approach encourages picking battles carefully, 4) small
wins are…often driven by unexpected opportunities.19 They state that the small wins
approach can bring about fresh perspectives and healthy movement, but there are also
risks. One risk is the failure to recognize the urgency of changes, and to understand how
the order in which the changes occur may be different for employees at lower levels of
the organization. Another risk is that slow change can cause tempered radicals to follow,
rather than lead.20 Meyerson and Scully emphasize that in spite of the risks, the small
wins focus becomes “the only way for the tempered radical to locate the appropriate
degree of resistance…to push continuously against the limits and keep the organization in
flux.”21 The notion of flux connects with the earlier discussion of the healthy presence of
chaos and disequilibrium for preserving life and vitality in living systems.

Blurry Vision: A Necessary Carrier for Small Wins
For the Church of the Nazarene to retain its historical identity as a renewal
movement, it will need to embody the characteristics of a chaordic organization and rely
on outliers seeking change. Organizations seeking to navigate the tension of chaos and
order find movement and growth naturally unfolding through small organizational wins.
Particularly within chaordic organizations, “Small wins are therefore often driven by
unexpected opportunities.”22 To be able to navigate the chaos and disequilibrium
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necessary for positive growth and change, “the tempered radical’s vision of the specific
course of change must be somewhat blurry.”23 Blurry vision is being able to see different
views at the same time, and to embrace the common state of ambivalence inhabited by
outliers or tempered radicals. In describing the value of blurry vision, Meyerson and
Scully note, “Relatively blurry vision and an opportunistic approach enable an activist to
take advantage of available resources, shifting power alliances, lapsed resistance,
heightened media attention, or lofty corporate rhetoric to advance a specific change.”24
Outliers within the Church of the Nazarene need to demonstrate the capacity to innovate
and bring about positive and fresh movement. Some examples of small wins and blurry
vision follow, as a proposal for a way forward for the Church of the Nazarene.

Established and Unfolding

Wesley’s movement held a both/and posture by inspiring a radical movement
under the umbrella of his allegiance to the Established Church. He recognized the need
for system and structure as well as the necessity of the fresh wind of the Holy Spirit to
reinvigorate the church. Wesley recognized the trouble of abandoning one for the other.
He knew that the Established Church needed his unfolding movement. He also knew that
his unfolding movement needed the Established Church. Wesley’s both/and wisdom
provides a vision for how the Church of the Nazarene can find a way forward.
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The Church of the Nazarene is indebted to the theological, missiological, and
ecclesiological perspectives of John Wesley. Wesley pursued the via media. He was a
radical, enthusiastic, pastor-leader who galvanized the Methodist movement. Because of
his theological connection, and his dynamic leadership of a genuine renewal movement,
the Church of the Nazarene could benefit from the wisdom and genius of Wesley in
navigating the current established-and-unfolding generational divide. The twenty-first
century church is seeing cultural, political, and sociological dynamics producing realities
similar to those seen in John Wesley’s eighteenth century church. Such tensions create a
desire for change that at times can seem chaotic. In Wesley’s time, he found ways to
inspire a renewal movement with leadership similar to what Hock describes as chaordic.
The how, then, is found in a little-known fact whispered by Wesley scholars.
Wesley’s “… memorialists were sometimes driven to the Roman Church to find
informative parallels for Wesley and his movement.”25 Quoting T.B. Mcaulay, John
Walsh affirms the uniqueness of Wesley, and the ability of the Catholic Church to
identify, equip, and engage those on the edge of the inside. Explaining how the Catholic
Church would have handled Wesley, he writes, “He is certain to be the first General of a
new Society devoted to the interests and honour of the Church.”26 Wesley created a via
media, middle way—in missional circles this is referred to as a third space—a
phenomena scholars had to dig into Wesley’s Catholic influence to find.27 The way
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forward for Wesley was to be a both/and practitioner committed to the larger narrative of
the Established Church for the sake of the advancement of the Kingdom. For the Church
of the Nazarene, there is hope in the balanced embrace of both unfolding and established.
Without the unfolding, the established is dead. Without the established, the unfolding is
empty. Balance and synergy, are played out best in a third space, as we see in Wesley.28
For the Church of the Nazarene, utilizing this concept of a third space can be a helpful
way to better identify, equip, and engage outliers.
The Christians’ Callings in the World research, involving young clergy from a
variety of denominations speaks to the need of an intentional discipleship and shares
several third space ideas, created to engage young clergy in formative discipling
relationships. In this six-year study funded by the Lilly Foundation, David J. Lose,
Gordon S. Mikoski, Eileen D. Crowley, Rolf Jacobson, Scott Cormode, and Jeffrey
Conklin-Miller came together to answer what they thought would be a relatively easy
question to answer: “How might seminaries, divinity schools, and schools of theology
educate and form their graduates to equip their people to live into their vocational
callings in the world?”29 In their article “Equipping the Equippers: The Pedagogical and
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Programmatic Implications of The Christians’ Callings in the World Project,” Lose and
the other authors each discuss what they did in their respective schools to bridge the gap
of understanding that existed between seminary graduates and their clergy, primarily on
the theological understanding of vocation. They recognized in the laity an incorrect
understanding of the idea of vocation and calling as understood in Ephesians 4. Rather
than discipleship, the current culture and context of church was one of consumption, with
leadership focused on production. Lose et al. note, “congregations must become places
where Christians are formed, trained, and equipped to look for God in their lives and in
the world so that they might respond to God’s call in those places and circumstances.”30
In reviewing their assessment, Lose et al. recognized that, “having engaged in a
form of backward design, moving from our assessment of culture to re-imagining
congregation life to reconsidering the nature of congregational leadership, we
immediately recognized that a different kind of leader ultimately requires a different kind
of education.”31 What they discovered was the need to shift from a performative model of
leader (one Hirsch calls operative and Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja refer to as
operational, each identifying traits of institutionalism), to a formative model of leader. In
defining formative leaders, they describe “leaders who coach and guide those in their care
to be able to claim their vocational identity and participate in God’s activity to love and
bless the world.”32 Performative leadership is task-oriented, meaning that churches
“evaluate leaders according to their ability to engage in central tasks of the Christian life
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Lose, et al., 390.

31

Ibid., 389.
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Ibid.
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like interpreting Scripture, sharing faith, praying for, and caring for others.”33 Evaluation
rubrics create outcomes, and the performative leader will create a performance based
following that may do little more than create job security for the professional clergy.
Contrasting the performative idea of leadership, they boldly claim, “In a
formative model, however, we assess the competence of leaders in relation to how much
better those in the faith communities they lead can do these things over time.”34 The
formative leader is generative, and focused on the long scope of bringing about growth
and change for those entrusted to their care as well as for the movement ordaining them
for this task. In his section in the “Equipping the Equippers” essay entitled “Creating a
Shared Future: Exploring the Connection between Vocational Theology and Pedagogy,”
Scott Cormode speaks to the value and importance of the discipleship process for
formative leaders as he writes,
When our students become congregational leaders, they will most likely practice
in ministry what they have experienced in the classroom. If they have largely been
passive recipients of the wisdom of their teachers, they will graduate to dispense
their wisdom to their people. If, however, they have been charged at the outset of
their seminary education with discerning their call and forming a vibrant Christian
identity, they will likely invite their parishioners into a similar experience.35
Those who are called to make disciples cannot disciple in ways they have not
been discipled. It would seem the underlying discipleship problem in the church in
general, and the Church of the Nazarene in particular, is rooted in a failure to make
disciples of clergy in a way that is formative. Similarly, Lose, et. al. discovered that,
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Ibid., 400. Quote taken from Scott Cormode’s section in article.
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… (a) our students need to be involved in their own discernment of vocation if
they want to assist others in the same and (b) if they are to play the role of a
formative leader, they need to be exposed to teachers and classrooms that
themselves are more formative than performative. We realized, that is, that it is
very hard to give what you have not experienced and received yourself.36
Young and unfolding clergy outliers struggle to identify, equip, and engage those they
minister with because they have not always had the experience or example set for them.
The development of a discipleship process with the outlier in mind not only provides a
better opportunity for the outlier’s personal growth and discipleship, but also provides an
experience to help shape their practice of disciple-making.

Movement 72: A Process of Discipleship for Young and Unfolding Clergy Outliers

The primary proposal of this dissertation is a discipleship process called Movement
72. The use of the word movement is intentional, holding within it the need for the
Church of the Nazarene to embody its historical nature as a renewal movement. 72 is also
intentional, finding significance in Jesus’ sending of the 72 in pairs to the cities.
Movement 72 is a cohort-based discipleship process that incorporates the sending of
outliers, the denomination’s generative agents, in pairs or small groups to engage in new
and creative works as well as bring new wineskins to places needing a fresh perspective.
The design of the Movement 72 process of discipleship is illustrated in Figure 5.1. This
discipleship process takes place in the “wilderness,” meaning outside of the traditional
boundaries of defined institutional roles and practices, and involves the following steps:
•

Per:mission [Separation], the invitation to journey

36

Ibid., 389.
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- Per:mission connects with the separation phase of Victor Turner’s liminal
journey. Outliers must step out of the familiar context, in part because it is
a context that struggles to identify them for who God has created and is
calling them to be. As discussed earlier, the invitation is an important part
of the outlier being and feeling identified.
•

Sub:mission [Liminality], the liminal aspect of the journey
- Sub:mission requires the outlier to submit to the mission of being a
disciple, to adhere to the person of Jesus, and submit to the radical, risky,
disorienting process of discipleship. Sub:mission creates a necessary state
of fear and isolation to allow for stability and camaraderie to emerge.

•

Co:mission [Communitas], establishment of communitas
- As noted, communitas is not the sentimental community often discussed in
missional movements. Communitas is deep, intimate, unifying kinship
rooted in shared experience in the wilderness. Imperative to the
sub:mission and co:mission phases is the engagement in mission. Mission
engagement, as noted by the “missional outposts,” is opportunities to
engage in mission and ministry along the journey. This engagement is
crucial to the growth and formation for the outlier as these are
opportunities to live out of—practice—their vocational calling/gifting for
the sake of the church. More than anything, missional engagement
provides an avenue and outlet to create and lead formative experiences
reflective of their own formative experiences.

•

Re:mission [Re-integration], the process of reintegration
- The whole discipleship process leads up to this catalytic event. Having
journeyed through an intentional discipleship process facilitated by the
church, the outlier—now feeling identified, equipped, and engaged by the
Church of the Nazarene—voluntarily chooses to reintegrate knowing they
are affirmed in their vocational calling/gifting to be a part of the future
growth and fresh perspectives unfolding out of the genetic coding of the
church as a renewal movement.
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Figure 5.1 Illustrates the Liminal Process of Movement 72.

The practical application of the process of developing formative leaders, as noted
in the Christians’ Callings in the World Project, looked different for each school based
on the individual professor. Their stated theory is that, regardless of the variations,
formative leaders engage in formative leadership based on how they were lead by other
leaders. What each researcher agreed on was their students needed opportunities to
intentionally practice, in real ministry settings, what they were learning so that they could
recreate these practices in their parish in ways that would meaningfully engage their
parishioners. Each researcher produced a vastly different experience for their students, a
reality which is understood as a necessary element for unity to be established in a
chaordic movement. A unified study that produced five different practices in five
different contexts, based on the same research, is a powerful example of a chaordic
movement.
The Church of the Nazarene, as a renewal movement, must retain this chaordic
vision. The discipleship process for outliers will have dramatic variance across the
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USA/Canada Region. What cannot vary, however, is the unifying purpose of heart
holiness and the unifying presuppositions of Jesus is Lord, relationships matter, and the
art of the long scope. With unifying purpose and principles, the Church of the Nazarene
can seek to provide cohort based discipleship journeys for outlier clergy that will provide
a liminal experience and foster an environment for the Church of the Nazarene to better
identify, equip, and engage young and unfolding clergy outliers.

Movement 72U: Changing the Outlier Clergy Narrative

Using the same structure as Movement 72, Movement 72U extends this
intentional discipleship process to reach high school age students expressing a call to
ministry. As the church begins to better identify, equip, and engage outliers there will be
a gradual shift in the institutional ethos from antagonism between what is established and
what is unfolding, to synergy. Rooted in a partnership with a regional school and the
districts in that region, this cohort-based internship will connect to the regional university
and utilize summer schedules as well as online learning opportunities to provide
practical, imbedded, ministry opportunities of significance. The cohort will engage in a
week-long experience at the regional university with their lead disciple-maker. An
outlier’s lead disciple-maker will be an ordained clergy member from their local
community. This is designed to provide an experience of liminality and communitas that
will include healthy risk and crisis to form a greater bond and enhance the remainder of
their discipleship process.
Intentional discipleship, liminality, communitas, and a quest for helping young
and unfolding clergy identify their vocational calling/gifting, will increase the capacity
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for the church to develop young clergy who are skilled and ready for ministry. The
ministry development of young and unfolding clergy includes shepherding a
congregation in ways that help them identify their unique vocational calling/gifting for
the sake of the church and the world. Movement 72U is a one-year discipleship process
for eligible high school students.
Level two of Movement 72U is a gap year program for recent high school
graduates. The gap year is a residential program at the regional university. It is also
cohort-based, and involves intentional relationships in which they are both discipling
others and being discipled. The enrolled outliers help administer years 1-3 of Movement
72U and are assigned 1-3 students within a cohort. Their cohort also works with one of
the regional districts to provide pulpit supply for open churches, works with churches in
crisis, and works with the District Superintendents on potential new start-up
opportunities. The program includes required, college-level courses taken online for
credit from the regional university. One of the primary goals of the gap year is to keep
students on their districts or at least within their region, and to help them move toward
enrollment at their regional university.
For college students, Movement 72U becomes the primary anchor for the
internship program of the School of Theology and Christian Ministry for the regional
university. Beginning with the first year of Movement 72U, students are encouraged to
apply for a local minister’s license and begin the process of ordination. For a districtlicensed clergy-in-training, successful completion of 6 years (including the gap year) of
Movement 72U in conjunction with a four-year bachelor’s degree in Christian Ministry
from the regional Nazarene university will qualify the individual for ordination.
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Conclusion

The goal of this dissertation has been to extend the conversation surrounding the
Church of the Nazarene’s relationship with its outliers and to provide fresh perspective
that appropriately questions the institutional narrative. Living systems theory states “that
all living systems will tend toward equilibrium (and thus ever closer to death) if they fail
to respond adequately to their environments.”37 To counter this movement toward death,
living systems theory describes how chaos and disequilibrium can bring new life, growth,
and change. The aim of this dissertation has been to frame the outlier clergy within the
Church of the Nazarene, as a God-given generative force to be instruments of innovation,
healthy agitation, and fresh perspective. As such, the outliers are a necessary and needed
part of the body.
The practical implication of the role of the outliers in the Church of the Nazarene
is best categorized as simplexity.38 This concept of simplexity is illustrated well in the
molting process of the crab referenced in chapter four. Simply speaking, in order to
continue to live, the crab sheds its shell, grows a new one, and grows in size. However,
the reality and intricacy of the molting process in each of the three phases, pre-ecdysis,
ecdysis, and post-ecdycis, is quite complex. In the same way, the idea of discipleship
which is committed to identify, equip, and engage outliers in the Church of the Nazarene
sounds rather simple, especially for a denomination with a mission to “Make Christ-like

37
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Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways, 173.

Simplexity is a word created by Leonard Sweet during a class lecture in June of 2016. Sweet
uses this word to capture the simplicity of life and faith held in constant tension with the complexity of life
and faith. The synergistic idea blends well with the overarching narrative of this dissertation and the
established/unfolding dynamic.
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Disciples in the Nations.” Yet what must emerge, is a cultural vision that values diversity
of the body of Christ for the sake of the body of Christ, growing up under the Head, who
is Christ. Hirsch frames the cultural vision well in stating:
[M]issional leadership involves facilitating the emergence of novelty by building
and nurturing networks of communications; creating a learning culture in which
questioning is encouraged and innovation is rewarded; creating a climate of trust
and mutual support; and recognizing viable novelty when it emerges, while
allowing the freedom to make mistakes.39
Although it is a situation involving great simplexity, The Church of the Nazarene can
begin to better identify, equip, and engage its outliers. This dissertation has argued,
supported by numerous scholars, that the underlying problem is a discipleship problem; a
problem not encountered by the Church of the Nazarene alone. The deep-rooted nature of
this problem, from Constantine to Christendom, reveals that what is needed is a
discipleship process for clergy outliers.

39

Hirsch, 177. For Hirsch, novelty is taken from Surfing the Edge of Chaos and speaks to the idea
of innovation, diversity and other sources of disequilibrium effecting the living system from outside in
ways that bring about healthy adaptation, growth, and change.

APPENDIX

By An Outlier, For The Outlier: An Illustration Of The Problem

An Order: Example of a Third Space for Outlier Clergy in the Church of the Nazarene
The following transformative proposal is listed in the appendix precisely because
of the conclusions of this research: outliers and their ideas are not normative. They do not
fit in any box, they upset the status quo, and they tend to be radical. The argument of this
research supports the generative nature of outliers and the desperate need for institutions,
particularly the church, to employ this generative nature of outliers so that they can adapt
and thrive. The key is that outliers are generative. But being generative does not mean
one is right. For genuine outliers, as defined in chapter one, it is not about being right; it
is all about living.
Whether the creation and implementation of an ecclesiastical order is possible
within the Church of the Nazarene is not the right question. Rather, what is being asked
underneath this idea is, “how can we better identify, equip, and engage outliers in the
Church of the Nazarene.” If the Church of the Nazarene is content to see its outliers
continue to pack up shop and head to the United Methodist Church or the Episcopal
Church, then the status quo is where it should locate itself. But, if all of the concern over
a missing generation of pastors—research this dissertation asserts is less about
generations and more about calling/gifting—is genuine, allowing the denomination to
create intentional third spaces to take risks is exactly how this renewal movement lives
into and out of its genetic coding as such. And in so doing, the Church of the Nazarene
makes relevant in the twenty-first century the practices that brought renewal through
163
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early Methodism and the early days of the Church of the Nazarene. And that is good
company. What follows is a radical idea that can create intentional and bold leadership
for the Church of the Nazarene in a cultural battle the denomination is losing.
Danny Quanstrom’s research illuminates the chasm between the established and
unfolding generations.1 Quanstrom, in his thorough and ground-breaking research on
Millennial clergy in the Church of the Nazarene, highlights social issues as the most
common areas of dissonance among clergy, dissonance he attributes specifically to
generational differences. The research of this dissertation argued that dissonance and
difference is not simply identified by characteristics like age or gender. Rather, this
dissonance stems from the varied vocational giftings/callings that cause individuals to
hold positions or beliefs different from others. It was also argued that this dissonance is
needed for the church to establish and sustain unity.
One key area of generational dissonance is with regard to the church’s official
stated position on alcohol. Quanstrom’s research showed over 50 percent of Millennial
clergy surveyed either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the church’s stance, with
another 17 percent responding as indifferent, neither agreeing or disagreeing. For nonMillennial clergy, the statistics were virtually reversed, with 54 percent agreeing, 29
percent disagreeing, and 17 percent responding as indifferent.2 What is important is the

1

See Quanstrom reference in chapter 1. Also see the blog article by Ric Shewel, “Why I Left the
Church of the Nazarene.” Quanstroms research gives a more credible voice to the hundreds of
conversations of outlier clergy on Facebook and in coffee shops after the yearly ordination interviews for
the Church of the Nazarene.
2

Danny Quanstrom, “The Church of the Nazarene: A Millennial Perspective,” Diadache 15, no. 2
(May 2016): 1-8, accessed June 10, 2016, http://didache.nazarene.org/index.php/filedownload/didachevolumes/vol-152/1060-didache-v15n2-01-nazarene-millennial-perspective-quanstrom/file.
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overwhelming support of Millennials, for the theological positions of the Church of the
Nazarene.3 Speaking to the generational dissonance on this particular issue, Quanstrom
notes the desire and hope for “more challenging dialog” with regard to the issue of
alcohol. Quanstrom commented that the Millennials who participated in his research
pushed back against the argument that the denomination’s stance on alcohol was a
position of justice. Quanstrom notes, “Millennials believe that if justice were the primary
driving force in the denomination it would shape more of our practices than this issue,
[and cause] our ethic to flow out of a sense of justice.”4
Organizational dissonance is nothing new, and the research in this dissertation
points to the reality that organizational health, growth, and sustainability is reliant upon
healthy, mission-focused, generative dissonance. Fresh solutions to identify, equip, and
engage clergy outliers emulate the genius of John Wesley in navigating between the
established and unfolding reality. Wesley sought to support the church, employing a
method that “would serve the Church of England [in ways] analogous to the orders of
Rome.”5 Wesley’s use of lay and itinerant clergy revolutionized leadership and inspired a
reproducible clergy that fueled a movement. To describe the emphasis of a fresh vision
for clergy, Walsh states, “Wesley had formed what was in part a new preaching order—
like that of the Friars—and in part a lay devotional confraternity. His itinerant preaching
force embraced that principle of mobility which the Roman Church welcomed, but which

3

Ibid., 3.
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Ibid.

5

Duane J. Beals, “John Wesley’s Concept of the Church,” Wesleyan Theological Journal 9, 1974:
30, accessed February 6, 2015, http://wesley.nnu.edu/fileadmin/imported_site/wesleyjournal/1974-wtj09.pdf,
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the Hanoverian Establishment as yet refused to entertain.”6 The generative and innovative
heart of the structure of the Catholic Church is in its genetic coding that desires unity
over uniformity.
Creating an order as a means of bridging the division found on certain social and
lifestyle issues between established and unfolding clergy and laity within the Church of
the Nazarene, makes sense precisely because of research like Quanstrom’s. What he
found was not a dissenting population. On the whole, a high percentage of respondents
articulated a posture similar to Wesley: “Indeed, I love the Church as sincerely as ever I
did [and we] will not leave the Church, at least not while I live.”7 With social issues
being a point of friction and the concept of an order as a solution, a proposed first step is
an order within the Church of the Nazarene, organized by a call to abstinence from
alcohol, tobacco, and recreational drug use. For the sake of this argument it will be called
OSA (Order of Solidarity and Abstention). This abstinence is driven by a move of
solidarity with those struggling with addiction to, and oppression by, drug and alcohol
use and abuse, a stand that resonates deeply with the heritage of the early movement of
the Church of the Nazarene.
For some unfolding clergy, the established clergy have an antiquated stance,
which has lost the heart of the narrative of the Church of the Nazarene, which once
inspired mission-minded service in places like Skid Row.8 The lack of story has caused

6

Walsh, 5.

7

Ibid., 30. Quanstrom’s research garnered a response of around 60% of the 1,000 +/- surveys sent
out. Of those, around 85% completed the survey of over 60 questions. This data alone suggests a love for
the CotN and desire to find a way forward together.
8

See Ingersol, Watchword and Song, and Called Unto Holiness for historical perspective
regarding the posture of the early Nazarenes in regard to alcohol.
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this compassionate and active stance to feel legalistic and static to unfolding clergy.
While the ills of alcohol use and abuse are still present, thanks to an artisanal movement
in the beer and wine industry, social drinking has built a communal culture embraced and
propagated by individuals in the church, particularly within the Millennial generation.
What has resulted are gatherings for Beer and Bible Study, Theology on Tap, and the like.
In addition, the Church of the Nazarene’s stance is extra-biblical and numerous
denominations and movements (within the Wesleyan movement and without) do not
oppose social drinking.9
Utilizing the current structure of the Compassionate Ministry Centers within the
Church of the Nazarene, OSA will affirm the historical stance of the Church of the
Nazarene in a twenty-first century context. As a part of the OSA, all CMCs, churches
who so desire, and those participating in the ministries thereof, will covenant to this
posture. Individuals and local churches prayerfully join in the spirit of Wesley to heed the
direction of the Holy Spirit in reasonable fashion, not in subjective enthusiasm that
produces generalities and judgments. The OSA brings action to the posture of solidarity
and abstention that is missing for much of the Church of the Nazarene today, on this key
social issue. In addition, as a voluntary action, the Church of the Nazarene provides
opportunity for prayerful reflection for each disciple as to how the Holy Spirit is leading
them to live into and out of their call to holiness within the context of their community.

9

The goal of an order is not accommodation nor is it toleration, but movement forward together.
In Wesley we see a desire to use the enthusiasm of what is unfolding along with the system and structure of
the Established Church to bring revival. In the century old narrative of the CotN, there is a beautiful
established characteristic of solidarity. To lose this entirely would be to put out the light that has brought
and is bringing people out of serious addiction. However, to cease telling the story of the why behind this
solidarity is to close the door of the church in the face of a Millennial generation desperate for a cause to
belong to.
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